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For my beloved mother,
María Teresa Alvaré O’Reilly,
con todo mi cariño y amor;
mi prima-hermana,
María de Lourdes Guerra,
may you always walk in beauty, dearest friend;
and for mi querido amigo y maestro,
Antonio Benítez-Rojo,
who continues to be present in my thoughts and words.
Art cannot detach itself from history, and history, in turn, is reflected in art like the story of lived experience.

ELSA VEGA DOPICO

No longer can we regard the present as the final consequence of a single, unbreakable chain of events. Instead, we must consider all undismissed possible pasts that might have contributed to the present.

ROBERT H. MARCH, PHYSICS FOR POETS
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For the Cuban Dead

Once they were men fully because they belonged, and everywhere they looked and chatted and sipped a bit of coffee, whisked away a fly with a wrist or jolted a newspaper readably straight, or flirted, or worried about the world and where the damn country was going as a trolley rolled and curtains dipped and bulged breast-like and hid again in the proper window. They were home and citizens of it and dared and loved and were decent and stole and killed and loved again. They were home. How like the root in the earth, the crease in the linen, the wind rending the cloud, the growl in the hunger, the pavement sprayed with waves crashing against the sea wall. How like all right things in the mind of place, they jostled and failed, learned and betrayed. Like coins in pockets made for them they cried stridently or simply tinkled in murmurs, and it didn’t matter if talk or life had substance. Right of place was substance.

There is no enough in exile. Not enough anger, and the blanket of safety always leaves the feet bare. And it is here, no matter how clean and golden, that one learns how different the wrist and the fly and the shot of wave, how once never stops calling although the law of distance deafens. Memory is the heart’s gravity. The accent of their children becomes unbearably alien, a dampness from the sidewalk creeping past the thin sole and into the ignored sock. Now nothing escapes notice and the balance is always against.
And it hits them, these never again composed,  
that the time to see and hear was then,  
when rightness held even the stormy evils  
of the quotidian in the same palm  
with the trash of years of seconds  
and the kissed joys.  
Then, as we have come to know, was  
the proper place to gaze at the dust  
of butterfly panoplies, ponder  
the calligraphic crud on china,  
relinquish decorous ears to taut goatskins,  
wash in the lace of Sunday clouds,  
and otherwise pay attention  
with one’s whole life to shadows  
knitting five centuries of incomparable capital,  
field’s antique jewel, and the cradling shore.  
God it was who let them die  
filled with late understanding,  
so who dares say we the innocent lurk  
unpunished in the works and days?  

RICARDO PAU-LLOSA

“For the Cuban Dead” is taken from Pau-Llosa’s collection Parable Hunter (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Mellon UP, 2008). The poem first appeared in Crab Orchard Review and was also included in Burnt Sugar/Caña quemada, ed. Lori Marie Carlson and Oscar Hijuelos (New York: Free Press, 2006).
Café cubano à la Grisel

CUBAN COFFEE is generally made in an Italian-style coffee pot or an espresso machine. If one chooses the latter, you add the sugar after the coffee is strained. You can also prepare it the traditional way. Boil water with sugar. Once it is boiling, add the coffee and keep boiling it for another minute (taking care that it does not boil over). Lower the flame and let it sit for a minute; and then you strain the mixture thru a colador, or strainer (which looks like a sock with a metal hoop at the top). When you strain the coffee this way, it is café carretero, which was common before the appearance of Italian coffee makers. You can serve it as espresso or cut the café with a small amount of hot milk, making it a cortadito. You can use either cow’s milk or evaporated milk.

You can also skip the sugar at the beginning of the process and add condensed milk to taste. In this instance, your café becomes un café cortado con leche condensada (a short coffee with condensed milk). If you add a whole cup of milk, then you have the typical Cuban café con leche (coffee with milk).

Yet another way to serve café is to add a thin lemon peel, giving it an entirely different taste altogether. You can also add a splash of cognac just as you are about to serve the café. This would make it un carajillo. You can also serve it with a splash of anís.
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Introduction

Setting the Tent Against the House

How many doors do you have to knock on before you find your own?

RABINDRANATH TAGORE

Nature (space) is an infinite sphere whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere.

BLAISE PASCAL

Where is the middle of the world? Here and elsewhere.

OLD IRISH PROVERB

In some sense, all contemporary Cuban diasporic discourses and cultural expressions measure, consciously or unconsciously, against a central absence. That absence is the island. Certain strains of this discourse share with other diasporic articulations the tendency to idealize the past; make nativist claims to “authentic” cultural, racial or ethnic, and/or national identity; and express a utopian sense of patria, or homeland, as a fixed and unchanging physical place of origin. Adhering to the teleology of origin and return, another common feature they share is the impulse to describe the experience of displacement in terms of constructing a temporary “home away from home.” Defined as such, the condition of diaspora or exile, as theorist Homi K. Bhabha observes, “falls in the shadow” of an “idea” of nationhood that is fundamentally static and territorially or temporally defined.1

Though the lush tropical landscape and the intense, luminescent light continue to figure prominently in the Cuban cultural imagination and serve as unifying, iconic signifiers, the idea that this nation can be bounded or reduced to a single factor diminishes its historical and cultural complexity. It obscures, moreover, the idea that Cuba is preeminently a point of confluence and migration. Not unlike the other islands that collectively constitute the Caribbean, it has been in motion
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for centuries, both physically and culturally. Although critical attention tends to focus on the ongoing exodus that has followed in the wake of the 1959 revolution, a pattern of migration to and from the island can be traced back over centuries. As art critic and poet Ricardo Pau-Llosa observes, “exile—indeed displacement—has been a constant in the development of the Cuban imagination for . . . centuries.” Any profound understanding of the themes of displacement and cultural transfer, translation, or transformation in respect to the island and its various diasporas must, therefore, reject the idea of Cuba as a unified category of analysis. Rather, as Ella Shohat reminds us, we must begin with the premise that all nations “exist not as hermetically sealed entities but, rather, as part of a permeable interwoven relationality.” In the same vein, any dialogue regarding Cuban diasporic cultural production must take into account the central role that social and political upheaval—and consequently physical movement and cultural exchange—has played in the island’s development.

As an island—a geographical space with mutable and porous borders—Cuba has never been a fixed cultural, political, or geographical entity. In consequence of its strategic location, the island became a site of convergences, a place of migratory interactions, a circuit and receptacle for all manner of exchanges, some of which predate the first Spanish colonial interventions. As a result, Cuban culture is stratified and striated by multiple and varied influences. Many Cubans currently residing on the island express the notion that Communism has cut them off from the rest of the world, and “the unhappy circumstance of water at every turn” seals their enclosure. Yet the sea that circumscribes and ultimately defines Cuba suggests, nevertheless, perennial fluidity, constant movement, and cross-pollination.

Just as the island and its people have absorbed and been transformed by diverse presences and cultural elements, Cuba has also become a moveable nation, a traveling, prismatic site of rupture and continuity resulting from continuous out-migrations and scatterings. Rooted in both the indigenous and colonial pasts, the realities of migration and exile fundamentally inform and temper contemporary Cuban history and are the underlying conditions that inform the Cuban experience. Cuba’s cultural continuity, in turn, has always depended on a process of absorption, translation, transformation, and synthesis that has occurred in this context of movement. Thus, when speaking of present-day Cubans, one is referring simultaneously to those who reside on the island as well as to a multilocal population that has spread across the globe and now includes three generations born outside Cuba following the 1959 revolution. The way to locate Cuba, therefore, is not simply by fixing one’s gaze on the island, but also by knocking on others’ doors.
The challenge then is to speak of Cuba within a “kaleidoscopic framework” (to borrow Shohat’s terminology) as a series of interlinked communities (both on and off the island) that are related to one another, yet whose positions are not identical.

This book, *Cuban Artists Across the Diaspora: Setting the Tent Against the House*, examines the significance of Cuba’s history of movement and displacement through the perspective of its visual arts. In the process, it positions itself against the impulse to locate Cuba solely according to geographical coordinates, and rejects the correspondent essentialist discourses that propose a closed or static definition of nationhood or national and cultural affiliation. It tends instead toward a poetics of indeterminacy, precariousness, and paradox, at the same time that it acknowledges the significance of the situational and contextual, of place and locality.

Although my underlying aim is to formulate a more expansive and inclusive theoretical approach to the paradoxes of “migratory stability” and “stable mobility” inherent to the Cuban diasporic condition, I pursue this through an exploration of CAFÉ: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, a radically inclusive, itinerant, and evolving art exhibition curated by Cuban artist Leandro Soto. Unconventional in every respect, CAFÉ features alternating, multigenerational groups of Cuban diasporic artists conceived or born on or off the island. The participating Cafeteros work with a wide range of art media and techniques, and recent manifestations have included poetry and fiction readings, lectures and roundtable discussions, dance and performance art, and traditional and original music composed by both Cuban and North American artists.

The Cafeteros’ work testifies to the idea that a long tradition of Cuban art continues to evolve, and is indeed flourishing off the island. All of the participating artists have been visibly influenced, in varying degrees, by the new physical and cultural contexts in which they are working. Fundamental to their artmaking, therefore, is the process of absorption, translation, transformation, and synthesis. Their work, however, simultaneously conserves a series of identifiable Cuban cultural elements—what Cuban theorist and writer Antonio Benítez-Rojo refers to as the “ancient dynamics” of the island’s braided cultural roots and turbulent history—and reinscribes and sets them into motion in new contexts.

In my previous writing on the Cuban scattering, I have argued consistently for a more nuanced, malleable paradigm that moves away from essentialist, and territorially and linguistically based, concepts of racial, national, or cultural identification. This study seeks to build upon and extend my previous work by developing
a more creatively unstable theoretical approach—one that takes account of the fluid and shifting aspects of situated or contextual subjectivity, and challenges traditional concepts of spatiality, yet remains rooted in the local and the historical. More specifically, it interprets the art of the Cafeteros through an examination of the links that exist among the social and/or political, the spatial, the historical, and the temporal. It explores, moreover, the manner in which one reconstitutes, translates, and transforms the self in diaspora, and emphasizes the role these artists play in producing alternative cartographies as they re-create or reimagine space in response to a nonlinear modernity. The opening chapters thus situate the Cafeteros’ art synchronically in Cuba’s history of colonialism and neocolonialism, migration, and interculturación. Subsequent chapters, based on personal interviews with a select group of artists, link the Cafeteros’ work diachronically by establishing the genealogy of a longer tradition of Cuban art dating back to the modernist, or vanguardia, movement. This latter portion of Cuban Artists Across the Diaspora demonstrates the continuity of the Cafeteros’ work with that of previous generations of Cuban artists, as well as their internal links, yet it also emphasizes the particularities that distinguish them from past traditions and from one another. It also takes into account the manner in which they reroot in new contexts and absorb new cultural elements into their work.

The final chapter explores the subversive, creative potential that can arise when the diasporic artist confronts newness. It examines the entangled tension that results, in the process of rerooting, from multiple and sometimes conflicting attachments to culture and place.

In terms of specific methodology, this study concentrates on the slippage that occurs between the synchronic and the diachronic by weighing Cuba’s sociopolitical history against what Antonio Benítez-Rojo describes as “the poly-rhythmic cultural repetitions,” or constants, that have occurred outside the island. In The Repeating Island, Benítez-Rojo proposes a concept of repetition that is not mimetic in the Borgesian or Proustian sense (i.e., that events, memories, or experiences can be replicated across time), but, rather, allows for paradox and difference amid regularity. “I have emphasized the word,” he writes,

because I want to give the term the almost paradoxical sense with which it appears in the discourse of Chaos, where every repetition is a practice that necessarily entails a difference and a step toward nothingness (according to the principle of entropy proposed by thermodynamics in the last century); however, in the midst of this irreversible change, Nature can produce a figure as complex, as highly organized, and as intense as the one that the human eye catches when it sees a quivering hummingbird drinking from a flower.
In Benítez-Rojo’s view, these cultural constants somehow constitute a protean ensemble of identifiable elements passed down through generations both on and off the island. “Within this chaos of difference and repetitions, of combinations and permutations,” he tells us, “there are regular dynamics that co-exist.”

Nicolas Bourriaud seemingly expands on Benítez-Rojo’s concept of repetition in a meditation on contemporary “postproduction” art (art that has neither an origin nor a metaphysical destination):

Repetition in time is called a rerun or réplique—a replica, a reply. And the term réplique, “aftershock,” is also used to refer to the tremor(s) following a major earthquake. These aftershocks, more or less attenuated, distanced, and similar to the first, belong to the original, but they neither repeat it nor constitute entirely separate events. The art of postproduction is a product of this notion of réplique (replication, reply): the work of art is an event that constitutes the replication and reply to another work or a preexisting object; distant in time from the original to which it is linked, this work nonetheless belongs to the same chain of events. It is located on the precise wavelength of the original earthquake, putting us back in touch with the energy from which it sprang while at the same time diluting it in time, that is, ridding it of its character as an historical fetish.

Throughout this study, I consciously borrow Benítez-Rojo’s and Bourriaud’s concepts and terminology. Yet, in addition to echoing their concepts of repetition and réplique, my usage of the terms also draws upon the British Romantic concept of spiral return—in other words, the notion that during the course of travel or voyaging we are permanently altered, and thus can never return to a place of origin in the exact same psychological, emotional, or even physical state.

In interviewing the Cafeteros, I emulated Leandro Soto’s unorthodox method of curating CAFÉ (see further discussion in Chapter 2). At the outset of each interview, I identified myself as a self-taught artist and characterized myself as a kind of partera, or midwife, a role I consciously strove to assume in my edited collection of testimonial expressions ReMembering Cuba: Legacy of a Diaspora (2001). I also established that I was approaching this project from a cultural studies perspective as opposed to adopting the approach of a historian, ethnographer, or art historian. Rather than presenting a predetermined set of questions, I allowed each artist to direct or lead our conversation, and encouraged them to ask questions about my own intentions regarding the project.

During the course of our conversations, I prompted the Cafeteros with questions that arose spontaneously in the context of the interviews. Occasionally, if the artists did not address the subject on their own, I posed a question regarding...
whether Cuba was present in their work. I also concluded every interview with two questions, characterizing the second as baroque: “Do you regard yourself as a Cuban artist, or an artist who happens to have been born in Cuba?” and “What question(s) should I have asked in order to understand your work more fully?”

I intentionally interviewed nearly all of the artists in their studios in order to actually see their work and get a sense of the spaces in which they create art. This, in turn, gave the artists the opportunity to choose the works that best illustrated the concepts they were exploring and, at the same time, act as auto-interpreters. During the course of these interviews, I articulated my reading or interpretation of their art to make certain that I was grasping what they were trying to communicate, thereby creating a space for dialogue and exchange. Whenever possible, I invited the artists’ partners, friends, family members, and/or fellow Cafeteros to partake in the interviews and comment on our interpretations of the art.

It was only after I had completed all of the interviews and had time to meditate on the process during a sojourn in Lublin, Poland, as a Fulbright scholar that I began to discern the sometimes overt and sometimes hidden links among the Cafeteros’ work, as well as their connections to past generations of Cuban artists. I also began to realize that the unconventional nature of the exhibit itself sheds light on fundamental questions regarding the diasporic condition, especially as it relates to nation, culture, spatiality, and historicity.

I specifically mention my experience in Poland for a number of reasons. Given Poland’s troubled history, as well as its former status as a Soviet bloc nation, my Polish students, colleagues, and friends introduced me to new and more complex ways of thinking about the concept or “idea” of nationhood. Our conversations regarding the relationships among culture, history, and spatiality, and the manner in which individuals and groups self-affiliate, were particularly memorable.

Rather than attempting to impose some fictive unity or collective vision on the Cafeteros’ narratives, I allowed the project to take on a life of its own and follow its natural course. This laissez-faire approach accounts for what some may perceive as internal imbalances or unevenness within the text, such as the idea that the biographical components in some interviews sometimes outweigh critical commentary, or the fact that several interviews are more succinct than others. Finally, once I had completed the entries on individual Cafeteros, I gave each artist the opportunity to revise or develop what I had written about her/his work. This included reviewing the quotes that I (or others) had translated. In this way, they all had the final say over my narrative about, or interpretation of, their work. A number of Cafeteros, several of whom had been interviewed many times, told me that they had never been granted such an opportunity.
Due in part to the multivalent positionings and perspectives of the Cafeteros, CAFÉ serves as an ideal metaphor by which to explore critical questions regarding the many and sometimes paradoxical ways diasporic subjects self-affiliate or situate themselves in the narratives of scattering and displacement. The range of responses their work has received from critics and curators both on and off the island reveals the vastly different ways they are perceived and identified or categorized.

Taking account of and validating these various and frequently conflicting positionalities while allowing them to coexist proved to be quite a feat. It required me to rethink identity designations in a more relational, as opposed to unified, manner in order to orchestrate these “contrapuntal” perspectives (to borrow Edward Said’s term) within what proved to be a densely woven, kaleidoscopic narrative of displacement and dislocation. In considering the manner in which the Cafeteros self-identify or self-affiliate, I was confronted immediately with a myriad of discrepant historical and political accounts, and divergent articulations and renderings of the “real” and the “symbolic” island. These accounts reflected the artists’ variegated ideological and social positions, as well as their diverse experiences and perspectives. More often than not, they pivoted on a range of questions regarding authenticity, including “Who is a real Cuban? Who is more Cuban? Who can create Cuban art? Can Cuban art only be created on the island? Does it cease to be Cuban if it is produced outside of Cuba?”

Consequently, a host of intersecting social determinations complicated individuals’ experiences or memories of life on the island, for they were informed by the entangled relationships all diasporic Cubans have to the island. Churning in the mix were the experiences and expressions of Cubands, either born or raised off the island, who claimed to possess a Cuban consciousness shaped by their second-hand experience of exile. Though they are clearly aware of their unstable positioning in relation to other Cubans and their status in the diaspora, many experience what Marianne Hirsch refers to as “post-memory”—the historical traumatic effects of dispersion that persist in haunting them through generations, like phantom limbs, at both the unconscious and conscious levels. Many insist that they experience by association a profound and perpetual sense of cultural non-belonging, despite the fact that they were born or bred outside the island. They perceive themselves to be strangers in their own land, searching for a cultural “home.” Such a position suggests that having a nomadic, exilic, diasporic, or migratory perspective does not necessarily imply spatial movement. The emphasis, then, is not...
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so much on locating “home,” but on the process of “voyaging” (to borrow Evelyn O’Callaghan’s term) amid multiple identities and worlds: in other words, the journey is “home.”

An additional, overarching challenge lay in addressing the paradoxical notion that historical and cultural continuity can coexist with movement, variation, and change—the idea that “difference always resides alongside continuity.” As theorists James Clifford and Stuart Hall have argued persuasively, the realities of modern-day globalization, with its economic and technological exchanges and circulation of people, ultimately prevent us from maintaining stationary or exclusivist paradigms when analyzing contemporary diasporic transnational formations—or, in the case of this particular study, diasporic creative expressions. Globalization, Bourriaud adds, has in turn shattered our very notion of space. The discourses of diaspora must therefore be modified and adapted when speaking about the experiences of the displaced, the “unhomed,” or desterrados. “What is at stake,” Clifford points out, “is a comparative cultural studies approach to specific histories, tactics, everyday practices of dwelling and traveling: traveling-in-dwelling, dwelling-in-traveling.”

An attendant difficulty lay in the need to smith vocabulary elastic enough to capture all of the possible modalities of placement and displacement, rootedness and movement, without losing meaning altogether. As suggested at the outset of this study, the Cuban diasporic experience has been structured rhetorically according to bicameral and binary concepts demarcating home and nation. In the process, the misleading dichotomy of island or diaspora, of the here/aquí or the there/allí, has been established as an oppositional strategy. The emphasis in much Cuban diasporic discourse, therefore, has been on territorial claims to both nationhood and culture.

Clearly, the term diaspora “offer[s] an alternative ‘ground’ to that of the territorial state,” as Jonathan and Daniel Boyarin note, and the concept enables scholars (such as Stuart Hall and Paul Gilroy) to move away from essentialist claims about culture, race, ethnicity, and nationhood. Nevertheless, as Brent Hayes Edwards points out, the term has been applied both liberally and loosely. Currently, he stresses, no word adequately takes stock of the divergent experiences and responses to scattering as well as the different circumstances that have prompted individuals or groups to leave their respective homelands. Edwards’s claim would indeed hold true in respect to the Cuban case. The preeminent diaspora scholars William Safran and James Clifford, for example, fail to consider fully the significance or role of multigenerational transmissions of cultural memory, especially as they pertain to future generations. Neither do they allow for the possibility of
sustaining multiple, transnational identifications, or take into account in any profound manner the generations claiming a vicarious cultural consciousness and memory.33

The term exile has suffered in a similar manner. As Hamid Naficy points out, “The concept of exile, like . . . exilic subjects themselves, is a living, dynamic organism that lurks and thrives in the interstices of social and political formation.” Nevertheless, Naficy continues, “not only political exile but also other types of exile are . . . being legally, socially, and politically reinterpreted and modified, by subject people themselves as well as by ruling national governments and international institutions.”33

Rather than attempting to mint or coin a new term or phrase in an effort to clarify my particular positioning, my inclination is to declutter with the aim of avoiding altogether the limitations that yet a new tag would impose on the experience of displacement. In this manner, I preempt an essentialist approach without endorsing a relativist or dogmatic universalist analysis. In addition, I skirt the possibility of obscuring once again the variations that occur within all scatterings, or leveling individual or group experiences. Rather, I apply a relational, multi-axis analysis in order to capture the movement of culture across borders. “A relational analysis,” Ella Shohat tells us, “address[es] the operative terms and axis of stratification typical of specific contexts, along with the ways these terms and stratifications are translated and reinvoiced as they ‘travel’ from one context to another.”34

Though I continue to employ terms such as diaspora, scattering, migration, exodus, and exile throughout this work, I do so with caution and consciousness regarding their nuanced meanings and histories.

In the same vein, any references to the Cafeteros or the post-1959 Cuban diasporic population in general assume that they—along with those who have remained on the island and experience what the Cuban poet José Lezama Lima terms insilio, or interior exile—possess multivalent consciousnesses and partake of many worlds, both past and present.35 Therefore, whenever possible I emphasize historical, physical, and politically situated subjectivity, and take into account the placement of individual Cafeteros within distinct phases or waves of the scattering. Finally, all references to the diasporic population are inclusive of the multiple, heterogeneous generations born or raised outside the island.

Throughout this project I have also avoided using the concept of identity as an analytical tool, especially as it relates to the constructivist, postmodern stance that treats identity as being in a constant state of flux with no stable points of reference or connection. I have also suppressed the impulse to treat identity as a concept that suggests some essence or core of allegedly foundational aspects of selfhood.
As Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper point out, identity has become a “hopelessly ambiguous” and frequently reductive and essentialist term. In their seminal work, they propose alternative, processual and active analytical idioms such as identification, self-understanding, and categorization—terms that are considerably less encumbered by conflicting meanings and resist reifying essentialist categories or definitions. Such terminology allows for fluidity and variability at the same time that it indicates locality and situated subjectivity.

I have also consciously steered away from the label “postmodern,” and tend toward Nicolas Bourriaud’s notion of the “altermodern.” “Postmodernism,” he writes,

resembles a mode of thought based on mourning, a long depressive episode of cultural life. . . . This melancholy posture constitutes the first period of postmodernism: it is characterized by an intensive citing of identifiable forms from the history of art as well as by the theme of the “simulacrum,” in which image replaces reality in reality itself. . . . The second period of postmodernism, in which melancholy gives way to multiculturalism, is born at the end of the Cold War. . . . The modernist master narrative now gives way to that of globalization: by opening to cultures and artistic traditions other than those of the Western world, postcolonial postmodernism followed the path opened up by the world economy and ushered in a global reexamination of the conceptions of space and time that will remain its historical legacy.

Heralding a new century, Bourriaud calls for a concept that emerges from an era “defined by the prefix ‘post-,’” which united “the most disparate domains of thought within the experience of a single, undifferentiated ‘afterward.’” “It is this prefix, ‘post-’ that will ultimately turn out to have been the great myth of the end of the twentieth century,” he claims. “It points to the nostalgia for a golden age at once admired and hated. It refers to a past event that supposedly cannot be surpassed . . . a mode of thought that is inherently reliant on, even captive to, the origin.”

Bourriaud critiques the concept of multiculturalism in a similar fashion, arguing that the term connotes “a system for distributing meaning that assigns individuals to their social demands, reduces their being to their identity, and repatriates all meaning toward an origin regarded as political revealer.” Rather, he opts for the prefix “alter-”, which points toward the end of the “culture of the ‘post-’” and is, on the contrary, associated with the notion of the “alternative” and of “multiplicity.” “More precisely,” Bourriaud writes, “[‘alter-’] designates a different relationship, with time no longer the aftermath of a historical moment, but the infinite extension
of the kaleidoscopic play of temporal loops in the service of a vision of history as a spiral, which advances while turning back on itself.” Altermodernity embodies a nonlinear modernity that ultimately releases us from what Bourriaud describes as “the tyranny of an illusion, that of Western progressive modernism.”

*Cuban Artists Across the Diaspora* also intentionally moves away from definitions or theoretical paradigms that regard mobility and stability as mutually exclusive terms, or that privilege stasis over mobility. “The person who finds his homeland sweet,” Hugh of Saint Victor tells us, “is still a tender beginner; he to whom every soil is as his native one is already strong; but he is perfect to whom the entire world is as a foreign place. The tender soul has fixed his love on one spot in the world; the strong person has extended his love to all places; the perfect man has extinguished his.” In emphasizing the positive aspects of movement and translocality, Hugh of Saint Victor defies a host of conventional assumptions regarding territoriality and nationhood. Rather than stressing loss or displacement and casting them in a negative light, he envisions the individual who belongs—at once—everywhere and nowhere as powerful and free.

Although some Cafeteros stress the destructive aspects of dislocation and rupture, for many movement functions as a mode of cultural survival as well as a potent form of resistance (see discussion in Chapter 8). It promises, moreover, accumulated knowledge, and often serves as a source of creative potential and fecund possibility. Inspired by Hugh of Saint Victor as well as these Cafeteros, this project examines the strategic advantages of multirootedness and translocality. At the same time, it strives to maintain an acute awareness of the potential “dangers of detachment”—what Edward Said characterizes as “disorienting loss” and the “crippling sorrow of estrangement”—as well as the reality that many Cuban migrants or émigrés cannot return to the island. It proposes an alternative or altered concept of nomadism that suggests a kind of “weightlessness” or detachment from physical spaces and at the same time promotes the idea of being rooted in multiple places.

Though nomadism is generally understood as “dispensing altogether with the idea of a fixed home or center,” it is traditionally defined as a state of being “without the hope or dream of a homeland.” The aesthetic formula of nomadism that I propose recasts this definition. It is liberatory, on the one hand, in its emphasis on movement and detachment, much like Hugh of Saint Victor’s concept and akin to the Taoist notion of “impermanence” or “indifference to the world.” Embedded in this aesthetic is a particular concept of weightlessness posited by Søren Frank and based on Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht’s characterization of “globalization as a growing spacelessness” (that is, the gradual “elimination of the dimensions
of space” as a consequence of the electronic age). Despite its insistence on itinerancy and transience, my approach to nomadism is also grounded in a concept of “doubleness” that involves rooting and rerooting, continuity, and as Frank puts it, the simultaneous elimination and recuperation of “space.” It permits, moreover, a form of “rooted cosmopolitanism” (to borrow Kwame Anthony Appiah’s phrase) that allows diasporic subjects to “transport their roots” and thereby remain connected to the homeland.

Nicolas Bourriaud perhaps best expresses this seemingly paradoxical possibility in his discussion of “radicant” art. In his critical work The Radicant, he describes a “zone of turbulence” in which “aesthetic canons upon which contemporary criticism is based are shattered.” According to this vision, instability is valorized above the structure of “circumscribed territories” offered by various media (and other institutional sources, one might add)—a notion that ultimately perpetuates what Salman Rushdie describes as the “conservative myth designed to keep us in our places.”

“The immigrant, the exile, the tourist, and the urban wanderer are the dominant figures of contemporary culture,” Bourriaud writes:

[They] resemble those plants that do not depend on a single root for their growth but advance in all directions on whatever surfaces present themselves by attaching multiple hooks to them, as ivy does. Ivy belongs to the botanical family of the radicants, which develop their roots as they advance, unlike the radicals, whose development is determined by their being anchored in a particular soil. They grow their secondary roots alongside their primary one. The radicant develops in accord with its host soil. It conforms to the latter’s twists and turns and adapts to its surfaces and geological features. It translates itself in terms of the space in which it moves. With its at once dynamic and dialogical signification, the adjective “radicant” captures this contemporary subject, caught between the need for connection with its environment and the forces of uprooting, between globalization and singularity, between identity and opening to the other. It defines the subject as an object of negotiation.

The Cafeteros’ art articulates a particular radicant aesthetic that relates directly to the conditions of dislocation and non-belonging fundamental to their experience. In its stress on displacement and the itinerant, their work cannot be defined or categorized solely in relation to Cuba or to past generations of Cuban artists, for it embodies the radicant tendency to reroot in the act of translating, negotiating,
transforming, and synthesizing new cultural elements. At the same time, it retains its primary roots in its preservation of certain identifiable elements that remain anchored or located in specific historical, cultural, or local contexts.

Throughout his work, Bourriaud reminds us that translation is fundamentally “a practice of displacement.” Giving a new spin on the idea of artistic appropriation and translation, which is often regarded in a negative light (as discussed in Chapter 4), he points out that the act of transfer “sets in motion” signs that were “strictly codified” and seemingly “fixed.” It “presents the foreign in a familiar form,” in what one may characterize as a search for points of connection or similarity, and seeks out patterns of repetition as opposed to sameness, mimicry, replication.

Yet it simultaneously connotes newness in its spiral trajectory, for one can never fully recapture or recuperate the original. In other words, translation “inserts” the work of art “into a chain,” thus “diluting its origin” (without eradicating it entirely) in “multiplicity” and “asserting the indeterminacy of any code, of rejecting any source code that would seek to assign a single origin to works and texts.” Images and signs are thus never static or frozen, hermetically sealed, insulated, or circumscribed. In the act of destabilizing signs, the diasporic artist extends their meaning in an endless, nonlinear continuum.

Ultimately, the idea of being rooted but weightless—coupled with the notion that identity is contingent and relational at the same time that it is localized and positioned—acts as a kind of anecdote for the sense of non-belonging expressed by so many Cuban artists, including those born or raised outside the island. This approach allows the psychically or physically displaced person to simultaneously maintain a sense of connection with the island but feel at home everywhere. In effect, it “transforms” the feeling of “non-belonging into double belonging,” to borrow Frank’s words, or “multi-belonging,” as Lucy R. Lippard suggests. Such an approach expands on the idea that Cuban culture and all of its expressions are, and always have been, simultaneously portable and solidly grounded. Reflecting this aspect of the Cuban condition, Cuban Artists Across the Diaspora: Setting the Tent Against the House thus envisions the island and its culture as a moveable tent (as the subtitle suggests) as opposed to the concept of a stationary house or home. In this way, it strives to extinguish the urge to locate one’s understanding of culture and nation in “one spot in the world.”

Finally, general principles expressed in quantum physics have offered a form of intuitive logic that has given me new ways to think about nomadic diasporic identifications and cultural expressions, for certain threads of its particular discourse admit the possibility that multiple “realities,” or states of being, can coexist.
theory relies on a concept of non-locality that is less concerned with determining the exact physical location or state of a particle or object at any given moment than with the probability of where it might or can be located in both physical and temporal terms.

As I have suggested, the diasporic condition operates on the quantum principles of translocality and positionality. Loosely akin to the concept of non-locality, the identifications that the Cafeteros assume and the conceptual spaces they inhabit are multiple. At the same time, as mentioned earlier, their understanding of self is always measured inadvertently against the “absent presence” that is the island. In this sense their art, represented in each manifestation of CAFÉ, simultaneously signifies and collapses the geographical distances between the “here” and the “there,” and thereby presents an uncanny repetition of the island, which defies traditional cartographical conventions regarding spatiality.

Recent trends in quantum thought also posit the notion that “something that happens now is affected by something that happens in the future.” As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, this possibility bespeaks the sense of contemporaneity, or cross-temporality, implicit in the various presentations of CAFÉ, for each heralds the future at the same time that it invokes both the present and the cultural and historical past. These collective aspects of quantum thought—of an infinitely malleable idea of interstitial spatiality, contemporaneous existence and momentum, and the possibility that the present and the future not only interface but overlap—have allowed me to rethink and problematize what one critic terms Euro-Americans’ “imaginary constructions of space, land, time, and history.”

The rich and diverse cultural expressions of the Cafeteros operate at the juncture of seemingly antithetical social locations and perspectives, and thereby play simultaneously on difference and similarity. In this sense, they put into relief the complex nature of all cultural expressions and productions. When applied as a theoretical framework, an open-ended and fluid approach to diasporic art allows for a more malleable and improvisational discourse, which reinscribes at the same time that it translates and transforms. In this way, the Cafeteros circumvent any notion of a homogeneous or uniform “imagined community,” or a fixed “idea” of nation or culture. In its celebration of movement, the Cafeteros’ art is postnationalist and altermodern in that it extends beyond what Homi Bhabha refers to as the “paradigmatic colonial and post-colonial condition of being unhomed,” for “home” in the context of diaspora is always, simultaneously, “here and elsewhere.”
Any attempt to reconstruct our country’s history through its visual arts . . . is an endeavor to gather the fragmented vital spaces into which our collective memory has been torn.

**MEMORIA: CUBAN ART OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY**

**OVER THE DECADES**, scores of artists and intellectuals have left Cuba during the various waves of the post-1959 diaspora, seeking asylum in various parts of the world. Some abandoned the island voluntarily, primarily as a result of economic hardship. Others were forcibly expelled, or left under duress in response to increasing government censorship and the consequent constraints placed upon their personal and creative freedom. As Ileana Fuentes notes, between 1961 and 1966 many well-established artists went into exile, including Raúl Martínez, founder of the abstractionist Grupo de los Once (Group of Eleven), and Antonia Eiriz. Also a member of Los Once, Eiriz was one of Cuba’s most renowned female artists.

According to artist Carlos Alfonzo, the National Salon of 1970, which followed the presentation of the Salon de Mai in Havana in 1968 (a showcasing of European avant-garde art), was “the last exhibition held in Cuba where artists truly showed everything they wanted. . . . It marked the end of free expression.” The optimism inspired by the National Salon was quashed soon after with the passage of a resolution of the Education and Culture Congress of 1971. The resolution established guidelines for the education of artists and formalized repressive practices that had
by then become commonplace in Cuba. In 1976, these guidelines were codified by the Cuban government and thereby became national law in the new constitution. In a definitive statement, it specifies that the State: (1) base its educational and cultural policies on a scientific concept of the world, as set forth and expanded by Marxist-Leninist philosophy; (2) promote the Communist development of new generations of Cubans, and the education of children, youths, and adults along those lines; (3) deem that artistic creation is free, as long as its content does not express views contrary to the revolution.\footnote{Oppositional Art in Cuba: Volumen Uno and the 1980s Generation}

**Oppositional Art in Cuba: Volumen Uno and the 1980s Generation**

The emergence of a new and controversial movement in Cuban art was signaled by the opening of the exhibition Volumen Uno in January 1981. Practicing what Luis Camnitzer refers to as “oppositional art,” the exhibition “had a historical impact on the Cuban arts of the twentieth century only paralleled by two previous events. The first was the Exposición de Arte Nuevo, an exhibit sponsored by the Revista de Avance in 1927, which gave shape to modernism in Cuba. The second, with a more modest impact, was the appearance of Los Once, a group of painters and sculptors that introduced abstract expressionism in the 1950s.”\footnote{Oppositional Art in Cuba: Volumen Uno and the 1980s Generation}

Volumen Uno included the work of eleven artists, all of whom were influenced in varying degrees by trends such as photo-realism in western art: Juan Francisco Elso Padilla, José Manuel Fors, Flavio Garciañán, Rogelio “Gory” López Marín, Gustavo Pérez Monzón, Ricardo Rodríguez Brey, Tomás Sánchez, Rubén Torres Llorca, and the Cafeteros José Bedia, Israel León Viera, and Leandro Soto (the curator of CAFÉ). Collectively dubbed “the 1980s Generation,” these artists were the first to receive their formal training under the revolution.

“Despite its variety,” art critic Gerardo Mosquera observes:

> there are certain characteristics common to all of the arts of the 1980s [in Cuba]. One major feature is the importance of a conceptual approach in this art of ideas, which tended to incorporate discursive analytical elements and a reflexive dimension even within the neo-expressionist tendency. Another common characteristic is humour: wit and gaiety are very apparent in the works of Tonel and the Grupo Puré. The latter, in their first exhibition in 1985, broke away from the kind of ‘clean-cut’ seriousness typical of the first half of the century. Artists felt free to appropriate any object, image and idea and recontextualize it, often incorrectly, for their own purposes.\footnote{Oppositional Art in Cuba: Volumen Uno and the 1980s Generation}
According to Leandro Soto, the artists in Volumen Uno adopted postmodernism as an aesthetic approach, and their work focused more on ideas than technique. “Volumen Uno,” Mosquera continues:

is regarded as a milestone, marking the moment when the new art burst on to the scene. . . . [It] unleashed a movement that renewed not just the visual arts but culture as a whole. . . . [The] historic achievement of these artists was to shatter the conservative status quo and initiate a new era in Cuban culture. They broke away from submissiveness to official dictates and, moreover, brought back a spirit of creative freedom. This did not mean the end of repression, which continues to this day, but a mental liberation had taken place. Thus began a culture of criticism that, from art, spread far and wide.⁸

Mosquera goes on to stress the idea that this “deviationist” tendency and consequent transformation in Cuban arts was “a collective phenomenon that brought together different approaches to art, not a program with a manifesto or led by an individual.” Volumen Uno was not the first exhibition to raise controversy, however; according to Camnitzer, it “forced the discussion of the raison d’être of Cuban art and the validity of the art produced until then and reaffirmed the right to look at what was being done outside of Cuba.”⁹ Although these artists were seeking to create “an informed national art rather than one stemming from isolationism,” many viewed the exhibition as revealing the tension between “the conflict between western modes of art and orthodox Communist Party aesthetics.”¹⁰ Though Volumen Uno was not considered overtly radical, it inspired a series of exhibits and sparked the formation of various groups that openly questioned the restrictive parameters imposed upon artists and directly challenged the Castro regime. As Luis Camnitzer notes:

What was important about “Volumen Uno” . . . was the fact that the exhibition became the starting point for a series of group shows, which brought together several combinations of the individuals in the group and it began a process of increasingly radical ruptures with Cuban art traditions. It also fueled the break with an epic past, opened the way for self-referential issues about art that were absent during the 1970s, and dealt with the international art scene without a guilt complex. . . . it was probably the controversy that ensured its fame rather than the actual work. . . . the breaks [with the past] “Volumen Uno” presented were not as radical as the controversy generated would suggest; rather, it was more of a transitional exhibit fertilizing future changes than fertile rupture.¹¹
The “epic past” to which Camnitzer refers included the tradition of abstract expressionist and geometric art exemplified in the work of the artists in Los Once and Grupo de los Diez (Group of Ten), as well as the Soviet Socialist art movement, or “Soarealism,” which was promoted by the government throughout the 1970s. The former movement focused on socially committed or Socialist Realist art as opposed to what Camnitzer terms “bourgeois humanist” art, which was closer to northern trends. Artistic production became simply another dimension or expression of “social productivity” and thereby accorded the artist “an integral place in the social system.” More simply put, cultural expression functioned as an ideological tool—a vehicle through which to promote a socialist agenda. As Jacek Szczepaniak explains, Socrealism is defined as “the creative method of conveying Marxism into the realm of art” and “the highest form of realism in art.” Artists were expected to invoke themes that focused on the working class, “in the spirit of communism,” and thereby express their unwavering and “infinite faith in the party.” Creative works were to be “realistic, easy to understand . . . [and provide] a typical representation of reality, not show single facts but their generalized sense” by depicting “typical heroes in typical situations.” Above all else, Socialist Realist art should “present an historical process”—first and foremost, the “fight of the new against the old.” Its ultimate function was to join in the “fight for socialism” and thereby “serve society and raise its awareness.”

**Puré**

Volumen Uno, with its experimentalism and emphasis on realism and hyperrealism, appropriated the basic tenets of Socialist Realist art. It used them for its own political ends in order to examine “the representations of power in Cuba from within,” critique Cubans’ increasingly difficult economic circumstances, and articulate with a visual vocabulary, what Aleš Erjavec has termed “the condition of un-freedom.” This exhibit, in turn, spawned oppositional groups such as Puré and Arte Calle.

Puré was formed in January 1986 by Ermy Taño, Lazaro Saavedra, Ciro Quintana, and two Cafeteros, Ana Albertina Delgado and Adriano Buergo. The inspiration sprang from a conversation among the five artists about their need for an alternative creative space to express themselves freely. Although they did not regard themselves as being as overtly political as the Volumen Uno artists, they worked collaboratively on a series of projects that introduced a host of provocative
social themes into their work. The name Puré (which translates as “mashed potatoes”) was chosen to signify that their work was rooted in and inspired by popular culture.

According to Mosquera, artists such as Adriano Buergo “formed their own poetics in part by doing ‘high’ art re-creations of elements taken from marginal culture. This kind of decentering has a real cultural basis, unlike many instances of postmodern pseudo-decentering.”16 Both collectively and as individuals, the Puré artists explored a range of sociocultural themes. For example, by integrating graffiti and kitsch into their work, they explored the relationship between art and the popular masses. In their view, the incorporation of elements from popular culture enabled them to examine subjects and themes that were relevant to ordinary people. Although their training in Socialist Realist art was evident, they rejected its basic tenets, which dictate that art is to be “socialist in content, and national[istic] in form.”17 Their hope was to attract the sector of the public that ordinarily would not go to museums or attend gallery exhibitions. Puré thus represented a rebuke against the propagandistic nature of Socialist Realist art, as well as a response to the anticipation that perestroika (which commenced in Russia in 1985 and was aimed at economic restructuring and, to some degree, decentralization) would reach Cuba. Mosquera adds:

Whereas in the first half of the 1980s conceptual and anthropological approaches predominated, in the latter half the focus shifted to appropriation, parody, and the new allegorical expressionism with artists like [Adriano] Buergo, Ana Albertina Delgado, and Tomás Esson. Although the new direction came to some extent from the neo-expressionism of the day, these artists assimilated it in order to develop radical expressions from Cuban reality and popular culture. Grotesquetry, scatology, and brazen sexuality were very much in evidence.18

Although each of them had had their work showcased in various exhibitions, the five artists of Puré worked together in what Buergo and Delgado describe as a spontaneous, collaborative, and creative process that released them from the strictures of the training they had received at San Alejandro as well as from the oppressive conditions in Cuba.19 In addition to its richly eclectic nature, Puré represented a plurality of artistic visions. Delgado, for example, began to explore feminist themes that she would develop in her later work (discussed further in Chapter 5). Buergo and Saavedra tended to focus on the current political and social reality. Taño emphasized the philosophical, and Quintana, who was influenced by the American graffiti artist Jonathan Borofsky, examined the relationship between high and low art.
“Puré was a space where we could explore new things and breathe a bit,” Delgado recalls. “The art we created allowed us to transcend the limitations of having to produce work that treated patriotic themes or depicted the heroes of the revolution.”

Like their contemporaries in Puré, a host of individual artists, including Cafétero Glexis Novoa, were reworking the Socialist Realist tradition in order to satirize the government’s political propaganda. Unlike a number of his colleagues who were persecuted for their openly dissident artwork (such as Carlos Cárdenas or Tomás Esson), Novoa created an intricate, coded language of signs and symbols that manipulated and subverted the Socialist Realist aesthetic. Too subtle for censorship, his immense paintings and installations (such as Practical Stage, which was featured at the entrance of the 1990 art exhibit Kuba OK) functioned as what he regards as “the perfect mechanism” with which to challenge and satirize the regime and its popular figures: “[My works] were a synthesis of the manner in which all forms of power were expressed in any given system: economic power, political power, religious power, and, in general, the representation of the megalomaniac aspect of power.”

According to Novoa, the central idea of his 1993 solo exhibition El poder (Power), featured at Galería Nina Menocal in Mexico City, was “a convergence of symbols and figures that represent power.” Recalling the work he created in Cuba, Novoa says, “I was like a double agent. . . . I was representing Cuba officially at the Havana Biennial [and other international venues], but at the same time making fun of the leaders and the politics of the revolution.”

The inclination toward the popular and the vernacular was also evidenced in Arte Calle (Street Art), a group founded by Aldito Menéndez consisting of eight artists who staged a series of spontaneous “art happenings” between 1985 and 1987. In addition to Menéndez, the group consisted of Ofill Echevarría Alderete, Eric Gómez Galán, Ernesto Leal Basilio, Iván Álvarez, Ariel Serrano, Leandro Martínez Cubela, Hugo Azcuy, and Cafétero Pedro Vizcaíno Martínez. As Mosquera points out, “From the mid-1980s something remarkable happened: art—without contradicting itself—substituted functions of the [Cuban government’s] (controlled) public assemblies and mass media and became a space to express people’s problems.” Arte Calle was such a group. “In the process,” Mosquera continues, “the visual arts, an activity with a rather elitist slant, took on . . . an important social role. . . . the symbolic powers of art were put to use in a process of problematizing discourse that confronted the many complexities of art and Cuban life.”

Operating in a clandestine manner, the members of Arte Calle produced works that transformed pop icons and were ideologically and politically metaphorical.
The artists strove to work outside of any confined, institutional context in an attempt to imagine a space beyond the gallery. In its direct confrontation with people on the street, Arte Calle produced a highly interactive form of art that included performances, music, and dance. Like Puré, Arte Calle not only questioned the function of and relationship between low and high art, but also art in general within a politically charged context. As a result, the artists were inspired to explore alternative creative forms and themes that they could not freely express within the framework of the Castro government.

Echoing Delgado’s sentiment, Vizcaíno notes that “We took advantage of the opportunity to breathe freely . . . something that rarely occurred in Cuba.”26 For him, the incorporation of graffiti and cartoon figures drawn from popular culture functioned as a postmodern metaphor reflecting the tension between the “unreal” official rhetoric emanating from the regime and the actual situation in Cuba. Including written text in their work, the Arte Calle artists directly and overtly referenced social problems on the island. Like Puré, Arte Calle sought to elevate the ordinary in an alternative “third space” located somewhere between the gallery and the street. “For us it was a form of unauthorized art,” Vizcaíno recalls. Through its incorporation of high and low elements, Arte Calle bespoke not only the situation in Cuba, but also the human condition at large.

Relatively little attention has been given to Cuban diasporic art in the United States and Europe as compared with the interest in artwork produced by Cubans who chose to remain on the island following the 1959 revolution. Although Cuban art burgeoned outside the island, a major presentation of work produced outside Cuba was not realized until 1985. At that time, Cuban art critic Carlos M. Luís organized an exhibit at the Cuban Museum of Art and Culture in Miami titled 10 Artistas Cubanos en París featuring the work of the deceased painter Angel Acosta León, Ramón Alejandro, Jorge Camacho, Augustín Cárdenas, Joaquín Ferrer, Roberto García-York, Julio Herrera-Zapata, Guido Llinás, Gina Pellón, and Jorge Pérez Castaño. The Miami exhibit was followed by one in Paris at the Saint-Germain Gallery titled One Sculptor and Nine Cuban Painters. The exhibit, which opened in February 1986, featured the work of Herrera-Zapata and Ferrer, among others.

As Lynette M. F. Bosch notes in her critical work Cuban-American Art in Miami: Exile, Identity, and the Neo-Baroque, after 1959 a market for Cuban and Cuban American art gradually formed in Miami and its surrounding areas.27 At the outset, sales of art by established painters took place informally. Bit by bit, as the first exiled generation of young artists became established outside the island,
their work was reviewed in lesser-known periodicals and sold in local galleries and homes. “The early art market in Miami,” Bosch writes, “was thus propelled by the desire of artists, collectors and dealers to produce income and continue the artistic traditions they had known in Cuba.” As collector Marcos Pinedo observed, “nostalgia played a part in the market, as did the desire to preserve Cuba in the United States, and to create new works that would eventually, it was hoped, be taken to Cuba as testimony to their exile experience.”

As the Cuban art market grew outside of Cuba throughout the 1970s, select venues such as the Cuban Museum of Art and Culture in Miami as well as college and university galleries continued to provide exhibition spaces for new and established artists. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Cuban American professionals such as Arturo and Liza Mosquera began to purchase and exhibit Cuban exile art as well as the work of Cuban Americans and provide important venues for their work. Yet many diasporic artists struggled to find sites to exhibit their work, in large part because they were no longer residing on the island (discussed further in Chapter 2). International venues such as Manuel “Manolo” Rivero’s gallery at the Trinidad Hotel in Mérida (Yucatán, México) and Galería Nina Menocal in Mexico City also featured and promoted the work of newly arrived Cubans throughout the 1980s and early 1990s.

In the same vein, private collectors in Europe—such as Dr. Peter Ludwig of Germany, who had museums in several locations and had amassed an immense art collection—regularly displayed the work of Cuban artists alongside contemporary art produced in the United States.

The first significant presentation of Cuban diasporic art in the United States was Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, a multigenerational exhibit that traveled to various locations in the United States and Puerto Rico between 1988 and 1989. Conceived and organized by Ileana Fuentes-Pérez and jointly curated by Inverna Lockpez, Ricardo Viera, and Ricardo Pau-Llosa, the exhibition was “organized according to generations of artistic styles and development.” As Fuentes notes in her catalog essay, “This exhibition is about the reappearance of Cuban art on many distant landscapes.” Its central aim was to present “the works of important artists . . . [who] have been removed from view [on the island], and are inaccessible, as a result of their exile.” “The exclusion of these artists,” she continues, “has a devastating effect on the accuracy of what finally will become the history of Cuban art after 1960.” In addition to pointing up the thematic preoccupations shared among various generations of Cuban artists extending back to the first modernists, Outside Cuba put into relief what Pau-Llosa describes in his catalog essay as “certain basic continuities or threads of connection” that “transcend the hybridness of biculturalism and define the way creativity acts as a surrogate homeland.”
“The reality of exile itself,” Pau-Llosa continues, provides one explanation for “the aesthetic continuities in Cuban modernism.”


Among the more significant international showings of Cuban art following the 1959 revolution was Kuba OK, curated in 1990 by Jurgen Harten for the Stadtische Kunsthalle in Düsseldorf, Germany. Near the Edge of the World, a touring exhibition curated by Rachel Weis, opened the same year, debuting at the Bronx Museum in New York. It featured the work of various artists from Volumen Uno and Puré, as well as work created by Cuban artists during the late 1980s and early 1990s. A third major showing of Cuban art, titled No Man Is An Island, was presented in 1991 at the Porin Taide Museum in Pori, Finland, curated by Marqueta Zepalla.

Other noteworthy foundational efforts to establish both Cuban and Cuban American art abroad include Cuba Siglo XX, which opened at the Centro Atlántico de Arte Moderno in Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, in 1996, and Loin de Cuba, held at the Musée de Tapisseries at Aix-en-Provence in 1999. The second largest exhibition in the United States following Outside Cuba was Cuban Artists of the Twentieth Century, curated by Jorge Santis for the Museum of Art of Fort Lauderdale in 1993. Inspired by its success, Santis established a permanent collection of contemporary Cuban art at the museum, and over a four-year period he assembled a core of works created by artists both on and off the island. Santis’s efforts culminated in the 1995 traveling exhibition Breaking Barriers, which is also the title of the permanent collection.

Although Breaking Barriers initially aimed at featuring exclusively the work of exile artists residing in various parts of the world, Santis decided that limiting the collection in this way was too restrictive. He then began acquiring works by artists who had remained in Cuba as well as by second-generation artists. In Santis’s words, “The phrase [“breaking barriers”] expressed our concept—to downplay the divisive role of chronology, residence, politics and religion in favor of more universal concerns.” In many respects, this exhibition broke the ground for CAFÉ: The Journeys of Cuban Artists.

Finally, three recent international exhibits are worthy of attention. Killing Time, presented in 2007 at Exit Art in New York, was curated by Elvis Fuentes.
of New York City, Yuneikys Villalonga of Havana, and Cafetero Glexis Novoa of Miami. Billed as an exhibition of Cuban artists from the late 1970s to the present, Killing Time featured the work of more than seventy artists residing both on the island and abroad. According to the exhibit brochure and website, the participating artists’ work “approaches the subject of time, process, and transition in Cuba”:

The Revolution has been a symbolic intervention on time. In return, time has shaped discourses of and on the Revolution. . . . This exhibition spans from [the] late 1970s to the present, and provides a timely context for Cuban artists whose work has had little or no exposure in the United States. Many of these artists have metaphorically recorded some of the tensions in the cultural, social and political landscape of the past three decades, and have often been dismissed by the official discourse on the Island or stereotyped by narrow conceptions of identity.

Like CAFÉ, Killing Time presented a range of art media, including installations, photography, video, drawings, paintings, murals, assorted ephemera, and prints, as well as several performances. It also included a special section exploring the origins of performance and conceptual art in Cuba, and treated a host of themes “particularly expressed through the personal experiences of the artists within the context of the Revolution, as well as the migration experience.” These themes appear under the rubric “Time Patterns” and include titles such as “Rewriting History,” “Productive Journey vs. Free Time: From Diversion to Subversion,” and “Aging and Decaying: An Archeology of Utopia.” What is perhaps most noteworthy about this exhibit is the idea that it is one of the first (with the exception of CAFÉ) to explore what it means to be Cuban from a translocal perspective. Among other things, it revealed the protean and fluid aspects of the ways that diasporic subjects self-identify.

The second recent international exhibit, ¡Cuba! Art and History from 1868 to Today, was on view at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts from February through June 2008. Curated by museum director Nathalie Bondil and Stéphane Aquin, it presented more than four hundred images and objects from the island. Many of the works were on loan from the National Museum of Fine Arts in Havana. As Moraima Clavijo Colom, director of the Havana museum, observed, the exhibit was condoned by Cuban officials, who sought to promote Cuban culture and demonstrate that “Cuba was not just a place of sun, beaches, rum, and dancing.” Although Bondil insisted that the show was not political in nature, Aquin, the Montreal curator of the works dating from 1959, noted that the exhibition inevitably explored historical themes. “Cuban art cannot escape the necessary negotiation
with the historical situation in which it occurs—that seems to be the defining element,” Aquin observed. “The best I’ve seen of Cuban art is always negotiating its space or reacting to its historical condition.”

The final and most recent international exhibition of Cuban art, Ajiaco: Stirrings of the Cuban Soul, is currently touring throughout the United States. Its opening in September 2009 at the Lyman Allyn Art Museum in New London, Connecticut, was followed by showings in July 2010 at the Hilliard Museum, Lafayette, Louisiana, with another scheduled for the Newark Museum in September 2011. Curated by art historian Gail Gelburd, Ajiaco features the work of more than twenty artists. In Gelburd’s words, Ajiaco “is focused on that which serves as a source for all Latin American art—its spirituality.” Named after a Cuban stew, the exhibit explores the many and varied sources of Cuban culture emanating from Africa, Asia, Spain, and the island’s indigenous cultures. It features more than fifty art objects, and a host of artists, including Cuban masters Wifredo Lam and Manuel Mendive, who drew from “the tales of the Orishas of Africa,” and Flora Fong, whose work is influenced by Asian art forms. Perhaps one of the show’s most noteworthy elements is the idea that it brings together the work of contemporary artists living in Cuba as well as those of the diaspora. By choosing not to politicize their work, Gelburd bridges the gap between art produced on the island and in the diaspora, and also links the artists thematically and visually to past generations of Cuban artists. “[My aim] is to engage the visitor,” Gelburd writes, “as they view, participate in, watch and listen to the roots of Cuban culture. . . . [Ajiaco] embraces and visualizes the very nature of the Cuban soul.”
CHAPTER TWO

Repeating the Unrepeatable

CAFÉ and the Journeys of Cuban Artists

The politics of transfiguration that diaspora necessitates strives in the pursuit of the sublime, struggling to repeat the unrepeatable; to present the unrepresentable.

Paul Gilroy

That much Cuban art has been produced abroad," Graciella Cruz-Taura reminds us, “emerges as a rule rather than the exception throughout most of the island’s history.” CAFÉ: The Journeys of Cuban Artists—the exhibition with which I am centrally concerned in this study—is perhaps the most significant presentation of Cuban diasporic art outside the island to follow Breaking Barriers, which opened in 1995. Eclectic and inclusive, nomadic and radicant, it defies a host of curatorial conventions. In its necessary negotiation of history and space, it reveals the social, political, and cultural variables that influence how identity is constructed and negotiated in the contexts of movement and dislocation.

The Origins of CAFÉ

CAFÉ, an acronym for Cuban American Foremost Exhibitions, is (to borrow Cafetero Yovani Bauta’s phrasing) an “itinerant” and ongoing multimedia exhibition first inspired during a trip by Leandro Soto to the Yucatán. While there, he spent time with Cuban artists Yovani Bauta and Israel León Viera. One evening, as they were
sharing conversation and coffee prepared “the Cuban way”, the three men began to talk about their lives in Cuba, and the friends and family they had left behind. “We were sitting beneath the trees in Mérida’s central park,” Soto recalls:

reminiscing about our experiences in postrevolutionary Cuba. In terms of its architecture, the park was similar to squares in Havana. As we recalled our past lives, the emotional intensity of these memories became obvious. Inevitably, we began to talk about the traumatic events we had all experienced while still living on the island as a result of the political limitations placed upon us by the Cuban government in regard to our personal and artistic freedom.

As the evening wore on, Soto, Bauta, and León Viera—all of whom received their art training on the island and had forged their friendships in Cuba—began talking about how they had managed to preserve their Cuban “artistic identities” in exile while at the same time enunciating a radicant aesthetic by incorporating new cultural elements into their art. This led to a discussion of the difficulty they had all experienced in finding venues for their work after leaving the island. Although they had established their reputations in Cuba, they told me, in exile they “ceased to exist” as artists in the minds of some academics, curators, and art collectors.

At the time of their meeting in Mérida, all three artists were working on a series of paintings depicting coffee pots expressionistically in order to invoke what Leandro Soto describes as “the essence of the island.” Commenting on his Cafetera series, Yovani Bauta observes, “My goal during the 1990s was to create an homage to this most fragrant emblem as well as to fill the void in my life after leaving Cuba and consequently sustaining several personal losses” (see frontispiece, Cafetera hembra [1999]). Bauta continues: “The cafetera is at once a familiar object in every Cuban kitchen as well as a kind of heraldic totem of nostalgia. . . . [There are] cafeteras that filter delicious Cuban coffee, cafeteras in which to serve it, cafeteras that are complex machines, and cafeteras that are artifacts of the imagination, which cause us to recall through the smell of coffee things past.”

As they continued to sip their café, the artists collectively mused over the significance of the fact that they were all undertaking similar projects at the same time. They also marveled over reuniting in a geographical place that resembled the island yet was also distinctively foreign. Suddenly it occurred to Soto that the café they were drinking had been the emotional stimulus for their conversation. “I realized at that moment that café cubano could serve as a poetic metaphor for a fundamental component of Cuban identity, regardless of where it is prepared and served.” “Café,” he explains, “is an allegory for a social ritual that sustains itself
even in exile. . . . [It bespeaks] the intensity of the Cuban social character; yet at the same time, the act of preparing café a lo Cubano represents a cultural practice that enables Cubans—across generations—to preserve and perpetuate their cultural identities.” And so on that night beneath a canopy of trees in Mérida’s central plaza, the three artists conceived the idea for CAFÉ and began planning the first exhibition.5

Leandro Soto has acted as the primary curator of CAFÉ since its inception, and his wife, Grisel Pujalá, has served as its director. One of Soto’s primary motivations for organizing CAFÉ (which he shares with Bauta and León Viera) was to prove to both academic and lay audiences that Cuban artists, regardless of their politics or physical locations, continue to thrive outside the island, despite the challenges of adjusting to life in diaspora. From the outset, however, Soto has faced many obstacles in locating sites and securing sponsors for the various manifestations of CAFÉ. Several rejections that he received from gallery directors and curators stated (or implied) that Cuban diasporic art does not have the same currency or authenticity as art produced on the island. Overtly politicized, this position rests on the assumption that one’s claim to a national or cultural affiliation somehow depends on a territorial and fixed notion of both nation and culture.
In some sense, the CAFÉ exhibits are implicitly political in that they primarily feature the work of voluntarily or forcibly displaced artists (all of whom abandoned the island due to the oppressive atmosphere and/or degenerating economic conditions). In general, however, the Cafeteros are not concerned solely—or even primarily—with defining or categorizing themselves or their art according to nation or culture, despite the fact that these subjects frequently emerge in their work. On the contrary, most of them have moved beyond any fixed notion of identity or nation, placing emphasis instead on the relational, contextual, and processual aspects of self-identification. They insist, moreover, that working within a transnational context allows them to explore more “humanistic” or “universal” themes.

Nevertheless, many of the Cafeteros share Soto, Bauta, and León Viera’s experience of what Cafetero Rafael López Ramos terms “political profiling.” Put another way, their authenticity as Cuban artists is determined by others (both on and off the island) according to the Cafeteros’ political positions as well as their political status. In consequence, most feel that their art is not judged on its quality or merit; instead, its worth or value is measured according to their perceived ideological positions regarding the Castro/post-Castro regimes in Cuba.

Many Cuban artists who left the island for ideological reasons (and thus were labeled by the Castristas as political dissidents or defectors) were all but erased from the official chronicles of Cuban art in a process described by one critic as “a systematic disinformation offensive.”7 Several Cafeteros told me that while they were still residing in Cuba, galleries and museums in North and South America and Europe were soliciting their work on a regular basis. Once they had permanently left the island (regardless of their motivations), they were consciously and consistently spurned by the international art community and excluded from showings. Most interpret this response as ideologically or politically motivated.

In the same vein, a preponderance of Cafeteros who received their formal training in Cuba claim that sectors of the Cuban diasporic population demonize and discredit them specifically because they were raised and educated within the Communist system and remained on the island until adulthood. Several who voluntarily chose to leave the island after 1989 confided that regardless of their actual ideological or political positions, they are referred to with pejorative tags such as “velvet” exiles. (This term alludes to the fact that while residing in Cuba, these artists benefited directly from the training they had received within the Communist system and enjoyed special privileges or professional opportunities denied to a large sector of the population.) A number of individuals with whom I spoke about this matter—including Cubans who self-identify as émigrés, and non-Cubans who have some connection to various artists in the group—hold the “velvet” exiles in
great disdain, regarding them as opportunists and hypocrites. Without exception, their attitudes remained unchanged, even after I revealed that many of the Cafeteros were either prevented from relocating or had made multiple, unsuccessful bids to leave the island.\textsuperscript{8}

Despite the challenges faced by Leandro Soto and the Cafeteros, CAFÉ has had twelve showings since its original presentation in 2001. In Soto’s view, each exhibit establishes and confirms the existence of the participating artists, regardless of the divergent political ideologies that render them invisible both inside and outside of Cuba. The first CAFÉ exhibit was held in 2001 at the Augusta Savage Gallery at the African House on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The second was presented in 2002 at the Gallery of Contemporary Art at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, and the third in 2003 at Arizona State University West in Phoenix in the Interdisciplinary and Performance Art Gallery. The fourth and fifth manifestations were also in Arizona: at Art Spaces, Estrella Mountain Community College, in 2004, and the Tempe Library Gallery, from December 2005 to April 2006. CAFÉ VI and VII were both presented in Arizona in 2007, the former at the Union Gallery at the University of Arizona in Tucson, and the latter at ASU West. CAFÉ VIII was mounted in Rome in October 2008, and CAFÉ IX was at Galeria LO NUESTRO in Phoenix in June 2008. CAFÉ X took place in March 2010 at the Errol Barrow Center for Creative Imagination at the University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados. CAFÉ XI opened in October 2010 as part of a symposium hosted by Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, organized by Grisel Pujalá and Armando González Pérez. CAFÉ XII opened in May 2011 at the Sangre de Cristo Arts Center in Pueblo, Colorado.\textsuperscript{9} Future CAFÉ exhibits are tentatively scheduled in various locations, including Miami; New York City; Arecibo, Puerto Rico; and Villahermosa, Tabasco, Mexico.

As he planned the first showing of CAFÉ, Soto recalls, he consciously emulated the idea of a Renaissance workshop, which consisted of a central figure, the maestro, and a range of craftpersons and artists of various sorts. “The maestro devises a concept, and everyone, in turn, works with that concept.”\textsuperscript{10} All of the artwork featured at the Augusta Savage Gallery, therefore, treated the central metaphor of café as it relates to the themes of rupture, dislocation, cultural continuity, and transformation. Natasha Perdomo, for example, who was residing in Vancouver, British Columbia, at the time, created an installation, Arrecifes del sur (Ocean Reefs), consisting of a tablecloth inscribed with fragments and excerpts drawn from several of her poems as well as her novel (also titled Arrecifes del sur), which is set in her hometown of Cienfuegos and re-creates the city’s history.
The novel features a protagonist who leaves the island and recalls in retrospect her life experiences while residing outside Cuba. The excerpts written on the tablecloth, Perdomo notes, related to a number of themes, such as:

distance, existentialism, the near lunacy of the exile searching for herself, outside of her daily experience, confronting a new reality that she places in a psychological context more submerged in [that which is] dreamed or the irrational, where time and space could remain in the form of stains of old remembrances, lost in the memory.\textsuperscript{11}
Perdomo placed a handmade espresso coffee pot, or cafetera, on the tablecloth along with a silver serving tray hand-painted to resemble blue bone china. She decorated the tray with a drawing of Morro Castle (the Spanish colonial fortress that overlooks Havana Harbor and is visible from the famous coastline drive, El Malecón). The cafetera was flanked by two empty teacups and two napkins carefully folded and placed alongside a crystal sugar bowl. Perdomo points out that the tray was made in England by Woods and Son, symbolically alluding to the colonization of Canada by the British. Recalling and reinscribing the colonial past in the same spirit, the artist chose teacups as opposed to coffee cups because “Canadians drink primarily tea.”

According to Perdomo, her installation invokes the “absent presence” of the island, as well as the family members and friends who might at any given moment have gathered around the kitchen table to socialize over a cup of café. It aims to recuperate the cherished communal tradition of making café Cubano, but it also represents her sense of loss and isolation in a foreign land. Perdomo and her husband, fellow Cafetero Rafael López Ramos (whom she met in Havana), left Cuba in 1996 and 1997, respectively, because of their “disagreement” with the Castro regime. In addition to the difficulty of adjusting to a new climate and extreme culture shock, they felt misunderstood by the art community in Vancouver. Echoing the sentiments of Soto, Bauta, and León Viera, Perdomo recalls, “It became clear to us that we were no longer regarded as being Cuban, simply because we were not producing art on the island. We were always explaining our politics, explaining our point of view, and defending the fact that we are Cuban.” Artmaking thus became an emotional refuge for the couple. In the act of remembering and visually recuperating their pasts and their heritage, it functioned as a kind of stay against what they perceived to be the threat of historical erasure.

Glexis Novoa, on the other hand, introduced a series of works titled Cubre almohada (Pillowcase [1994]), featuring several fragmented abstract forms rendered on a set of muslin pillowcases with acrylic and coffee. Among other things, the images include a truncated torso, a heart filled with mazelike patterns, a brain that seems to be free floating in space, and a kind of nightmarish dream sequence; all of these dreamlike forms represent an in-between state in which the head and the heart lie awake and cannot sleep.

Novoa created these works in Mexico during his first extended stay outside of Cuba, as he contemplated the possibility of living in exile and never returning to the island. In Novoa’s pieces, the pillow—the place where we customarily lay our heads to rest—transforms into a poetic metaphor for the anxiety involved in making a decision that will tear one’s life apart and affect one’s family forever. Novoa’s pillowcase series thus serves as a visual representation of this untenable condition.
Although some Cafeteros continue to work with café as a central concept, especially as it relates to dislocation and cultural continuity, the thematic content of the CAFÉ exhibitions has expanded well beyond this metaphor. Nevertheless, Cuba and the diaspora continue to link all of the works presented in each manifestation. In its parallel stress on displacement, itinerancy, rootedness, and translation, CAFÉ fundamentally continues to demonstrate a radicant aesthetic. In this respect, every show has its unique features, yet at the same time each—like the island that “repeats” itself—is part of a larger chain or repertoire.

CAFÉ exhibitions have included the work of a core of established artists—including Soto, Bauta, León Viera, Novoa, José Bedia, Baruj Salinas, and María Brito—as well as art produced by members of a multigenerational group of Cuban and Cuban-heritage artists born or raised in diaspora (see Appendix A for a current list of participating artists). Many of these artists are recognized internationally, while others are in the process of establishing their reputations. The Cafeteros work with various art media and techniques, including oil, acrylic, watercolor, installation and/or performance art, photography, video/film, sculpture, and book-making. Each showing is unique in that it introduces new artists as well as new elements or forms of expression. Recent presentations have included poetry and fiction readings, videos, live performances, and original music composed by both Cuban and North American musicians. CAFÉ II, for example, highlighted the poetry of Ricardo Pau-Llosa as well as a live, unrehearsed performance by Leandro Soto. In a similar fashion, CAFÉ III included a performance by Eleguá Café, a theater-dance group that Soto formed when he first arrived in Tabasco, Mexico, in the late 1980s, and a reading/lecture by Cuban American theorist and creative writer Andrea O’Reilly Herrera.

CAFÉ VI was distinct from other manifestations in that Soto dedicated the exhibit to a recently deceased Cuban artist, Pedro Álvarez, who had presented a solo show at Arizona State University Art Museum in Phoenix. Álvarez died unexpectedly in 2004 during his visit to Arizona. Soto also decided to invite, for the first time, a non-Cuban guest artist to exhibit with the Cafeteros—someone who, in his view, had a personal connection to Cuba and its diaspora. He selected the Phoenix-based Chicano artist Larry Yáñez. CAFÉ X, in the same vein, featured Barbadian artist Annalee Davis. Both CAFÉ VI and CAFÉ VII included the work of several eminent Cuban artists, including René Portocarrero, Guido Llinás, and José Ignacio Bermúdez. In this manner, Leandro Soto visually demonstrated the continuity between past generations of Cuban artists and present generations residing for
the most part outside the island. And CAFÉ IX (or CAFÉ Roma) included several Cuban musicians, who had relocated to Italy and agreed to play classical music at the opening reception.

CAFÉ X, which was subtitled The Journeys of Writers and Artists of the Cuban Diaspora, marked a shift in Leandro Soto and Grisel Pujalá’s vision in that it included a symposium that was part of the International Diaspora Arts Festival in Barbados. Soto and Pujalá had mutually agreed to transform CAFÉ into a more comprehensive cultural event. As a result, the program featured a variety of presentations over a three-day period. The first evening, at the gallery opening, Soto discussed the show’s underlying themes and his curatorial aims. This was followed by Soto’s performance piece *Olorum, Durga-Isis-Yemayá* (in which he was accompanied by Cuban dancer Neri Torres), and a bilingual poetry reading by Grisel Pujalá, Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, and the award-winning Guyanese poet Mark McWatt (recipient of the 2006 Commonwealth Writers’ prize) along with his wife, Amparo. At the symposium the next day, a host of scholars from several disciplines gave presentations on topics ranging from “The Barbadian Diaspora in Cuba” to “The Cuban Presence in Contemporary Puerto Rican Literature.” The symposium closed with a film screening.

The artists who have participated in CAFÉ possess a wide range of experiences, for they reside (or have resided) in several diverse geographical locales ranging from Vancouver, British Columbia, to various parts of Central and Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe, Mexico, and the United States. In effect, they represent “multiple realities” or coexistent “states of being.” Those who took part in CAFÉ I and II were located at the time primarily in the United States and represented different generations within the post-1959 diaspora. The exhibit thus included artists who had established themselves and reached artistic maturity before the revolution, as well as those who trained on the island and departed as young adults. It also showcased the work of artists who left Cuba as children or adolescents and were raised abroad, and those born outside the island, but whose constructions of artistic identity are rooted in communal remembrance and a transplanted or *inherited* Cuban imaginary.\(^\text{17}\)

CAFÉ III, IV, and V were distinct in that, in addition to presenting diasporic art, they introduced the work of Kadir and Kelvin López, siblings who still reside on the island yet expressed to Soto their sense of psychic isolation, or *insilio*—the feeling of inner or internal exile, prompted in this case by the oppressive conditions to which they are subject.\(^\text{18}\) According to Soto, the integration of their work
into CAFÉ demonstrates how Cuban culture is “still so strong that it transcends political frontiers.” Quoting the Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén, Soto adds, “The triumph of the revolution is the triumph of Cuban culture.”

Over the years, Soto has organized CAFÉ according to two fundamental questions: “What constitutes a nation?” and “What does it mean to be Cuban?” The quest to define nation and culture, to define or redefine Cubaniad during periods of transition and even exile, extends back to the time of José Martí. According to Soto and others, the 1959 Cuban revolution theoretically emulated and extended the aims and hopes of the Vanguardia artists (see Chapter 4) in that it claimed to crystallize the attempt to construct self-identity in a manner that ultimately represented a rebuke against the economic and cultural yoke of U.S. (as opposed to Spanish) imperialism. The Cuban government assured artists and intellectuals that the revolution signaled the triumph of culture on the island, and that the artists themselves were cultural ambassadors. Yet the regime undermined this promise by authorizing state officials to monitor and strictly control artistic expression on the island.
As a result, artists and intellectuals alike were discouraged from directly expressing their personal opinions. As discussed earlier, the restrictions placed on their creativity were codified by the Cuban government in the 1970s.

In reality, the ideal presented to Cubans by the government tended to privilege uniformity and compliance over variation and independent or original thinking. Not unlike many of the Cafeteros raised and trained within the revolution, Leandro Soto began to cultivate his own, individual sense of Cubanness and gradually began to make a distinction between the state’s definition of an ideal Cuban citizen-artist and his own relation to Cuba and to his art. He distilled his personal perceptions regarding his role as an artist as well as the manner in which he self-identified against the restrictive, monolithic, and essentialist concept of cultural and national identity promoted by the state. Such a concept of identity, as Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper point out, implies a narrative about self and nation formed and forcibly imposed in a very specific historical context or setting—a narrative that advocates “strong notions of collective identity . . . group boundedness and homogeneity.” As “an agent of identification or categorization,” they add, the modern state aggregates identity by claiming “the power to name, to identify, to categorize.” In most respects, the CAFÉ exhibits represent the antithesis of the rigid and monopolizing concept espoused by the state. On the contrary, they privilege a visual culture that is highly original and, in Soto’s words, “postindustrial.”

CAFÉ IN A POSTINDUSTRIAL AGE

The central aesthetic informing CAFÉ emulates and models what Antonio Benítez-Rojo envisioned as a Caribbean paradigm that is both preindustrial and organic. As Benítez-Rojo observes, “Caribbean discourse is in many respects pre-structuralist and pre-industrial, and to make matters worse, [it is] a contrapuntal discourse that when seen à la Caribbean would look like a *rumba*.” Inspired by his mentor Benítez-Rojo, Leandro Soto conceptualized CAFÉ according to this paradigm. Although he tags it “postindustrial,” the exhibits are actually an extension of the preindustrial model to which Benítez-Rojo refers.

According to Soto, the term *postindustrial*—when employed in reference to creative expression—represents a challenge to the concepts that fundamentally inform mass production and mass consumption, such as the principles of interchangeability and replication, and the notion of a compartmentalized division of labor and specialization. The industrial ideal prizes uniformity and symmetry over variation and asymmetry. It promotes an aesthetic based on conformity and standardization as opposed to originality and individuality. “Those of us who create
postindustrial art,” Soto explains, “use the products or materials of mass production to create something new and unique.” This tendency, he adds, is the result of the specific conditions that compelled many of the Cafeteros—such as Pedro Vizcaíno, Jorge Arango, and Rafael López Ramos, for example—to use whatever scarce materials were available to them while residing on the island (for a discussion of Vizcaíno, Arango, and López Ramos’s work, see Chapters 1, 3, and 7, respectively). “That’s how we made our art in Cuba,” Soto insists. “There were no materials, so we were forced to use our creativity and inventar [invent or improvise].”

Commenting specifically upon CAFÉ’s nontraditional, postindustrial aspects, which simultaneously emulate a radicant aesthetic, Soto emphasizes the organic, impromptu, and improvisational elements that distinguish CAFÉ from more conventional western art showings. According to Soto, traditional western modes of curation correspond with the industrial ideal in that they tend to comply with more strictly formulaic modes and regulations regarding the manner in which the curator installs artwork in the exhibition space, and the way in which the audience can and cannot interact with the art. Most museums and galleries stress uniformity and symmetry over variability and asymmetry. In general, the viewer is discouraged from making physical contact with the artwork, which is presented as something to be contemplated by the passive and distant gaze, with the viewer’s proximity strictly regulated. As a result, Soto observes, “the exhibit is dead the moment it is mounted.”

In addition to being Cuba’s first performance artist, Soto paints, sculpts, creates installations, acts, dances, and is an experienced set designer. He stresses the significance of the fact that he curates CAFÉ from the perspective of an exiled Cuban artist whose work is interdisciplinary and combines multiple media. “It is an exhibit curated for artists by an artist,” he observes. “CAFÉ is auto-representational in that each artist chooses the way she or he is represented. The artists are the stars—they are the central focus of the show, rather than the curator.” Soto notes that according to more traditional practices, the artist’s desires are usually obscured or subordinated. Instead, “the curator’s vision is the central focus of the show, and curators are rarely artists themselves. They choose the works and thereby determine what is important or trendy.” Soto, on the contrary, allows each artist to select the work for each showing. In some instances, he also permits them to assist in organizing and installing the show (as discussed below).

Curating from an interdisciplinary, artistic point of view not only endows Soto with a kind of credibility that ultimately earned his fellow Cafeteros’ confidence,
but the idea that he self-identifies both as an exile and an artist makes CAFÉ, in his words, “a living, active experience, as opposed to a cultural artifact that is without meaning or context.”

Acutely aware of the notion that the meaning of each exhibit is the product of what Bourriaud describes as “a collaboration and negotiation between the artist and those who come to view the work,” Soto invites visitors to participate in each presentation of CAFÉ in a variety of ways and thereby take part in a process that is “but one moment” in a longer chain. 24 “An object of art,” he observes, “is more than an artifact: it is something you can interact with, something that gives you a particular understanding of a particular time period or a particular place. In the process, it creates an aesthetic effect that touches your soul and moves you emotionally.” 25 Though he is quick to distance himself from any essentialist position, Soto claims nevertheless that CAFÉ successfully bridges cultural differences, allowing an outside audience to root themselves into the diasporic experience. Confirming the radicant nature of the exhibits, Soto adds, “Art is a way of knowing and a way of connecting and integrating knowledge.” And echoing Bourriaud’s concept of transfer and translation, he says, “Art is a way of seeing reality as poetic, as a tapestry that connects you to other cultures and gives you knowledge and a sense of understanding, which opens up new possibilities.” 26

CAFÉ III clearly illustrates its postindustrial, radicant elements in respect to the viewers, for Soto designed the opening reception to actively involve the audience by appealing to all five senses. While he prepared and served eggs and café cubano to the students, professors, and community members attending the event, the aroma of café filled the gallery space and filtered into the corridor, attracting passersby to the show. As those in attendance wandered about and socialized, they made physical contact with the artwork. Classical music composed especially for the exhibition by one of Soto’s Anglo colleagues played softly in the background as though someone were practicing in an adjoining room. As revealed by several comments in the guest book, the overall effect was deeply moving for many who were there. One person described the exhibit as capturing “the colors and rhythms, the sounds and smells of the island.”

In the same vein, several Cubans were quite sentimental in their comments about the exhibit, and many expressed feelings of nostalgia. Non-Cubans overwhelmingly described feeling as though they had been “welcomed into the experience.” In Cafetero Nelson García Miranda’s view, the intimate space not only created a certain “seductive” ambiance, but the overall atmosphere captured “a way of living, a way of doing, of being, and thinking” that is “identifiably Cuban.” 27 The fact that Soto incorporated a North American musical score and invited his Anglo
students and colleagues to help prepare the set and install the exhibit, García Miranda observes, suggests the manner in which Cuban culture absorbs and incorporates difference, and adjusts to change and re-roots in varying contexts and spaces in diaspora.

CAFÉ VI, in a similar fashion, included a massive acrylic on canvas titled A Map of an Island (14' ½" × 18' ½"). This particular work metaphorically suggested the manner in which Cuban art can be inserted into a chain as it is in a continual state of process and transformation at the same time that it is rooted geographically and historically. Originally created by Leandro Soto as the ground cloth for his earlier performance piece Liborio Wants to Escape, it was later recycled and embellished for the presentation at the University of Arizona in Tucson, where Soto spread it across the gallery floor. The green island, adorned with a number of symbols that reappear like leitmotifs throughout his oeuvre, was the focal point of the canvas. Its form resembled an oversized alligator, recalling the frequent comparison drawn between Cuba and the reptile. What appeared at first glance to be a school of silvery fish swimming in all directions away from the island transformed upon closer examination into a sea of unblinking eyes. In this manner, Soto simultaneously referenced the current exodus from the island and invoked the panoptic, or all-seeing, orisha Eleguá.

Visitors were encouraged to take part in the process and find their own path across the baroque, mazelike design. By facilitating physical interaction, Soto’s installation engaged visitors with Cuba’s cultural past as well as its historical present. Through its readily identifiable iconography, A Map of an Island called upon visitors to contemplate and physically navigate their own relationship to Cuba. In this sense, the canvas itself became performative. Its primary interest thus lay in its embedded cultural and historical elements as well as its form. At the same time, it dramatized the interchangeability of the visitors’ positionality and thereby demonstrated Nicolas Bourriaud’s concept that a work of art is not a “terminal object” but rather “a moment in a chain that connects the various episodes of a trajectory.” As a result, it “injected” itself into different narratives.

In addition to CAFÉ’s interactive or performative features, the manner in which each presentation is organized and installed also speaks directly to its postindustrial, radicant character. Although Leandro Soto is ultimately responsible for choosing the overarching thematic content of each exhibit and deciding which artists will participate, as mentioned earlier, he nevertheless puts his trust in his colleagues by allowing them to choose the work they submit. On occasion, Soto
invites participating artists to take an active, collaborative role in organizing and installing the show, as opposed to relying on an outside, third party. What further distinguishes CAFÉ from more conventional western showings is the notion that each time the artwork is installed, it conforms to, or becomes rooted in, the physical space where it is being presented rather than adhering to a set plan or predetermined arrangement.

Though highly selective about which artists are invited to participate, Soto has no preconceived idea or advance notion about what a show will look like once installed in the exhibition space. When the works actually arrive, he contemplates their relationships to one another and then adapts them to the exhibition space. With total disregard for hierarchies, Soto does not distinguish among the artists in respect to their fame or reputation. Neither does he indicate on the placards where the artists are currently located, thereby illustrating the quantum concept of non-locality. In effect, the Cafeteros could be located anywhere at any given time. In choosing not to represent their exact locations, Soto shifts the stress from determining where they are actually located to where they might or could be.

Soto approaches each exhibition site as a set design. Each exhibit of CAFÉ is thus a performance with its own integrity, depending on where it is located and who visits the site at any given time. The larger meaning of each show relies on the proximity or placement of the pieces and the manner in which individual works communicate with one another and interact with place or space, as well as its relationship to other presentations of CAFÉ. “For me, art is always a system of relationships,” Soto observes, “a careful equilibrium between one thing and another, call it nature, spirit, society, psyche, or the individual.”

CAFÉ III, for example, was located in a physically small space, yet Soto transformed the site (with the assistance of his students and colleagues) into an installation by painting the walls in the style of a pre-1959 colonial home in Old Havana. The entire gallery was backlit with a soothing violet light, which made the bright tropical colors on the walls luminous. He installed the artwork in thematic and asymmetrical groupings in an attempt to mimic the manner in which paintings might hang on a living room wall. A poem written especially for CAFÉ by Antonia “Toñi” Otaola Barco, the wife of Cafetero Jorge Arango, was inscribed on one wall (the poem is included in Appendix B). In addition, various freestanding sculptures and installations, several of which had moveable parts and were interactive, divided up the exhibition space in such a way that visitors described the sensation of entering various rooms in what one person referred to as “a house of memory.”

Adapting yet another version of the exhibit to an entirely different physical space, Soto installed CAFÉ IV in a series of glass showcases hanging in a heavily
trodden corridor at Estrella Mountain Community College in Avondale, Arizona. At first glance, each case resembled a retablo, or altar. Each was nonlineal and had its own thematic integrity, yet collectively they established and maintained a certain kind of rhythm among the various elements in the exhibition, integrating what first appeared as disconnected artifacts to form a larger and more complex chain.

CAFÉ VI, in contrast, was presented in a traditional rectangular gallery. The walls were uniformly white, and most of the works were unframed and mounted with thumbtacks. As a unit, they gave the impression that the Cafeteros had recorded their thoughts on the pages of a notebook. In CAFÉ VIII, Soto arranged the paintings and drawings in various groupings and then outlined them with frames that he hand-painted on the walls in fresco- or mural-like fashion. Each frame corresponded thematically with the highlighted work(s) being put into relief. The frame adorning Guido Llinás’s painting Bración, for example, featured a series of black markings composed of arrows, crosses, and serpentine symbols. In this manner, Soto clearly referenced the work that Llinás produced in Paris in the 1960s, which was inspired by Afro-Cuban and Abacuá ritual signatures. These polyrhythmic designs were primarily painted or incised in what Llinás referred to as “the color black.” Soto encouraged others, such as Cafetera and co-curator Anita Guerra, to embellish their work in a similar fashion. Guerra consequently transformed her painting Atardecer y madrugada en Roma (Dusk and Dawn in Rome) (2006)—a work composed of two tondos depicting (respectively) the twin halves of a single fountain—into an installation by adding rivulets of paint that appeared to be streaming down the wall and spilling onto the gallery floor, as though the painting itself had overflowed.

For his own work, Soto extended the main line of his paintings in various directions across the gallery walls. In consequence, visitors partook in an environment in which each piece was in relief, yet all of the works integrated simultaneously into the whole. According to Soto, he was consciously emulating the way in which murals and wall decorations appear in the interiors of Italian homes—a tradition that dates back to antiquity. It was the visits he and his wife had made with Anita Guerra to museums and various locations in Rome days prior to hanging CAFÉ VIII that inspired this visual solution to installing the works in a small and thereby challenging exhibition space.

The presentation of CAFÉ X signified in a similar manner. Once again, Soto invited the undergraduate students in his theater design and production course to assist him in hanging the show, with student Rodney Ifill taking on the role of assistant curator. Soto decided to frame only two works by Cafetera Ana Flores. They flanked the entrance to the gallery. The remaining pieces were hung with
clear thread and clips. The intention, Soto told me, was to suggest that even though the entrance to the exhibit gave the impression of completion and permanence, the remaining artwork could easily be dismantled, thereby suggesting movement and transience. The exhibit also highlighted several iconic symbols, such as the palm tree, café, and various types of vessels or boats. These images not only appear throughout the Cafeteros’ work but also resonate in Barbadian culture, given that it shares a Caribbean island aesthetic with Cuba. Soto installed an armada of paper sailboats on the gallery floor in the shape of the island. Demonstrating the radicant manner in which Cuban artists take root in their new environments and absorb new cultural elements into their work, Soto explained to those who attended the opening that every time he re-created the installation, he fashioned the boats out of recycled newspapers from the local community.

Soto points out that the hidden links among the Cafeteros’ works reveal themselves only when considered as a whole. Each exhibit operates according to a dialectic of translation or transformation and synthesis, and maintains a certain rhythmic balance between integration and implosion. Soto says that according to the concept of implosion, which resonates with Bourriaud’s approach to transfer and translation, apparently disconnected elements become internally connected, thus forming a kind of chain. “At first these meanings are not obvious to me,” he explains, “but gradually, as I begin the work of installing the various pieces”—which have no preordained or predetermined order—“I begin to see their hidden connections.” The connections among the various pieces reveal themselves according to their placement within the exhibition space and in the cultural, temporal, and geographic contexts in which they appear. The sum of the exhibit is thus greater than its separate parts. In the same way, each exhibit is linked to the other in a nonlinear chain that points to a larger narrative about movement and dislocation, rooting and re-rooting. In emphasizing the collective aspects of the CAFÉ exhibits, Soto has realized a holisic vision of what it is to be Cuban, grounded in diverse practices and experiences. CAFÉ’s highly inclusive nature regarding both the range of artists included in the shows and the array of genres and art media with which the Cafeteros work further emphasizes this vision.
CHAPTER THREE

Mapmaking in Diaspora

A Crumb of Madeleine

... remembrance of a particular form is but regret for a particular moment; and houses, roads, avenues are as fugitive, alas, as the years.

MARCEL PROUST, REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST

Leandro Soto’s role as curator of CAFÉ has evolved over time. Gradually, he has begun to regard himself as a kind of “mapmaker.” As Joanne van der Woude observes, “maps reveal how people perceive space, property, and identity, and as such, narrate or even ‘plot’ literary and cultural developments. . . . Maps are not just a genre or mode of writing; rather, they constitute a discourse. . . . Maps shape minds and control the imagination.”

Fully conscious of the notion that maps represent specific ideologies or worldviews, which vary according to the manner in which they are “projected” and “oriented,” Soto plays on this concept by characterizing each showing of CAFÉ as a representation of a new or changing cartography. “Because Cuba is both absent and present every time CAFÉ is presented,” he says, each exhibition collapses time and reduces large distances “in order to bring into view the shape of the island and its ever-changing cultural geography.”

Leandro Soto’s perception of his role as mapmaker is singular. As many critics have commented, territorial dispossession and displacement, or the correspondent experience of insilio, redefine the way we measure distance, and inform our understanding of spatiality, for being in any one of these states necessarily suspends any normative understanding of the temporal and the spatial. As insilio suggests,
one does not have to undergo physical movement to be in a state of exile. Exilic, “insilic,” and diasporic consciousnesses are reflexive conditions—psychological states informed by a feeling of nostalgia for a past that can never be reclaimed fully and a longing for a future that no longer exists. The displaced subject, who has undergone territorial dispossession or has lost a sense of belonging to her or his land, occupies an interstitial space that is neither completely here nor completely there. Thus, when one is in a state of diaspora or exile, what it means to be Cuban no longer corresponds exclusively with geographical coordinates or territorial separation. Similarly, insilio disregards any concept of locality, residency, or physical location.

As discussed early on, ingrained in the Cuban historical memory are the realities of colonization, slavery, and neocolonialism, and the consequent experience(s) of migration and movement. This larger historical context sheds light on the internal dialectics informing the post-1959 Cuban exodus and its multiple cultural expressions. As a range of scholars has demonstrated, all histories of territorial dispossession and displacement put into relief the idea that space is in constant interaction with the social, political, and historical—and also with technology, as Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht suggests. The experience of displacement, moreover, imposes an entirely new conceptualization of the relationship between space, culture, and nation. In effect, the experience of territorial dispossession or forcible displacement points up a notion first articulated by Henri Lefebvre that space is endowed with social and historical significance or meanings, and in this sense, it is “produced.”

Claiming that space is “produced,” . . . upends the assumption that space is simply the grand manifestation of the natural terrain. Viewing space as produced, productive, and producing means viewing it as interanimiting and dependent in part on narrative for its productive effects—as “active and generative” in Kristin Ross’s words—rather than as transparent and inert. Thus the production of space . . . involves the processes that shape how these places are understood, envisioned, defined, and variously experienced.

In my previous writing, I have explored the role that narrative or rhetoric emanating from both the island and the diaspora has played in respect to the various meanings that have been assigned to diasporic space—especially in relation to national and cultural affiliation. Coming from a positionality of dislocation and movement, and acutely conscious of the way that narrative has defined and politicized identity, Leandro Soto employs “compensatory strategies” to recuperate space by remapping—and thereby reclaiming or repossessing—the lost territory.
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that is the island at each presentation of CAFÉ. In privileging image over word, he creates a visual narrative or dialogic that challenges the dominant or normative written and rhetorical narratives regarding spatiality, nationality, and culture, which render the Cafeteros and their work historically and socially invisible. The exhibition space, in its performative role, functions simultaneously as a site of resistance against historical erasure and a place where the Cafeteros can continually refashion concepts of nation and culture that evolve and develop in relation to a range of factors and variables.

CAFÉ is an instrument through which multiple and occasionally contradictory messages and notions about Cuba can be relayed, Soto tells me, despite the fact that individual works do not always deal directly with things Cuban. Although the Cafeteros are continually integrating new elements and materials into their art—and in this sense they root themselves in their host environments and present a series of alternative cartographies that are in constant motion—each manifestation of CAFÉ (as suggested early on) Cubanizes the physical space that it occupies and conjures up some “idea,” or version, of Cuba. Both Soto and Yovani Bauta liken this experience to the signature moment in Marcel Proust’s *Remembrance of Things Past* (1913–1927) when the main protagonist, Swann, dips “a crumb of madeleine” into his cup of linden-leaf tea, a simple act that causes the world he used to inhabit to spring into being once again. In a parallel fashion, CAFÉ stirs up and awakens a host of memories for Cubans who attend the exhibitions. They re-create for those who are outside the experience a pastiche or collage-like version of Cuba composed of the various visions and remembrances of Cuban things past. Though it necessarily implies an element of subjectivity, inevitably the exhibits gesture toward an irretrievable point of origin to which there is no return. “The reality that I had known no longer exist[s],” Proust’s Swann thus muses as he reminisces about the world conjured up through the madeleine and the cup of tea. “The places that we had known belong now only to the little world of space on which we map them for our own convenience. None of them was ever more than a slice, held between the contiguous impressions that composed our life at the time; remembrance of a particular form is but regret for a particular moment; and houses, roads, avenues are as fugitive, alas, as the years.”

Amid the ruins of memory, loss, and nostalgia, nevertheless, resides (to borrow Proust’s phrasing once again) “the vast structure of recollection.” Each of the artists who have participated in CAFÉ thus “re-member” Cuba differently or even vicariously. As a result, the “absent present” island, which manifests itself with variations at each showing, is always in the process of being readapted, retranslated, and reinterpreted according to new circumstances and new materials.
For many of the Cafeteros, creating art is an activity that enables them to recall and even revisit or reclaim the past in this Proustian fashion. At the same time, it allows them to remain conscious of and rooted in the present, as well as think into the future. Their work, in turn, communicates some larger meaning regarding the multiple pasts they aim to recapture and transform, and how the experience of exile or diaspora has prompted them to redefine, re-create, and translate their artistic visions in new cultural contexts. Though the act of creation begins as an internal process, a self-dialogue, the moment it becomes public it functions as a “social instrument,” as Soto suggests—one that supersedes the artist and is beyond her or his control. The artist thus acts as a messenger of sorts, translating, interpreting, synthesizing, and relaying a series of messages. “Society is the body,” Soto observes, “and the artist is the nervous system, which reacts instinctively to what is happening around it.” The nervous system then carries these messages and relays meanings or intentions to the rest of the body. In this manner, it functions simultaneously as translator and interpreter. In the act of transfer, the artist destabilizes signs and codes and reenacts displacement. Originality, Soto adds, is a result of working in and responding to the present context in which one is working, even in the act of reconstituting the past and reinterpreting or remapping space. In the act of destabilizing old and new signs, the Cafeteros engage in a process of setting in motion new codes and meanings.

Each manifestation of CAFÉ thus engenders a form of creative invention that demands an encounter with the unfamiliar and the new—an encounter that ultimately points to the yet unrepresented future. In its conservation and conversion of history and absorption of newness, each presentation creates what Homi K. Bhabha terms an “unhomely space of intervention” that renders asymmetrical the past, present, and future, and disrupts the paradigm of center, boundary, and frontier. In the same vein, each displaces the bicameral and misleading division of the “here” or the “there” and (as suggested earlier in this chapter) overturns oppositional or binary categories, for Cuba is (or, perhaps better said, many versions of Cuba are) simultaneously absent and present. It is simultaneously aquí y allí (here and there), for the “journey form,” as Bourriaud notes, “may refer to one or more absent elements which may be physically distant, past, or yet to come.” Ultimately, the journey form “put linearity into crisis by injecting time into space and space into time.”

Approaching the condition of exile from a correspondent position, Laura A. V. House suggests,
Perhaps rather than a “destierro” [determinitorialization], exile is a “destiempo” [de-temporalization]. Regardless of whether his expatriation was forced or voluntary, the Cuban exile is excluded from Cuba’s “present” or historical time. If the exile is no longer physically present, he is stripped of a temporal and historical connection to the land. According to [Sophia] McClennen, exile is a “suspension of linear time” which “includes a sense that time is cyclical and primordial (linking exiles across ages) and a sense that time is relative and fractured (casting the exile outside of meaningful/monumental time).” [McClennen] suggests that for the exiled individual, the purportedly contradictory notions of pre-modern time (circular, primordial), modern time (historical, linear), and post-modern time (meaningless or even absent) coexist as interpenetrating dialectics. 

House’s, McClennan’s, and Bhabha’s conceptualizations of contemporaneity, coupled with Bhabha’s notion of trans- or multilocality, have been most useful in analyzing the various, complex aspects of CAFÉ, for they have allowed a departure from the conventional frameworks of fixed or protean; center, border, and periphery or margin; and the nonporous divisions of past, present, and future. In analyzing the CAFÉ exhibits, one must take account of and counteract what Bhabha identifies as the temporal, situational, linear, and ultimately allegorical nature of nationalist discourse. In his writing, Bhabha proposes a cross-temporal concept that seeks to displace the “historicism that has dominated the nation as a cultural force” and expose what he terms “the profound limitations of a consensual and collusive enunciation of cultural community.” As “an apparatus of symbolic power,” Bhabha observes, the “ambivalence of the ‘nation’ as a narrative strategy ... produces a continual slippage of categories. ... What is displayed in this displacement is the nation as the liminality of cultural modernity.” Any given representation of the nation and the nation-space, therefore, is at best an obsolete product of a temporal process. A transnational, nomadic, or radicant perspective thus demands that we recognize the profound limitations of any monolithic or ossified idea of community, nationhood, or cultural affiliation.

Rather than defining what constitutes a nation or a culture according to linear historical events, a restrictive notions of geographical territory or locale, or a fixed, nativist, or essentialist idea of identity, Bhabha (not unlike the Chicana critic Gloria Anzaldúa) theorizes beyond the “boundaries” of the present, the “borderlines” of ideology and discourse, and the “borderlands of culture.” Drawing his inspiration from the work of Martin Heidegger, Bhabha points out that these “borderlines,” “boundaries,” and “borderlands” are not “that at which something stops,” but, rather, that from which something begins its “presencing.” In this way, Bhabha
acknowledges the evolving and protean nature of the manner in which diasporic, exilic, and/or insilic subjects self-affiliate. At the same time, he takes into account the crucial role that collective memory and reconstructive imagination "play" or stand to play in perpetuating and reinscribing the manner in which one locates oneself not only in diaspora, but in a futurist, post-Castro Cuba that has already become a post-utopian thing of the past.

The Cuban diasporic condition, with its attendant consciousnesses, posits its own particular versions of cross-temporality and instability as it reaches with phantom limbs into the past and forward into the uncertain future, or what Homi Bhabha calls the "beyond," which for him signifies spatial distance, marks progress, promises the future; but our intimations of exceeding the barrier or boundary—the very act of going beyond—are unknowable, unrepresentable, without a return to the "present" which, in the process of repetition, becomes disjunct and displaced. The imaginary of spatial distance—to live somehow beyond the border of our times—throws into relief the temporal, social differences that interrupt our collusive sense of cultural contemporaneity.

"Being in the 'beyond' at the 'borderlines of the present,'" Bhabha continues, "is to inhabit an intervening space . . . to dwell 'in the beyond' is . . . to be part of a revisionary time, a return to the present to redescribe our cultural contemporaneity; to reinscribe our human, historic commonality; to touch the future on the hither side."

The diasporic present, according to Bhabha's vision, is in a constant state of flux as it negotiates with the past and its obstructed future in order to stake its claim in the future "beyond." In its quantum uncertainty, it suspends time by confusing the lines that according to most occidental cultures traditionally divide temporal categories; as McClennen also suggests, the past is always interrupting and haunting both the present and the future. In this sense, past, present, and future interface and collaborate. They are contemporaneous.

In their entangled relationships with history, place, and time, diasporic individuals necessarily possess a multiple or "contrapuntal" (as Edward Said terms it) vision or understanding of the world and one's place within it. According to Bhabha, transnational subjects "replace" their claim to a "purity of origins with a poetics of relocation and reinscription," for they are located (at the same time that they are dis-located) in a "contingent 'in between' space," which is on a continuum with the past yet constantly interrupts the present and ultimately intimates the future. Put another way, diasporic cultural identifications or differential identities
are formulated in “an interstitial future that emerges in-between the claims of the past and the needs of the present.” They are dis-located in a present that is always negotiating between the past and the future. This “in-between” space, which may involve affiliations with more than two physical locations, thus becomes what Bhabha refers to as the perpetually contingent borderline condition in which cultural translation and production occurs. “The borderline work of culture,” he writes,

. . . demands an encounter with “newness” that is not part of the continuum of past and present. It creates a sense of the new as an insurgent act of cultural translation. Such art does not merely recall the past as social cause or aesthetic precedent; it renews the past, refiguring it as a contingent “in-between” space, that innovates and interrupts the performance of the present. The “past-present” becomes part of the necessity, not the nostalgia of living.

Approaches such as McClennen’s and Bhabha’s allow for the forms of cultural intermixing and newness that are visually manifest in the Cafeteros’ work. In addition to resisting bound concepts of nationhood, temporality, and identity, they are visionary in their invocation of the past and heralding of the future.
Culture is a discourse, a language, and as such it has no beginning or end and is always in transformation since it is always looking for ways to signify what it cannot manage to signify.

Antonio Benítez-Rojo

At its core, CAFÉ is eclectic in every sense of the word. In coordinating the first exhibit, Leandro Soto intentionally chose to adopt a widely inclusive framework that visually linked the artists thematically as opposed to distinguishing among them according to their various generations or physical locations. In subsequent showings, Soto has continued to be radically inclusive in selecting artists. For example, CAFÉ II featured a Cuban American who had never been to the island, and CAFÉ III presented the work of the López brothers, both of whom reside in Havana yet express a deep-felt sense of insilio, or inner exile. In Soto’s view, individual artists contribute a unique component to the collective idea of what constitutes Cubanness. “In each new manifestation of CAFÉ,” he tells me, “there exists a kind of mystery, which reveals our common ground, our interrelations [in respect to both] the island and to the present and the past.” By nature of its heterogeneous composition and its focus on itinerancy, CAFÉ offers a more complex understanding of what constitutes nation and culture. This understanding is anchored in Cuba’s long history of dispossession and cultural intermixing, as well as its vanguardia, or modernist, movement.
CUBAN ARTISTS ACROSS THE DIASPORA

THE CUBAN VANGUARDIA

The work of the Cafeteros reveals the presence of a set of distinct elements, patterns, “rhythms,” and cultural forms first explored by the Cuban vanguardia in the 1920s. The movement, which included artists and writers/intellectuals alike, is generally divided into two phases. The first generation of vanguardia artists introduced Modernism into Cuba and distinguished themselves according to their use of bright color, patterns, and baroque visual rhythms that came to typify Cuban art. In an effort to forge a new national identity, they explored three major trends in their art: criollismo, Afro-Cubanism, and vernacular art, or “art of social commitment” (art concerned primarily with social themes, which sprang from criollismo and is referred to commonly as “themes of soil” art). Following the establishment of the republic, Cuba underwent a period of intense nationalism. Shaped by this particular sociopolitical milieu, the vanguardia collectively forged a set of fundamental motifs and elements that reflected their physical displacement from and re-encounter with a nation struggling to define a way of self-affiliating along cultural lines, though it had officially suppressed its indigenous and African roots and privileged European forms and traditions.

THE INFLUENCE OF EUROPE IN CUBAN VISUAL ARTS

The influence of Europe in Cuban visual arts prior to the vanguardia movement was most apparent, as noted by Graciella Cruz-Taura, among others, in the establishment of the San Alejandro Academy of Painting in 1818. The only structured art school in Cuba until the 1930s, San Alejandro produced artists predominantly trained according to the standards of traditional nineteenth-century French and Spanish academism, including Guillermo Collazo, José Arburu Morell, and Leopoldo Romañach.

The Cuban vanguardia artists broke with the San Alejandro School in the mid-twenties, just after World War I. They thus became the forerunners in establishing the Cuban School of art, a critical and socially conscious tendency that gave visual expression to various aspects of what it meant to be Cuban. Put in other words, they sought to create a new visual vocabulary that would capture the “essence” of Cubanness. Yet their work was influenced by “external cultural currents,” as Cruz-Taura observes. With the exception of Ponce de León, all of the vanguardia artists studied abroad and were exposed to various European avant-garde movements, including Cubism, Surrealism, and Italian Futurist Art. For the majority, Paris became their first adopted home. In effect, they were practicing a form of “interculturalism, which is consequently visible in the work of the Cafeteros. "What
CAFÉ AND THE CUBAN MODERNIST MOVEMENT

might be called interculturalism,” Nicolas Bourriaud explains, “is based on a double dialogue: one that the artist maintains with his or her tradition, and a second dialogue between the artist’s tradition and the corpus of aesthetic values inherited from modern art.” In the case of both the Cuban vanguardia and the Cafeteros, the dialogue extends to past traditions of art and culture, including the indigenous and imposed or imported.

As Veerle Poupeye writes, the Cuban vanguardia was the first group of Caribbean artists to gain recognition in Europe and North America, and Wifredo Lam was the first Cuban artist to be widely recognized in the West, a result in part of his association with the European avant-garde movement. The vanguardia had its first major presentation in 1944 at the New York Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). The exhibit included artists residing both on and off the island (in France, primarily). A second major showing of Cuban contemporary art was presented at the Musée National d’Art Moderne in Paris in 1951. According to Luz Merino, the vanguardia was “defined operationally by transformation and change. . . . models were being reformulated . . . new spaces for representation were being created, and . . . an expressive inventory was being proposed in the service of [national] identity.”

THE CREOLIZATION OF CUBAN CULTURE

In his catalog essay for Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, Ricardo Pau-Llosa identifies a series of fundamental themes or elements that first appeared in the work of the vanguardia artists in their search for “a national identity.” Among them is an exploration of “the origins of cultural identity” in Cuba’s African, indigenous, Asian, and European roots. Many of these indigenous elements and traditions can be traced to the Creole cultures that formed on the eastern part of the island in the early fifteenth century. Cuba, like the Caribbean at large, is a “repopulated” space composed of distinct groups of displaced peoples who were removed, forcibly or voluntarily, from their native countries. Resulting from a gradual process of stratification and cross-pollination, Cuban culture is, by nature of the island’s geographical location and its political history, a composite of widely diverse elements and influences, beginning with the Taino, the indigenous people inhabiting the island at the time of the Spanish colonization.

The creolization of Cuban culture has been well documented, but certain features of this history bear repeating. Though elements of Taino culture have persisted up to the present, this aboriginal population was virtually eradicated and then supplanted by a series of European presences, beginning with Spain and including Ireland, England, and France. A process of external intervention continued with a
series of forced and voluntary migrations, primarily from West Africa and China. As a result, Cuban culture is fundamentally diverse and heterogeneous.

As a host of theorists have observed, the consequent impulse to translate, transform, and integrate is just one aspect of a larger Caribbean dynamic. Speaking of the region in general, Stuart Hall notes, it “is [a] space where . . . creolizations and assimilations and syncretisms were negotiated . . . the place of many continuous displacements. . . . it is the signifier of migration itself.” In The Repeating Island, Antonio Benítez-Rojo discusses the complex cultural expressions and forms that emerged in the Caribbean out of the collision between Europe and Africa in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the migration of Asians in the nineteenth century. Rather than reducing the region to the single factor of its instability, Benítez-Rojo stresses the positive nature of what he terms the “super-syncretic” cultural forms and expressions that developed as a direct result of the Caribbean’s sociopolitical history.

With special reference to Cuba, Benítez-Rojo emphasizes the unique form of creolization that emerged on the eastern side of Cuba—a confluence of influences springing “from the seeds that had . . . scattered from the richest stores of three continents.” He acknowledges the seam of continuous influence from Africa (with particular emphasis on West Africa), unparalleled in any other Antillean nation with the exception of Haiti. This influence combined with those of the various European presences that inhabited the island, as well as the extant vestiges of the Taíno culture. (Although Taíno culture was largely suppressed by the Spaniards, it remains in evidence even today, as seen, for example, in the various manifestations and permutations of La Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre (Cobre’s Virgin of Charity), the island’s patron saint. Some have suggested that these cultural forms took shape according to a process of stratification or sedimentation, as opposed to being syncretic, as Benítez-Rojo insists. They see these forms as polyphonic, rather than having a single, fundamental tone, and possessing elements from their original sources that have maintained their integrity.

Benítez-Rojo attributes the survival of these Creole forms to the particular conditions in which they arose. Separated from the capital in Havana by mountainous terrain and nearly impenetrable jungle, the inhabitants of Cuba’s eastern region had little contact with the Spaniards and Creoles on the western side of the island. Implicated in the illegal leather trade in the banda norte (which included Hispaniola), and enjoying a distinctly open “social panorama” compared with “that prevailing in the capital or on the plantations,” the variegated forms of Creole culture that arose in eastern Cuba produced what Benítez-Rojo describes as “a utopian project of coexistence.” These forms, in turn, countered the “fragmentary, unstable, and
conflictual” existence that characterized most of the Antilles. A mixture of distinct and variegated elements, these particular cultural forms—which produced a generalized racial type arising from Taíno, European, and African origins—gradually spread across the island to the capital, transforming and adapting along the way to the various local cultures.  

In the process of integrating indigenous, African, Asian, and criollo forms into their artwork, *vanguardia* artists such as Wifredo Lam and Manuel Mendive (like Cuban anthropologists Lydia Cabrera and Fernando Ortiz) cultivated a symbolic language that served to define certain fundamental aspects of what it meant to be Cuban. Many of these artists idealized the peasant and peasant life, and looked to the rural countryside for inspiration, as it was a repository of Taíno and African legends as well as criollo dance forms, music, and cuisine. They also drew upon and romanticized iconic symbols such as the guajira and guajiro (female and male peasants) and the palm tree, which represented for many some sense of national cohesion as well as possessing sacred connotations.  

Although many of the Cafeteros have been visibly influenced by European and North American aesthetics and forms, and several infuse their art with references to popular culture and traditional western religious symbols, a certain kind of metonymic “repetition” of the indigenous and Creole cultural forms and practices first explored by *vanguardia* artists is evident in their work. Several integrate or fuse *criollismo* and Afro-Cubanism. For many, the use of Taíno symbology as well as elements drawn from Afro-Cuban religions such as Palo Monte and Santería are fundamental sources of iconography as well as mediums of artistic expression.  

This anthropological approach to creative expression allows for a certain subjectivity that reclaims and confirms the Cafeteros’ connections to Cuba’s indigenous peoples and cultures, as well as the histories of those forcibly relocated to its shores, at the same time that it integrates and transforms new cultural elements. The result is a synergistic relationship between integrative resistance and transformative reconciliation. As Benitez-Rojo observes, “When a people’s culture conserves ancient dynamics that play ‘in a certain kind of way,’ they resist being displaced by external territorializing forms and they propose to co-exist with them through syncretic processes.” Perhaps one of the best examples of this impulse to conserve these “ancient dynamics” yet integrate new elements harmoniously into his work is José Bedia, one of CAFÉ’s most widely recognized artists.
José Bedia

Reflecting a larger trend in Cuban art during the first half of the 1980s, Bedia, like many of his contemporaries, centrally incorporates a conceptual, anthropological approach into his art. Representing what Gerardo Mosquera terms “another form of decentering,” artists such as Bedia draw from the content of African-based worldviews of religious belief systems “not by recreating forms, rites, or myths,” but rather by “creating Western culture from non-Western bases, transforming it and thereby diversifying global contemporary culture.” Even as a child, Bedia recalls, he was interested in indigenous art and exposed to images that frequently appeared in popular Cuban renderings of Native people and African Americans. According to the artist, the remnants of indigenous culture that remained in Cuba were nonvital, for the native people had disappeared, and their culture had been reduced to something akin to archaeological artifacts. “What was definitely living and actualized,” Bedia asserts, “were the Afro-Cuban traditions implicit in the Cuban population. . . . I began connecting to these things through friends and my mother’s people above all else.”

José Bedia’s padrino, or godfather, Alberto Giocochea, introduced him as a young man to Palo Monte, an Afro-Cuban religion that has its origins in Central Africa in the Congo Basin, and emphasizes ancestor worship as well as one’s relationship to the land and the spiritual forces that manifest themselves in the natural world.

His initiation greatly influenced his style, for in Bedia’s words, Palo Monte’s “iconographic representation” is graphic, “almost like a drawing.” “Drawing is fundamental to my art,” he insists; “color,” he adds, “does not interest me in part because it tends to distract from the central subject of my work.”

In Bedia’s view, to speak solely of Cuban themes is folkloric and romantic at best. Unlike Pablo Picasso, he comments, who borrowed indigenous objects and forms that were alien to his own cultural roots, Bedia’s tendency to integrate and assimilate elements is fundamentally Caribbean and directly reflects the region’s history. Yet Bedia also incorporates new cultural elements into his art. “I have always been interested in the past . . . and the recurrence of elements in various cultures,” he tells me, as seen for example in Native American sand paintings or Yaqui masks. The Yaqui incorporated elements from nearly every group that crossed their path. What has been for the artist an “instinctive” (as opposed to calculated or “rational”) impulse to integrate and transform signifies a way of comprehending and interpreting reality. It is the recognition and acknowledgment of something vital and functional. In describing his art to one interviewer, Bedia observes,
My contribution, if there is a contribution, is not to focus upon the arts, or the fine arts as we know them, but rather to try and focus the view on other parallel areas, such as anthropology or the social sciences. On the Afro-Cuban reality, Afro-Amerindian cultures, and incorporate all of these kinds of transportable cultures and the living or archeological cultural presence into contemporary art.²⁵

Although Bedia has traveled widely, he was influenced particularly by his exposure to the extant indigenous cultures of Mexico and the Plains Indian culture of the United States, in part because of their minimalist representational forms. In turn, he describes his own work as conceptual, rather than iconographic or mimetic. “Afro-Cuban elements are very poor iconic images,” he observes. “There are virtually no symbols or iconography in Palo Monte. Yet there is a certain truth that resonates nearly everywhere I go.”

Despite Bedia’s rejection of any essentialist notion of culture or human nature, his art strives to put into relief certain fundamental “truths” or “realities” that continue to be alive and useful—a concept expressed in some measure in the work of the renowned mythographer Joseph Campbell and the psychologist Carl Jung. Rather than seeking differences, Bedia looks for repetition, similarity, and points of connection. His art emerges not exclusively from a single root or place of origin, but rather, it roots like a radicant in the various places he has traveled and the cultures and groups he has encountered. “I am searching for archetypal elements,” Bedia muses, “which I want to explicate and make my own.” ¿Qué te han hecho Mama Kalunga? (1989) provides an example.

Among the various cultures he has experienced, Bedia, as fieldworker, has encountered a series of concordances, despite the geographical distances that separate them:

There is something like a common [point of] searching and of seeing the world. A way of looking at nature, of thinking, including a way of being that can actually be regarded as an ecology, which for those people was simply a common sentiment, it was to naturally live one’s experiences with nature. This is very important and I discovered that there are a series of constants, even though there is no possible link between one culture and another—as a result, I became deeply engaged in the notion of looking for similarities, more than differences.

. . . I believe that everyone works with a very fragmented culture. . . . for my part, what I do with the visual arts, the plastic arts, is to try to find those pieces and continue making something like a new component. It is as though I was doing an archeological excavation and beginning to complete a figure with fragments of others.²⁷
In its total effect, José Bedia’s oeuvre captures one of the most fundamental aspects not only of CAFÉ, but also of Cuban cultural expression in general dating back to the appearance of the vanguardia artists: the process of absorption, translation, transformation, and synthesis to which Benítez-Rojo and Hall allude. Commenting upon this subject, Leandro Soto observes,

In order to understand the cultural presence of [exiled or diasporic] Cubans and their particular contributions to mainstream [U.S.] culture it is important to use the terms cultural appropriation and cultural translation. Cultural appropriation is associated with . . . inward behavior: the preservation of the Island’s historic memory. To rename new territories according to our memories . . . preserves the culture through the Cubanization of every possible object, event, situation, or place. . . .

More complex is the process of cultural translation, a creative experimental process that always involves the presence and awareness of the artist. This works by transferring values from one culture to another, thereby creating a new set of possibilities that can refer to both the original and the new orders.
José Bedia, *Que te han hecho Mama Kalunga?* (1989)
Soto’s usage of the term *appropriation* is noteworthy. Rather than implying “the act of taking without permission or consent, seizing, expropriating or stealing,” as the word is formally defined and commonly used (with all of what Bourriaud calls “its aggressive connotations”), it refers to an “internal process” of absorption, integration, translation, and transformation that can only be understood in the context of Cuba’s long history of cultural intermixing. For my part, I avoid using the term entirely when discussing the Cafeteros’ work due in part to its misleading connotations. The particular form of “cultural use” (to borrow Bourriaud’s phrasing) to which Soto refers is nearly always misinterpreted or misunderstood, particularly in certain western cultures.

During the course of one of our many conversations, I mentioned to Leandro Soto the idea that outsiders to Cuban culture often regard in a negative light the Cafeteros’ absorption and integration of religious and cultural symbols that do not pertain specifically to their own ethnic roots or cultural practices. (It is a critique I often encounter when discussing Cuban diasporic art, particularly with audiences in the United States.) I offered as an example the Cafeteros who integrate Afro-Cuban religious iconography in their work despite the fact that they are not sanctioned practitioners of Santería. Some people, I explained, view this gesture as “inauthentic” or even as an “unauthorized” act of appropriation. Soto—echoing Benítez-Rojo and Hall—responded by emphasizing that African culture, like the Taíno and Spanish cultures, is an intrinsic and thereby inseparable component of Cuban culture. In other words, these elements pertain specifically to Cuban culture and find their source as mentioned earlier in the various presences that have inhabited the island. Then how does one approach the work of those—such as Soto and Bedia—who translate or transfer new cultural elements (drawn from the foreign cultures in which they are either physically transplanted or en-rooted) into their work? I cited Soto’s *Olorum, Durga-Isis-Yemayá* performance piece, which was inspired during his sojourn in India, and Bedia’s incorporation of Yaqui and Plains Indian symbols as examples. In effect, Soto (like Bedia) regards this form of artmaking as establishing parallels and connections, and identifying patterns or repetition. Rather than labeling this as an act of appropriation according to its traditional connotations (i.e., the unauthorized uprooting of signs and codes), it is an act of *replique* as defined by Bourriaud (see earlier discussion).

As Bourriaud points out, “using existing forms is not a particularly novel practice” for artists and writers; the use of the “preexisting” or the “ready-made” “embodies the strategies of recycling” and the “ideology of cultural use.” This controversy over the “appropriation” of new cultural elements, Bourriaud continues, puts into relief its ideological nature and sets up even more oppositional
categories. In a discussion of Marcel Duchamp, he establishes the idea that appropriated objects, signs, and codes are “indifferent,” and their meanings are ultimately ideological. “An indifferent object,” he writes, “is not something to be appropriated. On the contrary, in the readymade . . . [resides] an aesthetic formula for displacement . . . [and] displacement is a way of using the world, a way of surreptitiously eroding established geographies. Thus, the readymade belongs to no particular domain. It exists between zones and is anchored in none.” Although the context of Bourriaud’s observations is distinct from that of the present discussion, several of the points he makes are salient, especially in respect to the manner in which he distinguishes between appropriation and translation.

Expanding on this subject, Soto explains, “Cuban culture is an arroz con mango [rice with mango], or a little bit of everything.” “All Cubans,” he tells me, “regardless of their particular ethnic or racial genealogy, share in this collective cultural heritage. In turn, all forms of Cuban art possess a more global or universal projection that links them to other cultures at the same time that it allows artists to embrace their own particular ethnic or racial roots.”

“Cuban art,” he adds in reference to the Cafeteros, “can be created in any language, at any time, and any place.” In other words, art produced outside the island retains its Cuban character at the same time that it is articulated in a host of languages that spring from multiple sources. According to Soto and others, what makes the art fundamentally Cuban is its inclusive and pluralistic nature, and its heterogeneous and diverse composition.

The U.S.-based Cafeteros with whom I broached the subject of appropriation and translation concur with Soto. The suggestion that they are “appropriating,” and thereby exploiting in some unauthorized manner, indigenous and African or Afro-Cuban cultural elements and symbols rests on what many regard as a faulty and ethnocentric logic that simplistically transcribes, or imposes, U.S. race politics and the perspectives it represents onto a reading of race, ethnicity, and culture in the Caribbean. Paradoxically, and somewhat ironically, an approach such as this reifies and reinscribes a fundamentally essentialist concept of race, ethnicity, and culture that is premised on the very categories it rejects—especially in respect to the subject of authenticity. It ignores, moreover, the historical factors that come into play in distinguishing the histories of these various countries, despite the connective threads that invite comparison (such as colonialism and slavery). As Soto observes,
The paradigms of the context in which we live—the United States—cannot be applied to the Cuban cultural reality. That is why [Americans] don’t understand us!!! Remember the theory of Fernando Ortiz’s ajiaco. Here they don’t eat ajiaco and they never will because they are unable to integrate. Here everything is black or white, left or right. . . . Cubans are many things at the same time, but it is the African component that integrates them all in one brew . . . I cannot separate doing yoga, dancing the rumba, doing Tai Chi . . . it all goes to the same source. The rest are only exterior forms. It is the spirit that gives them all life.

Soto—who, in turn, draws from the work of the Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz—likens Cuban culture to the ajiaco: the infinitely “renewable” native stew composed of a range of diverse ingredients that reflect Cuba’s Amerindian, Spanish, African, and Chinese roots. According to Ortiz, Cuban culture is “a mestizaje of cuisines, a mestizaje of races, a mestizaje of cultures, a dense broth of civilization that bubbles on the stove of civilization.”

Miguel De la Torre expands upon Ortiz’s concept:

Ajiaco symbolizes our cubanidad’s attempt to find harmony within our diverse roots aspiring toward [José] Martí’s idealized state of a secularized vision of Christian love which is anti-imperialistic, anti-militant, anti-racist, moral and radical. Unlike the North American melting pot paradigm maintaining that all immigrants who arrive on these shores are somehow placed into a pot where they “melt down” into a new culture that nevertheless remains Eurocentric in nature, an ajiaco retains the unique flavors of its diverse roots while enriching the other elements. Some “ingredients” may dissolve completely while other “ingredients” remain distinct, yet all provide flavor to the simmering stew, a stew which by its very nature is always in a state of flux.

. . . our ajiaco is and should be unapologetically our own authentic reality, our locus theologicus (theological milieu), from where we Cubans approach the wider world.

According to this very particular worldview, the imperative to “melt” or assimilate—which in the context of U.S. history often amounts to the elision of racial or ethnic variation or the suppression of culture—is regarded by many Cubans as undesirable and wholly negative. In addition to acknowledging their own historic and cultural specificity, many of the Cubans with whom I have spoken over the years point out that they view racial and ethnic tags as applied in the United States
as monolithic, reductive, exclusionary, and ultimately divisive. More significantly, many believe that the tendency to see everything in terms of “black and white,” as Soto suggests—a binarist demarcation of opposing concepts regarding racial and ethnic categories—fails to take into account the reality that most individuals have mixed racial or ethnic genealogies, despite their claims to purity. Ultimately, the notion of a pure race or ethnicity, or a pure sign or code, is an illusion or myth that serves as a way to “keep us in our places” (to borrow Salman Rushdie’s words once again). In the context of colonialism, it rationalizes oppression, and even genocide.

According to Soto and others, Cubans for the most part (as opposed to Cuban Americans) do not tend to identify themselves along racial or ethnic lines. Neither do they distinguish among themselves according to the static racial categories employed in the United States. On the contrary, most Cubans self-identify along national lines and are quick to emphasize the eclectic, or all-embracing, nature of Cuban culture. This is not to deny or diminish in any way the fact that various forms of racism have existed and continue to exist in Cuba, despite the Castro regime’s denial of this claim. It suggests, however, that any nuanced understanding of the Cafeteros’ art must be framed within this more complex context. To some extent, the dominant approach to race and ethnicity in the United States—categories which are often blurred or interchangeable—and their intersectional relationships to class, gender, and sexuality obscure any understanding of the manner in which these social statuses or positionalities function—not only in Cuba, but also in the Caribbean at large.

ANGELA VALELLA

Indigenous cultural elements are also centrally present in Cafetera Angela Valella’s art, despite the fact that she left Cuba with her family in 1969 at the age of nineteen. Leaving the island offered her mother the opportunity to improve her economic status and free herself from restrictive cultural norms, Valella recalls. For the artist, on the other hand, exile inflicted a wound that has yet to heal. To this day, Valella tells me, she feels a profound sense of displacement and loss, and remains in what she describes as a state of transience and longing for her native Cuba. Through her artwork, she seeks to reconnect with her Cuban past and heritage.

In an attempt to compensate for the loss of her native land, Valella—in her first untitled series of paintings—strove to recapture the light and textures of Cuba in the landscape of Miami, where she relocated after spending more than ten years in New York. At the time, she was studying art and pursuing dual minors in
psychology and anthropology at Miami-Dade Community College. It was during this period that she began to read the work of Mircea Eliade and Otto Rudolph on totemic representations in nature; this in turn prompted her to research Taíno culture in an attempt to learn more about pre-Columbian Cuba. This exploration enabled her to approach what she characterizes as an essential aspect of Cuban culture that had been submerged or suppressed but was not entirely eradicated, as is widely believed. It consequently inspired her to begin her Taíno series, which she labored over for nearly a decade (1980–1990).

Valella’s Taíno series gradually evolved into an exploration of the way in which symbols and icons can be manipulated in accordance with shifting ideological concerns. In an impulse that runs parallel to the work produced in Cuba during the mid- to late 1980s (by a range of artists including Cafeteros Glexis Novoa, Pedro Vizcaíno, Adriano Buergo, and Israel León Viera), Valella began to use and reconstitute ready-made national or patriotic symbols, such as flags and heroes, and emblems drawn from mass culture and the popular media in order to reference a range of nationalist discourses and ideologies.

One particular painting from her Martí series, The Idol (1999), portrays the great liberator as an organic, totemic figure. Valella visually links the figure of Martí to the island’s indigenous cultures through a pattern of symbols. However, these symbols imply, simultaneously, the manner in which the image of Martí has been reconstituted and employed alternately as a nationalist symbol during the struggle for independence from Spain and the reign of the Castro regime.

Reflecting her feminist concerns, a second work from the Martí series, Disciplina civil (2005), ironically depicts the manner in which young girls were encouraged to offer flowers at Martí’s monument dressed in their Sunday best. In this particular rendering Valella desacralizes and trivializes a familiar cultural icon, for Martí functions as an emblem of a repressive patriarchal order and its attendant ideology.

Finally, in her recent work Valella manipulates the symbol of the Cuban flag to dispel the notion that the country can be self-contained or static. Reminiscent of Glexis Novoa’s El poder series (see Chapter 1), these works collectively suggest the facile manner in which all national symbols are ultimately constructed and informed by some guiding ideology. Not unlike the distorted symbol of Martí, the flag signifies an oppressive and ultimately limited or static notion of both nation and culture.

Like many of the Cafeteros, Valella has also begun to incorporate architectural elements into her work. In a study titled Campaign Series, she comments on the perils of contemporary life and the crisis of meaning symptomatic of the modern
Angela Valella, Campaign Series 7 (2007)
industrial age (see attendant discussions in Chapters 6 and 7). Liberally employing religious and secular iconography and rendered in bright tropical colors, these paintings depict apocalyptic urban landscapes ornamented by randomly placed symbols and signs that seem to have emblematic value. Although the buildings ostensibly function as clichéd symbols of consumerism, standardization, imperialism, and globalization, they appear to be deconstructing before the viewer’s eyes. Valella renders on mylar and canvas wavering cityscapes in peril—crumbling and ablaze. “They are the landscapes,” the artist writes, “wrought by modern industry. . . . I reflect in a non-place, a precarious place between presence and absence. . . . A place without place, suspended, manifestations of absence, vacancy and emptiness.” Cognizant of the manner in which she, too, is implicated by these works as artist and social critic, Valella concedes that these paintings are yet another form of propaganda, despite the fact that they meditate on the essence of propaganda.

RAÚL VILLARREAL

Like his fellow Cafeteros José Bedia and Angela Valella, Raúl Villarreal incorporates a combination of Afro-Cuban and Taíno elements into every aspect of his work. In his own words, the themes of “identity, hybridization and transculturation” are a primary impetus for his art. Although (by his own admission) Villarreal was profoundly influenced by European artists such as Jan Vermeer, Diego Velásquez, and René Magritte, his integration of religious symbols, spiritual iconography, and autobiographical elements represents a personal exploration into his own ethnic and cultural roots—one prompted specifically by his exile from Cuba.

While residing on the island, the Villarreal family practiced Palo Monte. After leaving Cuba for Spain, they ceased to practice Palo Monte, largely because they were unable to connect with others who shared their religious beliefs. When the family arrived in Union City, New Jersey, in May 1974, they discovered a community of devotees and began practicing their religion once again, albeit in a clandestine fashion.

Reconnecting with his religious heritage, Raúl Villarreal gradually incorporated a coded pattern of symbols and colors into his work. His exposure to African American and Latin American artists after he graduated from college in 1988 made him conscious for the first time of the Eurocentric emphasis of his art history courses. As a result, he began to explore Afro-Cuban and indigenous themes in a more overt manner.

Afro-Cuban, Hispanic, and Taíno elements are distinctly visible in the richly textured border patterns and overall color schemes of paintings such as Villarreal’s Entre Warriors (Between Warriors [2005]). In addition to including a range of
Afro-Cuban religious symbols, as well as the iconic inverted palm and the alligator shape of the island (which is subtly incorporated into the herringbone pattern that serves as a backdrop to the painting), this particular work features a range of yellow, amber, and copper tones that signify the orisha Oshun as well as her Catholic counterpart, La Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre.41 “This piece,” Villarreal observes, “is about experiencing different realities, cultures, and traditions, while maintaining your own culture. . . . The layering of images, the pulling back and forth [of] the two-dimensional surface suggests the complexity of migration.” Ultimately, Villarreal’s work portrays what he refers to as “the postmodern condition” in that it bespeaks the complexities of transculturation and transmigration. In this sense, it represents what he terms “culture on the brink of something unexpected.” Perhaps what Villarreal is alluding to is the altermodern as defined by Bourriand.
As discussed earlier, Leandro Soto also addresses fundamental issues regarding cubanidad, interculturalism, and transculturation through an exploration of Afro-Cuban cultural forms and practices, which like those of Villarreal, directly reflect his own heritage. Soto left Cuba at the age of thirty-three and has resided for significant periods of time in Mexico, Miami, western New York, Massachusetts, Phoenix, and more recently Barbados. He freely aligns African and Afro-Cuban religious symbols with a score of newly acquired elements that reflect the various cultures and artistic traditions in which he has taken root in exile.

In his performance piece and video installation *Liborio Wants to Escape*, for example, Soto draws upon a widely recognized cartoon character first created during the War for Independence by the Cuban artist Ricardo Torriente. In reinscribing the familiar figure of Liborio, Soto creates a historical parallel between Cuba’s turbulent past and present. He thereby simultaneously comments upon the island’s ongoing history of struggle, commencing with its attempt to free itself of Spain’s colonial yoke and followed by Cuba’s complex and troubled relationship with the United States before and after the formation of the republic. Soto’s Liborio also highlights the oppression that Cubans have experienced under the Castro dictatorship(s).

Throughout the performance, Soto/Liborio wears a gold mask with a single blue tear that appears to be rolling down his left cheek. Masking, Soto says, invokes the notion that under the Castro regime Cubans were compelled to conceal their true thoughts and feelings for fear of punishment or retribution. This theme of masking or concealment surfaces repeatedly in the art of the Cafeteros—a result of the hostile ideological context in which they were working. Despite the overtly implied historical contexts, which Soto’s Liborio performance implies, the mask also suggests Cuba’s wide-ranging cultural heritage, for it contains obvious African and Asian influences as well as European elements. Its design was inspired originally during Soto’s visit to Venice, where he became fascinated by the tragic mask of the clown Pierrot of the Comedia del Arte.

Although he does not practice Santería, Soto’s thematically unified series of installations titled *A Glance Over the Garden* was inspired by several conversations with a newly arrived Cuban couple “against the snowy [Buffalo, New York] winter background that covered every garden.” Both husband and wife were initiated santeros. “For me as an artist,” Soto explains,
it was extremely important to observe how their practices and beliefs were challenged, adapted and transformed by their new environment. . . New places offer new opportunities, new places to rename, but at the same time they suppress a part of our cultural selves. . . Elevating the presence of my African ancestors in this collection, as well as the experience of my friends in Buffalo, restores them within the Anglo context of this experience. In effect, I plant “a garden,” a garden that functions as a metaphor of living together, of order, and of the . . . integration of this new land.44

Soto’s exploration into the relationship between his own Afro-Cuban roots and the native cultures that he has encountered has expanded during his sojourn in Arizona. In 2005, for example, he and fellow Cafetero Nelson García Miranda recreated a well-known Abukúa character called “Ireme.”45 During a performance at the New Contemporary Mesa Center for the Arts in northern Arizona, Soto constructed an installation in collaboration with Cafetera Dora Hernández that was dedicated to his father- and mother-in-law, and Hernández’s father, all of whom had recently passed away. A group of Cuban drummers who were living in exile in Arizona danced and sang in the background as Soto/Ireme danced before the crowd, paying homage to the spirits of the dead. The performance took place in front of a palm tree near the installation. Several Mexican Americans and Native Americans in the audience mistook Ireme for a kachina, or Hopi god. Following the performance they questioned Soto’s motives, thinking that he had either appropriated their kachina, or confused or combined what they believed were antithetical cultural elements. To their surprise, Soto revealed that Ireme was not a kachina but an Abakúa spirit from Nigeria, representative of the artist’s own personal heritage.

At that time Soto was unfamiliar with Hopi culture, but despite the distinctly different cultural contexts from which they arose, he noticed that the similarities between Ireme and kachinas were striking. Commenting on the experience, he observes, “Cuba is geographically opposite to what we have here in Arizona—it is surrounded by water and green. Being on the island is the opposite of being in the desert. Yet suddenly I was absolutely connected here in Arizona.” This fortuitous discovery led Soto into an exploration of the links among Native American, Afro-Cuban, Chontales, and Choles cultures (the latter of which he encountered during his five-year tenure in Tabasco, Mexico).

Rather than focusing on their differences, Soto, like José Bedia, stresses the points of connection he has discovered among indigenous cultures. Commenting on this very subject, he tells me that his work is based on the theory of implosion (discussed in Chapter 2). In other words, things that are apparently separate are
actually interconnected, or interwoven like a tapestry. Deeply influenced by his experience with various indigenous communities in southern Mexico, including the Maya-Chol, Soto has adopted a worldview that conceives of “reality” as an intricate tapestry of “transpersonal or infinite energies” woven together by some divine force or spirit. He sees the trajectory of his travels—from Cuba to Mexico, then to Spain, and consequently to the United States and Barbados—as a “cumulative process” of rooting and re-rooting in which he is continually editing and re-editing his earlier experiences. “They are all connected,” he assures me.

Like most of the Cafeteros, Soto is constantly incorporating new elements into his art and recontextualizing his work according to where he is at any given time.
Nevertheless, the distinctive form of cultural eclecticism that emerges in his art is, according to Soto, not only fundamentally Cuban, but also a reflection of his experiences in Cuba, where he learned to recycle materials and *inventar* (a concept mentioned earlier that refers to the manner in which Cubans had to creatively compensate for their lack of basic resources). As Luis Camnitzer observes, “Eclecticism, in Cuba, is an instrument of survival in a context in which a plethora of crosscurrents defies the creation of a unified language. . . . as Cuban critic Osvaldo Sánchez puts it, ‘Recontextualization appears like a ‘leitmotif’ in Cuban social life.’” Though Camnitzer is referring specifically to “new art” produced on the island, his observations can be readily applied in general terms to the art of the Cafeteros.

**DE PALO PA’ RUMBA**

Many diasporic Cubans share Leandro Soto’s culturally eclectic approach to creating art. Commenting upon his own work, Soto explains,

> I work with the complexity of being Caribbean, a culture heritage that is composed of diverse cultural presences. In order to nourish these expressions, I have done a lot of anthropological research in the countries and cultures where I lived. I have used the term “cultural translation” to talk about this process. . . . I insist that I should become part of the communities in which I reside at a particular moment of my life. In order to become a “channel” (artist-shaman), for this community, I have to work with a transpersonal thematic and transpersonal issues. . . . In my view, that which is apparently dispersed or diffused is also linked to the magical, that is, I hold a vision of the world [in which] reality is conceived as a tapestry of transpersonal energies.

Reminiscent of José Bedia’s practice, Soto emphasizes a concept he refers to as *reli-gare*. Drawn from a Latinate tradition, this term signifies “reunion, re-connection, re-integration, and communion”—something that Soto and others characterize as a nonwestern approach to reality and creative expression. According to Soto, the installations featured in *A Glance Over the Garden* are visible manifestations of the heterogeneous and chameleonic aspects of Cuban culture of which the artist and others speak. In a discussion of these aspects of Cuban culture, with specific reference to *Eleguá* (a more recent installation inspired by the exhibit in Buffalo), Soto, like Benítez-Rojo, stresses the positive nature of translation (cultural use) and transformation:
A good example of this cultural integration is the installation I devote to Eleguá—the god of new paths and avenues. I used maps of the routes I followed to go from Miami (my point of entrance in this country) to the Northeast of the United States (where I resided for a number of years). I displayed an image of Mickey Mouse—red and black, Eleguá’s colors—as part of this installation because a mouse is Eleguá’s favorite animal! Thus Mickey Mouse—who is black and red and a mouse to boot—is the perfect cultural object to explain and visually translate Eleguá Laroye. Also, I displaced a small version of the Statue of Liberty from its original location in New York City to the Miami area since, for many exiled Cubans, Miami is the most important city in the United States. I also used envelopes—black and red—from the United States mail overnight service in order to provide color and content for this installation.

Soto’s installations reconstitute and invoke a pantheon of orishas through familiar, iconic objects and images drawn primarily from U.S. popular culture. In liberally pairing the sacred with the profane, Soto suggests the integral and synergistic relationship between these two realms. In this sense, his installations blur the lines traditionally drawn between the natural and the supernatural. Each installation, in turn, embodies a process of recycling, transformation, and displacement (described by Bourriaud) in which Soto transports data or signs and inserts them into a longer chain of movement. According to this process, the borrowed objects are “diverted” (to use Bourriaud’s term) from their intended use, and thereby set into motion new meanings (as opposed to being desacralized or trivialized, as in the case of Angela Valella’s use of national symbols). This process is dialogic and intercultural in that it entails a “double dialogue” in which Soto converses with his own Cuban roots and traditions at the same time that he is in dialogue with cultural values or traditions drawn from other aesthetic structures. In Soto’s view, art is de palo pa’ rumba—a popular Cuban expression that refers to a sudden change in topic or theme during a conversation. Taken in more literal terms, it refers to a shift in conversation from the subject of Palo Monte (the sacred) to rumba (the secular or profane). Put another way, this expression suggests the coexistence of, and hidden links among, seemingly antithetical elements.

Placing these objects on a parallel plane in his installations also serves to elevate the secular or the popular to the level of the sacred or archetypal, and be-speaks, as Colleen McDannell observes in her discussion of material Christianity, “the supernatural longing in humanity.” “Meaning,” McDannell argues, is always culturally contingent. Objects are endowed with religious meaning “within specific patterns of relationships. It is only through the examination of the historic and present context . . . that [they] can be read.”
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Soto’s thoughtful juxtaposing and counterbalancing of objects endows them, as Cuban art critic Tony Morales observes, with “the quality of expressing some universal principles emanating from a local perspective.” It suggests, moreover, the integrative and mediatory role the artist plays in bringing these elements together. Soto’s creations invoke the most fundamental tenets of Santería and allude to the all-embracing nature of Cuban culture itself. They simultaneously capture or make visible some of the underlying concepts Soto employs as curator of the CAFÉ exhibits, for they emphasize the integral relationships among seemingly antithetical objects. In his exhibition essay for *A Glance Over the Garden* Morales points out,

In traditional Santería . . . the pieces [enclosed in boxes] as well as those scattered on the floor or on the walls, [maintain] an integral relationship with each other. The essential juxtaposition and the resultant comparison of forms, colors, and the meaning of the objects, act as a learning and communicating factor. . . . The order, in an apparent formal disorder of juxtapositions, and the heteroclite general appearance gives each work its unique sense of wholeness and the possibility for communication. This effect is enhanced by the reiterated structure of the works and the unifying colors bringing together the unifying colors belonging to a specific [orisha]. . . . Like Santería—and the rest of its cultural components—Cuban identity and culture have always been determined by a profound sense of diversity in its unity, change, adaptability, unprejudiced assimilation and creativity. The process has operated and continues to operate within the country, [and] also around the world, wherever a Cuban is forced to inhabit.

JOAQUÍN GONZÁLEZ

Though distinct from the work of Leandro Soto, Joaquín González’s art is fundamentally concerned with a series of complex issues regarding the individual in society. Drawing on an array of personal and cultural elements, González has developed an elaborate symbolic visual vocabulary. Trained primarily as a graphic artist under fellow Cafetero Umberto Peña, González creates what one critic has referred to as “an archeology of the imagination.”

Following his departure from Cuba in 1983, González lived in Madrid for fifteen years and spent varying periods working in different parts of Europe, such as France and Denmark, as well as in Mexico and Mali, where he formed deep roots. Upon his arrival in Spain, González was able to move about freely in artistic circles for the first time in his career and, according to the artist, fully realize his artistic
ability. Throughout the 1980s he worked at Óscar Manesi’s graphic arts workshop and collaborated with a host of artists, including Luis Gordillo, Bonifacio Alfonso, and Bernardí Roig.

It was in Spain that González completed his *Piedra* series (1996), which contains overt Afro-Cuban and Taíno elements that reappear like metonyms in his later work. Growing up in La Lisa, an Afro-Cuban barrio (neighborhood) in Havana, González was influenced by Afro-Cuban culture. His trip to Mali in 1992 not only proved to be greatly influential on his work, but also prompted him to develop an intricate, baroque style and many of the themes that appear in this later series.

Like Leandro Soto and José Bedia, González absorbs new artistic styles and cultural elements wherever he goes. Reflecting his interest in Santería, the *Piedra* series visually explores the links among Afro-Cuban, Christian, and African rituals. While attending a Santería ceremony, González tells me, he was impressed, for example, by the texture of the stone icons and all that they symbolized. Many of the *Piedra* pieces (consisting of oils on cloth) feature intricately etched concentric circles and a series of spirals, which may suggest cyclic return.

In addition to being the most ancient of symbols shared by a host of distinct cultures, and the most common geometric shape found in nature, the spiral is a near universal pattern signifying creativity as well as spiritual growth and evolution. Spiral images in prehistoric caves in Cuba are thought to represent hurricanes. Crosses and labyrinthine patterns also recur in the *Piedra* series. The cross is an
ancient Taíno symbol of the hurricane, and the labyrinth connotes both physical and psychological entrapment. Rooted in classical mythology, this latter symbol traditionally functions as the testing ground for those who have challenged or defied the accepted or ruling order. According to other traditions, it is the site of ritual passage, or connotes spiritual or psychic journeying or pilgrimage. That many of González’s labyrinths are located within his characters’ disembodied heads and hearts suggests the theme of fragmentation and alludes to the complexity of the inner workings of the mind and heart. Metaphorically, they suggest the possibility that entrapment or oppression can be internally, as well as externally, imposed.

Many of the works included in the Piedra series also portray androgynous human forms (oftentimes characterized solely by their empty hearts) trapped within a Janus-like face, which is in profile. A series of dense and complex geometric patterns—which simultaneously evoke indigenous Mexican, African, Greek, and Egyptian iconography and design—frames the figure and the splayed faces. These patterns loosely piece together like a quilt. A number of the etchings also present a host of identifiable objects drawn from Afro-Cuban, Taíno, and African cultures, including the all-seeing eye, the conch shell, and the comb used for ritualistic purposes by many of the African tribes González encountered during his time in Mali. These works generally include a series of arrows or human fingers and hands pointing aimlessly in cross directions that lead one’s gaze off the border of the print. In addition to recalling Mexican milagros, or ex-votos, they resemble medieval cartographic renderings of the cosmos directed by the hand of God, yet when treated within this new context, they ironically suggest themes of duality and indirection.

In their display of symbolic objects, several works in the Piedra series resemble eighteenth- and nineteenth-century anthropological charts and plates that served to catalog artifacts discovered by travelers among other cultures. Others present visual vernacular alphabets featuring many of the symbols that appeared in González’s early works, and fonts that resemble both the Cyrillic alphabet as well as Egyptian hieroglyphics. The Mali prints present a complex cartography of the human head and heart which is at once highly personal, yet, like Bedía’s art, represents the links among the various cultures to which the artist has been exposed.

RAFAEL LÓPEZ RAMOS

Though his work differs in many respects from that of his fellow Cafeteros, Rafael López Ramos’s art represents a quasi-archeological exploration that recalls his former life in Cuba and contrasted with his life in Vancouver, British Columbia. After
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playing a role in the late 1980s artistic movement that challenged the Establishment in Cuba, and reluctant to follow the path of exile taken by many of his peers, López Ramos began creating collages, which he sold to tourists who frequented the square in front of Havana’s cathedral in order to survive economically and endure ostracism. In a process of what he refers to as bricolage, López Ramos overlays photographs and objects (both actual and symbolic) to create a kind of baroque palimpsest of memory.

After arriving in Vancouver in March 1997, López Ramos fell into a deep depression. “All I could produce were abstract paintings,” the artist recalls. Gradually, he again began to create collages, and these sparked what he describes as “a fusion
between art and life.” In this manner, he was able to psychically mediate his new reality and his life in postrevolutionary Cuba, while at the same time invoking the inheritance of colonialism and slavery. For example, in one untitled piece, yellowed family photographs are layered among fragments from López Ramos’s earlier paintings. The photographs are themselves overlayed with the outlines of maple leaves (a common symbol of Canada), various Afro-Cuban symbols, and hand-painted patterns drawn from colonial Spanish tiles. The total effect of this combination of elements functions, in the artist’s words, as “a metaphor for a fragmented nation.” “By using the found object in this more direct as opposed to poetic manner,” López Ramos observes, “I fuse my national heritage with my personal identity.” Recalling the work of several other Cafeteros, his creations suggest the diverse nature of Cuban culture in general, and the various ways diasporic Cubans identify in particular as they integrate seemingly incompatible elements into
a whole. Fundamentally, they reflect the notion that Cuban culture is a pastiche of various and occasionally competing cultural elements and influences, as opposed to a synthetic or syncretic blend. Though his future relationship to Cuba is conditional, López Ramos’s *bricolage* enables him to simultaneously revisit, filter, and ultimately integrate these multiple pasts in an effort to offset his deep-felt sense of isolation and displacement in the present.

**LAURA LUNA**

Like many of her contemporaries, Laura Luna incorporates into her art an eclectic array of iconic religious symbols that speak directly to her feminist concerns. Her sculptures, paintings, and ceramics are a virtual celebration of female creativity, eroticism, fecundity, and strength.

Born in Havana in 1958, Luna received her formative training as an artist in Cuba. Government officials imprisoned her father in 1962 for what was officially labeled “counter-revolutionary activity.” Although he urged her mother to send their daughter out of the country as part of Operation Peter Pan, Laura refused to leave without her parents. As a result, the family remained in Cuba until Luna’s father’s release. In 1980, they fled to the United States as part of the Mariel Boatlift, when Luna was twenty-one.

“I was always resistant,” Luna tells me, “always in trouble for one thing or another. I couldn’t be hypocritical and pretend that I supported the regime when my father and [for a brief period] my mother were imprisoned.” Despite her “politically incorrect” position, a teacher who immediately recognized Luna’s talent somehow managed to get her into San Alejandro, where she was introduced to sculpture and ceramics in the same workshop that Amelia Paláez and Wifredo Lam had attended several generations before.

Self-identifying as a member of “the golden generation,” Luna points out that she and her peers were trained in virtual isolation from the outside world. “It was a self-consuming education,” she observes. “The little exposure we had [to external cultural forces and artistic movements] came in the form of artists residing in Cuba and in Soviet bloc countries, and to Socialist Realist art. We were encouraged to develop political themes, and allowed to explore anthropological elements in our work. In theory, you could develop your own voice, but you had to sing their song.”

The transition into exile was extremely difficult for Luna and her family. Unable to establish herself independently as an artist, she followed the more traditional path of marriage. Despite the fact that her mother was independent and completely self-sufficient, Luna emphasizes that she was raised according to
traditional norms regarding female behavior and gender roles. Her parents maintained the illusion of a patriarchal household, despite the fact that her mother was actually the breadwinner. “Sexism in Cuba,” Luna comments, “still exists on every level despite the supposed advances for women. All you have to do is look at who holds power in the [Castro] regime. My mother was very strict with me. I could not even go out alone. So marriage seemed to be a solution.” Although Luna’s marriage proved to be oppressive and eventually failed, motherhood had a tremendous impact on her life and her art.
Following her separation and divorce, Luna began to approach her creative work from a different perspective. During that same period, she encountered the writing of the Cuban anthropologist Lydia Cabrera and began reading Taoist texts. Her exposure to la regla de Ochoa and other Yoruban religious elements permanently changed the direction of her art. Afro-Cuban gods and goddesses, unlike the religious icons she had been introduced to as a child by her mother (who was a devout Jehovah’s Witness), were androgynous, earthy, sensual, and alive with color, food, music, rhythm, and ritual. The female orishas, in particular, were bold and powerful.

Attracted from childhood to spiritual inquiry and religious themes, Luna’s exposure to Cabrera’s works tapped into her latent sense of rebelliousness and her newly found confidence and strength. It also reconnected her in exile with Cuban culture and her Afro-Cuban roots, which she was able to appreciate in an entirely different manner in the wake of what the artist characterizes as la perdida—the sense of distance and loss that comes as a result of physical displacement and psychic rupture.

Luna emphasizes the feminist aspects of her art. She points out the notion that themes of maternity and childbearing have continued to evolve in her work, becoming a central trope for what has become a life-long exploration into women’s creative capacity. Installations such as Hierophany (1999), which connotes a revelation or manifestation of the sacred—as Mircea Eliade, among others, suggests—invokes powerful female figures such as the Afro-Cuban orisha Ochún and her Christian counterpart, the iconic La Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre. In this manner, it combines a range of religious elements with folk symbolism and classical and Eastern mythology.

In addition to contemplating the relationship between the sacred and the profane, Luna reinterprets and transforms archetypal symbols and images, and interjects them with intimate personal elements that locate her within the Cuban experience yet also bespeak her universal links to other cultural signifying systems in general—and to other women in particular. Her installation Café todo el año (Coffee All Year [2003], subtitled La diosa del café [The Goddess of Coffee]) provides another example, for it not only suggests the elemental nature of café cubano, a fundamental cultural signifier, but also emphasizes female potential.

At its center, the installation presents a Shiva-like goddess figure placed within a compass that points in the four directions and invokes the four seasons and elements. Twelve evenly balanced ceramic plates, each depicting a coffee cup beneath a rising sun, form a kind of mandala around her. With splayed and parted thighs, she assumes a squatting position, suggesting that she is giving birth; her genitals,
which are shaped like a coffee bean, are the focal point of the work. In addition to bespeaking the female artist’s condition in exile as creator and guardian of culture, Luna’s goddess represents woman as divine in her complex and multivalent roles as mother, lover, and source of creativity, life, and energy.

Speaking in general terms, Luna’s recent work tends to focus on the faceless and fragmented female torso. Traditionally, fragmentation of the feminine suggests the commodified and fetishized female body. When queried about this subject, Luna confirmed that her works overturn this traditional association and emphasize female strength rather than vulnerability or weakness. Both on paper and rendered in bronze, her female forms are at once graceful and powerful. One can sense the evolution of her art in her sketches and paintings. Unlike her earlier figurative works, which were defined and enclosed in dark outlines, her art has become increasingly abstract. One can apprehend in visual terms that she has moved into a distinctly new space, for all physical and temporal boundaries lift, all possibilities open, and women sprout wings and transform into birds.

The overarching theme of rebellion also echoes in Luna’s current work. “I am peeling off the layers we all assume out of a sense of fear and in an effort to protect ourselves from being hurt. I am no longer beholden to anyone,” she tells me, “no longer concerned with what people think or expect of me.” This new perspective is manifest through her use of vibrant colors, the integration of verbal text through collage, and the inclusion of detailed anatomical elements. “I am finally at a place where I can be happy and at peace with myself,” she muses, “a place with no limitations or obstacles.”

ANA MARÍA SARLAT

Visually reminiscent of the work of both Leandro Soto and Laura Luna, Ana María Sarlat’s paintings and installations code according to symbolic color schemes associated with a range of female icons and goddesses. Many draw from the Santería tradition. Like Soto and Luna, Sarlat is not an initiated practitioner of Santería, yet she draws liberally from this iconography, as well as borrows from classical and Egyptian mythology, as does her fellow Cafetero Evelio Lecour. Recalling Soto’s installations and López Ramos’s *bricolage*, she also ornaments her installations with all manner of kitsch and memorabilia from U.S., Mexican, and Cuban culture. Simultaneously esoteric and whimsical, they suggest the multiple ways that one can *play* with and reconstitute memory.

The daughter of a Cuban mother and a Mexican father, Sarlat was born in Campeche, Mexico, in 1959. At nine months of age she traveled to Cuba with her
mother and remained on the island until 1963. Following a brief return to Mexico, her family migrated to Miami in 1964, where she celebrated her fifth birthday, and then relocated to Brooklyn, New York, where she lived until 1970. Sarlat was eleven when she and her family returned to Miami.

The poverty, domestic violence, and abuse that Sarlat experienced as a child were mirrored by the world that surrounded her in New York City. There, she experienced discrimination amid the violence of everyday life. As a cure for insomnia and as a way to express her feelings and escape the painful realities of her life, Sarlat turned to dance. “I saw life from the fire escape,” she tells me. “No one was there to rescue us. We had to rescue ourselves.”

Despite this peripatetic existence, Cuba looms large in Sarlat’s work. According to the artist, her continuous experimentation with theme and form, as opposed to adhering to single concepts in a serial fashion, reflects the constant movement and change in her life. Although she has distinct memories of life on the island, Sarlat received what she refers to as “the Cuban experience” in the United States. Her artistic exploration into feminist themes began while taking a course on women and art. The personal struggles she experienced through multiple marriages and careers, and as a single parent, haunt her canvases and installations. Most poignant are the paintings in a series titled *Torsos* that metaphorically suggest women’s sense of fragmentation.

Entirely self-taught, Sarlat (like Cafeteros Laura Luna and Pedro Portal) celebrates feminine strength and eroticism in her art while also exploring the interrelated themes of violence and oppression. In her series of altarpiece installations dedicated to “searching for the feminine aspect of god,” Sarlat liberally combines a host of quasi-religious cultural elements that have both private and public meanings. An altarpiece dedicated to the orisha Ochún, for example (*Ochún Pregnant with the Ibejis by Changó* [2001]), features identifiably Afro-Cuban and Haitian religious elements.

In addition to referencing the orisha Yemayá, the installation features a variety of color-coded symbols and ordinary found objects that become transformed in their dual association with the orisha Ochún and her Haitian counterpart, Erzulí (the goddess of fresh waters). At the center of the altarpiece are two identical dolls representing los *ibeys* or los *gemejos*, the twins Ochún conceived with her husband, Changó. On one level, the *ibeys* suggest the androgynous nature of the divine, yet they simultaneously and subtly recall Sarlat’s own past, for they are perched on a boat that seems to be drifting upon a vast sea. In some sense, they signify the manner in which she and her brother were cast adrift, literally and figuratively, following their departure from Cuba.
Ana María Sarlat, *Ochún Pregnant with the Ibejis by Changó* (2001)
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*Dear Son* (1996), a painting conceived while Sarlat was learning about women and art, explores the dual themes of female empowerment and oppression. In this particular work, a Madonna figure dominates the canvas. Her face is in the shape of a half moon, and tears roll down her cheeks. Her bleeding palms invoke the image of the crucified Christ, whose mother, Sarlat says, stood at the foot of the cross bearing witness to his agony. Recalling some latter-day Medusa figure, her hair is composed of writhing snakes, and crowning her head are horns—the ancient Egyptian symbols for womanhood and female fertility. Life-sustaining milk weeps from her breasts, and her heart-shaped vulva splits and breaks as she gives birth. Her belly contains a macrocosmic vision of the world, and she prays on bended knees in a posture that evokes, once again, Egyptian iconography. A letter to her son, which is literally pinned to her chest, implores him to break the cycle of oppression and treat women with reverence and respect. This painting, like much of Sarlat's work, functions as a deeply complex referent, for in its intermixture of iconography it suggests the affinity of the sacred and the secular, draws parallels across cultural and historical lines, and ultimately resonates within a long tradition of Cuban art.

**DEAR SON**

I made you my prince . . .
And that was my mistake!

I dreamed of you before you were,
You fed from my blood.
The day came when pain turned into love
And there you were . . .
Nursing upon my breast.

I kept you warm, I kept you clean,
I rocked you to sleep.
I stayed up night after night,
When you were sick.

I taught you how to eat and talk
I taught you how to read and dream
And many times, I picked you up
Before you learned to walk!
Ana María Sarlat, *Dear Son* (1996)
I protected you from harm,
I protected you from Dad
I always protected you!

I taught you love and kindness
I taught you to respect
I did not teach you violence!
You learned that from the men!

I did not teach you that women were whores,
Cunts or a piece of ass,
For I am a woman

I did not teach you to father unwanted children,
For you are my child!

I did not teach you to abuse women
For abuse is the result of impotence,
And I did not raise you to be less!

Being a man does not mean being a bully!

I did not teach you how to lie,
So why cheat yourself?
Being honest is by far easier!

Be more wise and not so smart!
Seek out truth and wisdom
And always put your money where your mouth is!

Someday soon . . .
I hope you will understand these simple truths
Every day treat women with respect!

For someday, you may have a sister, wife, a daughter
Or a friend, you will always have a mother!

You will want other men to treat them with respect!
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Walk tall, walk honest,
Walk with love in your heart for mankind!
And remember . . .

Before you were big enough to crush me . . .
I was your mother!

ANA MARÍA SARLAT, 4 JULY 1996
JUST AS THE VISUAL expressions of the Cafeteros can be best understood with reference to Cuba’s long history of political upheaval and displacement, and the consequent process of creolization, their work reveals additional, striking continuities with the Cuban avant-garde artists.

In addition to identifying the search for cultural origins (in their African, indigenous, Asian, and European roots) as a fundamental theme or element that originated with the vanguardia artists, Ricardo Pau-Llosa highlights several additional themes that first appeared in the art of the vanguardia and subsequently recurred over generations. These themes include the importance of the landscape, the inclusion of regional iconography and folklore, and the presence of Cuba’s peasant population.

According to Graciella Pogolatti, the “Cuban reality” of the 1920s generation prompted them to abandon “heroic” subjects and, on the contrary, locate the national in the picturesque by depicting popular subjects such as ordinary street characters, rural landscapes, and images depicting popular dance forms. They “solved” on canvas the “violence of color and light.” The peasant in particular became “a
means to discourse on Cuban realities and myths.”1 Collectively the vanguardia artists gave themselves over to what José Gómez Sicre describes as “sheer joy, delight in color, and a baroque struggle with form.”2

As Ricardo Pau-Llosa has noted, the second generation of Cuban modernists were the first to produce a purely abstract style of art on the island. They were also the first “to bring forth clearly into Cuban art a new form of visual thinking based on the power of tropes—metaphors, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony—with which to address the difficult themes of times and resemblance, and the dynamics of symbolism.”3 Influenced by the Mexican Muralist Movement, several artists continued to explore indigenous themes as well as create new nationalist paradigms rooted, in the case of Amelia Peláez and René Portocarrero, in the notion of barroquismo (the baroque). Yet the artists of this generation gained recognition primarily for delving into the unconscious, what Pau-Llosa has termed “oneiric art,” and they expanded the work of first-generation artists in their exploration of geometric abstraction.4

In identifying the traditions that reflect the vanguardia artists’ particular preoccupations, Pau-Llosa loosely defines a collective identity among Cuban émigré artists. The transplanting of Cuban life and mores in diaspora, coupled with the manner in which exile or diaspora consistently informs the Cuban imaginary, accounts in part for the “seams of continuity” that have in various degrees survived the post-1959 exodus. “The disjunctions of history,” Pau-Llosa writes, “have not eliminated certain basic continuities [or structures of visual thinking] . . . among the various generations of artists,” which “transcend the hybridness of bi-culturalism.”5 Though he is not referring specifically to the Cafeteros, one could readily apply Pau-Llosa’s claim to their work, for it resonates against this longer tradition of Cuban visual expression.

CUBAN PAISAJISMO

As we have seen, a preponderance of the Cafeteros—not unlike the vanguardia artists—employ iconographical symbols and elements in their art in an attempt to explore the many sources of Cuban culture. In a linked impulse, many draw on the landscape of the countryside, or paisaje, as a powerful source of visual iconography through which to explore their own sense of culture or nation, or enunciate their feelings of loss and displacement. Israel León Viera, for example, nearly always includes Cuba’s alligator shape in his paintings. Others, such as Leandro Soto, transform the current physical landscapes in which they have rooted in a way that invokes the Cuba they left behind. Soto’s painting *Aparición de una isla en la
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*montaña* (Apparition of an Island in the Mountain [2003]), for example, transforms the wavelike mountains and hills and the undulating desert sand of Arizona into an ocean made of sand and stone.

Commenting on this particular piece, Soto writes, “I painted this work in 2003, almost seven months after my arrival in Phoenix. As always, art acts as a bridge between reality and the imagination. For me it was like a welcome from the desert through the image of the island. Something like saying: this is also your house or place where you belong!”

As Jesús Hernández notes, the Cuban *Paisajista* movement, which is nearly two centuries old, continues to influence contemporary artists both on and off the island. Although the tradition became popularized by the work of painters trained...
at San Alejandro, it actually commenced in 1823 with a series of lithographs depicting sugar and tobacco plantations. Though rendered primarily according to a western European romantic tradition, these works reflected an attempt to depict realistically the Cuban countryside through line, color, and perspective. Cuban *paisajismo* took hold after 1850. The artist most often associated with this tradition was the French painter Guillermo Colson, who resided on the island.\(^7\)

The Cuban *paisaje*, or *campo*, also became popular in lithographic images that appeared on the *marquillas* (labels) on cigar boxes printed around the world.\(^8\) The subjects depicted on many of the *marquillas* were aimed primarily at a European audience and represented a range of topics, including sex, religion, and parlor games. However, Cuban themes were also explored, revealing a strong nationalist sensibility.\(^9\) One particular series of lithographs, for example, featured Cuban birds. A second collection drew from Edouard Laplante’s famous lithographs of sugar mills. Yet another focused on *el campo* (the countryside) and presented an allegorical vision of the nation that depicted a clearly defined social order, especially in relation to class, race, gender, and sexuality. *El campo de Cuba*, for example, depicts a young, white, female child on a hammock. A fair-skinned woman serves her a piece of fruit while a black servant attends to her needs. A second *marquilla*, *El café—campo de Cuba*, depicts a white woman at the center of the composition being served coffee on a tray by a black woman. A second brown-skinned woman kneels beside the white woman, shielding her from the sun with a parasol. A third *marquilla* (circa 1857), titled *La siesta tropical*, depicts an Indian woman sleeping in a hammock, representing, according to Narciso Menocal, an example of *siboneyismo*, “a mid-century literary tendency that offered native Indian subjects as a metaphor for nationalism and, therefore, independence.”\(^10\) As Menocal points out, other cigar labels had strong Cuban themes involving music and *choteo* (a particular form of Cuban humor or bantering), and featuring romantic, folkloric images. Once again, many of these images represented the reigning ideology in that they depicted clearly defined social hierarchies ranked according to class, race, and gender. What is particularly noteworthy about these images is that many were produced by foreigners “observing Cuban ways.”\(^11\)

Following in this tradition, generations of Cuban artists and writers have drawn on the landscape as a source of inspiration and a means to explore themes of culture and nation. Extending this tradition, many Cafeteros have adopted the landscape as a signifier of fundamental aspects of Cubanness, or as a symbol of the pre-Columbian and precolonial past. Others have invoked this trope, along with pregnant symbols such as the palm tree, in an effort to enunciate specifically the experience of displacement. For these artists, the landscape, or countryside,
functions as what Henri Lefebvre refers to as “a representational space” upon which meaning can be produced.12

Expanding upon and nuancing Lefebvre’s concept, Edward Soja distinguishes among “Firstspace,” “Secondspace,” and “Thirdspace.” Firstspace represents “real” or “perceived” space, whereas Secondspace alludes to “imagined” space. Thirdspace refers to “real-and-imagined” or “lived” space.13 For a number of the Cafeteros, the Cuban landscape functions as a kind of real-and-imagined alternative space, a psychogeography upon which they can project their feelings of loss and reclaim what for some is an unchanging, or atemporal, point of reference (see earlier discussion in Chapter 3). In the act of endowing actual space with meaning, they highlight the interconnections among the social, the spatial, and the historical. Raúl Villarreal’s depictions of the island provide a compelling example.

RAÚL VILLARREAL

Raúl Villarreal’s second return trip to Cuba in 1996 marked a turning point in his art. Up until then his work had been largely representational, figurative, and surreal. In some sense, the island that he had preserved in his memory became a kind of imagined space. “Leaving the island as a child was surreal,” he recalls. “I was in a state of disbelief. When they closed the door of the plane, I began to cry, as did my father. That is why incorporating surreal elements into my earlier work made sense. But when I returned to the island, Cuba became an actual physical landscape.”14

Following his return to the island, Villarreal began depicting the Cuban countryside and incorporating more visibly, or overtly, Afro-Cuban and Taino iconography in his paintings. He insists that most of the work he has produced since the mid-1990s reflects his own personal journey into exile. Like Cafetero Rafael López Ramos, he uses a form of bricolage to represent the “layering” of historical memory. “My work,” he writes, “represents personal experiences, [the] assimilation of other cultures, and [like Soto] the appropriation of images from mass media.” Through the use of assemblages and a process of layering, the work conveys unexpected connections between existence and identity within what Villarreal describes as a postmodern and postcolonial context, thus fusing memories, experiences, and nostalgia.15

As an example, El encuentro (The Encounter [2005]), which was included in the (In)visible Traces series, fuses folkloric references with personal and cultural elements drawn from both the past and the present. The painting portrays the island through a series of cloud formations. “The depiction of the shape of the
island made of clouds,” Villarreal comments, alludes to the condition of exile, for it “represents any sky under which we may find ourselves.” In other words, the homeland is always present regardless of where Cubans may find themselves. The inverted palm (*Roystonea regia*), which appears like a leitmotif in Villarreal’s oeuvre, refers to the island’s indigenous population, which inhabited Cuba before Christopher Columbus’s interventions on behalf of the Spanish Crown, as well as the African presence woven inextricably into the Cuban cultural fabric. Referencing the work of the Cuban anthropologist Lydia Cabrera, Villarreal points out that palm trees served as an invaluable source of raw material for Cuba’s first inhabitants. Following the importation of slaves to the island, it became associated with
one of the major Afro-Cuban orishas, Changó (Yoruba), who resided on the crown of a royal palm tree, as well as to the npungus Siete Rayo (Palo Monte), the deity who commands the thunder.16

Functioning simultaneously as a phallic symbol, the palm suggests the erotic and sensuous nature of Cuban culture. Following a tradition established by the Cuban poets José Martí and José María de Heredía, both of whom lived in exile, it is also a constant and sometimes painful reminder of the island’s natural beauty, which has remained constant despite the various interventions of colonial and neocolonial powers. The fact that in El encuentro and other pieces the palm is inverted and solitary bespeaks Cuba’s present political circumstances. Put another way, it alludes to the lack of freedom there, a direct result of the current totalitarian regime. Contemporary Cuba, Villarreal says, is “a paradise turned upside down.” Serving as a kind of visual palimpsest, the palm thus connects the past and the present in the same manner that it links the various cultural presences that have inhabited the island over the centuries.

**BARUJ SALINAS**

Not unlike Raúl Villarreal, Baruj Salinas draws upon the Cuban landscape, clouds, and palm trees as symbols and metaphors. Influenced as a young man by Cuba’s modernist group Los Once, and a prominent member of GALA in Miami,17 Salinas conjures up a visual syntax that is as seductive as it is mysterious. His investigations into negative and positive space, gesture, and color translate and transform the sources and quality of light in the various environments in which he has found himself since his departure from Cuba in 1959. His canvases create a poetics of motion and form, a “compromise with light and color.” They give voice to a “metalinguage that surpasses the limitations of the text.”18

Self-identifying as an expressionist and a colorist, Salinas describes his early painting as reflecting his interest in color and shape—something “apart from any emotional content.”19 Indeed, Salinas foregrounds these elements as subject matter. Featuring uninhabited landscapes as their primary subject, these early works “point to color.” “Nostalgia,” he recalls, “entered into the beaches and seascapes painted from memory.” Though the landscape initially functioned as a signifier of the Cuban past, it gradually came to represent the artist’s attempt to express the transcendent and infinite. As Salinas’s painting evolved, invented architectural elements that hauntingly recall Old Havana and reflect his formal training in architecture began appearing on his canvases. Though much of the art he created
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during the late 1960s and early 1970s was realistic in terms of its visual presentation, Salinas felt constrained by the “rigidity” of architecture, and he increasingly incorporated elements of abstraction into his painting, reflecting in part his increasing fascination with astronomy and outer space.

During his eighteen-year residency in Barcelona, Salinas collaborated with a host of writers and intellectuals, including the philosopher María Zambrano and the metaphysical poet José Ángel Valente. Zambrano was especially inclined toward the mystic elements in Salinas’s art. Reflecting his interest in the relationship between verbal, visual, and musical expression, Salinas teamed with Valente on an art book, _Tres lecciones de tinieblas_. Conceptually focused on Kabbalah, the book explores various means of musical, written, and visual expression (including pictograms and ideographs), and includes Valente’s interpretation of fourteen letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Salinas was working at the same time with the Japanese master printer Masafumi Yamamoto, creating lithographs and etchings. One of the most notable results of his tenure in Yamamoto’s atelier is a book of etchings, _Trois enfants dans la fournaise_ (1988), which the artist created with the French poet and essayist Michel Butor.

At the time of his arrival in Barcelona in 1974, Salinas’s work was vibrant with what he refers to as “the tropical colors of his youth” as well as the colors associated with Mexican folk art. Like his landscapes, these paintings reflect both his Cuban heritage and his residency in, and ongoing connection to, Mexico. Yet soon thereafter, he began to incorporate more somber colors into his work, a response in part to the gray, muted tones of Catalonian light. Inspired by Zambrano, Salinas began integrating white as a vital element in his palette, thereby developing what has become a signature of his work—what he describes as “a white calligraphy in broad forms.” In working with gray, black, and white as principal colors, he virtually eliminated the opalescent colors of his earlier canvases. Though he claims that this impulse was a response to his immediate environment, one might suggest that Salinas’s preoccupation with absence somehow expresses a deeper sense of displacement from the “absent present” island he left behind. His art somehow captures the intangible essence of being in absence—a phenomenon that has informed exile art for centuries. Recalling Leandro Soto’s perception of his role as mapmaker (Chapter 3), Octavio Armand observes,

The Cuban artist has created a cartographic writing. . . . maps of what absence means. Streets traveled by our memory. Ancient beliefs adhering to our skin, shortening and lengthening the distance at the same time. . . . [the Cuban writer] Cabrera Infante used Mallarmé to draw a beautiful blank map of the island. Cuba
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does not exist: in that map we can only see the word sea. Landscape as fiction and as faction: distance as an accusation.  

During Salinas’s tenure in Barcelona, his palette became increasingly minimalist, and he began to develop what he describes as “a concept of the language of clouds.” It was a process both intuitive and liberating. As art critic Carlos M. Luis points out,

Clouds will always be objects of meditation. . . . one of their aspects is the intermediary world between the formal and the informal. This aspect is immediately discernible in the paintings of Baruj Salinas, which reflect his ambiguous morphology. That is to say, before contemplating a cloud, we must leave behind our transitory fantasy regarding its constant change, discovering in these same forms surprise subjects open to all interpretations. Therein resides the seduction of this atmospheric phenomenon, and therein resides simultaneously the genius of Baruj Salinas: the ability to have captured this in his paintings.

In his El lenguaje de las nubes / The Language of the Clouds series, created during the 1980s, Salinas rendered the nebulous, fluid quality of clouds, suggesting what Luis has termed their “detachment” from material things. Though all of Salinas’s abstract work contains a certain structural quality, the ethereal, organic cloud forms that began to emerge at the center of works such as Hovering Band (1981) possess a poetic quality that suggests themes of duration and transcendence. Clouds do not keep their shapes or forms; on the contrary, they are protean reminders of change and renewal. They represent that space where the eternal and the finite coexist. In this sense the paintings in the El lenguaje de las nubes series extend Salinas’s exploration into the state of being desterrado, or deterritorialized. Taking up this notion, Octavio Armand observes,

Salinas is another of our strange cartographers. . . . In his work, constellations and cigar smoke form an alliance that goes up in ascending spirals. . . . His rebellion is not like the rebellion of the Renaissance, against the Gothic period, but against the shadows of the cathedrals; against the absence of open spaces, of a body, of faith. Every one of his paintings etches one more line on our immense map. If we can say that thanks to Severo Sarduy our non-existent territory has black holes and white dwarfs, we can also say that thanks to Baruj Salinas our absence has clouds, many clouds.
Baruj Salinas, Hovering Band (1981)

Baruj Salinas, Hei with Penca (1999)
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Although Salinas’s work contains topical references to his Jewishness as well as his interest in spirituality and metaphysics (inspired by his mother, Regina Algazi, and his grandmother, Raquel Maya), he has remained principally concerned with rendering color on canvas. Upon his arrival in Miami in 1992, Salinas began a series titled *Penca de palma triste* (Frond of the Sad Palm). Markedly different from his previous works in terms of color and tone, these paintings reflect, perhaps most overtly, his nostalgic longing for Cuba and the sense of cultural isolation he has felt as a result of separation, first from the island and then from Barcelona. For Salinas, the dark, agitated palms of this series symbolize “the tragedy and suffering of Cuba.” Through this iconic image, he simultaneously renders the sense of fragmentation that characterizes the exile, and registers his own personal sense of crisis and loss. “In Miami,” he recalls, “I experienced a deeper sense of nostalgia. Being a Cuban Jew only emphasized my feeling of displacement.” Specific pieces such as *Hei with Penca* (1999), which combines the Hebrew letter *he* with a palm frond, emphasize duality and rupture.

Baruj Salinas’s recent series, tentatively titled *Forest Nocturnes*, is in homage to his deceased colleague and mentor María Zambrano. Based on her book of essays *Claros de bosque* (1977), many of the works are somber in tone yet characteristically feature white as their predominant color, and they mix soil and gel in order to create a textured appearance. “The effect of these paintings,” Salinas tells me, “is very musical; and the result, I believe, is ethereal and powerful at the same time.” The paintings that together constitute the *Forest Nocturnes* series expand and deepen what one critic describes as Salinas’s ongoing “preoccupation with absence and his interest in all things Zen and oriental thought that has directed his brush in search of the Void.”

ANA FLORES

Ana Flores also draws upon the landscape in order to reflect on her childhood experience of dislocation and the larger, interrelated themes of place, memory, and one’s relation to nation and culture. Born in Havana in 1956, Flores left the island with her family at the age of six. They arrived in Connecticut in the midst of a snowstorm, and thus Flores’s first impression, which she recorded in her personal journal, was in relation to the landscape. “I looked out the windows,” she writes, “and thought a great eraser had rubbed out the landscape of my island. I searched for traces of my jungle: my lizards, my palm trees, coconuts, the puddles of shade to hide in, and the azure bracelet that had embraced all my vistas. Instead, I saw a blank white page before me. . . .”
The trajectory of Flores’s art reveals an attempt to recapture the landscape of her past and reconcile it with her present surroundings. Prior to her return to Cuba in 2002, Flores comments, she sought to “visually reconstruct” the island she had left behind. As a student at the Rhode Island School of Design, she painted unpeopled landscapes that primarily featured the sea. Though she was drawing inspiration from the New England coastline, painting the sea became a way of mediating her deep-rooted sense of loss.

Flores’s artwork gradually engaged more actively with the new landscape into which she had been transplanted. She began to incorporate natural artifacts and objects collected during long walks near her home in southern Rhode Island. Her paintings first morphed into sculptural wooden panels, and finally into freestanding wooden sculptures composed of branches, fallen tree trunks, and stones that she had gathered. These natural elements became the core of a series of crudely figurative, anthropomorphic forms that invoke the spirits of ancient female earth deities and thereby celebrate female fecundity and strength while paying tribute to the powerful women in the artist’s past. *Dream of Freedom*, for example, directly references Flores’s mother, yet simultaneously treats the themes of oppression and entrapment both within a larger political context and in relation to women’s roles within society. In this particular work a life-size carving, reminiscent of an Egyptian icon, sits upright on a chair. The calm composure captured in her lower torso is juxtaposed against the open birdcage that sits atop her shoulders. The cage contains a small screen that loops images of seagulls soaring through the sky and dipping across the ocean. A second example, *Black Madonna*, is a fragmented, headless female form with rough-hewn, upturned palms. Inspired by Flores’s Cuban *tata* (nanny), who played a central role in her upbringing, it is a powerful indictment of the subservient position that Afro-Cuban women occupied in society prior to the revolution. Her upturned palms invoke a Zen-like state of meditation or detachment, yet also suggest a sense of helplessness and vulnerability.

Flores’s first pilgrimage back to Cuba in 2002 became the inspiration for her mixed-media exhibition *Cuba Journal/Un diario cubano*. During this journey, Flores reconnected with her native land after over forty years of absence. Although her art had consistently reflected her experience of displacement, Cuba became more overtly present in her work after her return. As if reconstructing the erased Cuban landscape, Flores creates a stage set of her imagined island. Her use of theatrical lighting to cast shadows on material objects symbolically alludes to the notion that the exile’s idea of the past, or truth, is sometimes deceptive or incomplete. Rather, it is mediated by the passage of time, and informed by memory, imagination, and nostalgia.
Upon entering the installation, *Soul of Exile* (2004) is among the first pieces encountered and provides a haunting example of Flores’s art. This “bird-man” sculpture includes the skull of a great blue heron and hangs from the ceiling, throwing silhouette-like shadows in all directions. Its delicate frame suggests the evanescent nature of memory and desire. Its constant, kinetic movement—which Flores incorporates in other sculptures in the installation, such as the couple dancing atop an old phonograph—seems to signify the diasporic subject’s suspension in time and space, and her shifting and relational position to the past, present, and future.

At the center of the *Cuba Journal* installation is a gigantic papier-mâché puppet of Fidel Castro wielding a phallic-like cigar, which seconds as a missile. With long, outstretched arms and a body that turns into a field tent, this figure dominates the stage as it hovers menacingly above a series of small, toylike, carved figures depicting Cubans engaged in various activities on El Malecón, Havana’s renowned seaside promenade. The Castro figure is backlit in such a way that it throws an immense shadow. In addition to suggesting the dictator’s ubiquitous presence on the
island and in the lives of the Cuban people (even in the wake of his retirement), Flores’s installation simultaneously suggests the manner in which the regime looms large across the western hemisphere and has intervened in global affairs.

Using the format of small hand puppets in a piece titled *Casita de amor, Cuba Journal* also includes works that directly reference contemporary social problems, including *jiniterismo* (prostitution), which have arisen as a result of economic conditions on the island. Tapping into an age-old stereotype, the hand puppets represent exoticized and seductive Cuban women of various skin tones. Their human bodies taper and transform into cloth mermaid tails, metaphorically suggesting that they are the sirens of the island, with no control over their destinies.

Woven amid the dark undertones and shadows that repeat throughout the installation, Flores pays equal tribute to what she refers to as “the remarkable Cuban spirit,” which can “dance through hardship” and “make something out of nothing or inventar.” During her first return visit to Cuba, the artist was impressed particularly

*Ana Flores, Soul of Exile (2004). Photo by Kris Craig.*
by the resourceful manner in which Cubans recycle and transform found objects. In some sense, it mirrored her own tendency to collect natural objects. An emotional final visit with her family in Havana, coupled with Flores’s desire to pay tribute to Cuban creativity, inspired the series of whimsical, crank-operated dancers made from found wood and mounted on various types of Goya cans.

For Flores, the exhibition site—in its referencing of the larger public domain and of intimate, domestic interior spaces (composed of iconic cultural symbols drawn from Cuban cultural traditions such as Santería, emblematic symbols such as the rooster, and objects retrieved from the artist’s childhood)—functions as an alternative space. For Flores, it reconciles the actual physical place that is Cuba with the artist’s childhood memories of the island. In juxtaposing and freely interfacing place and memory, Flores invites her audience to meditate upon the relationship between the personal and the political. In its combination of actual journal entries, music, interactive groupings of sculptures, and freestanding installations, *Cuba Journal* creates its own particular cartography, for it collapses geographical space, disrupts linear time, and functions as a point of convergence where private and public history interface and overlap. Through this creative reclamation of her lost island, Flores concludes, she no longer feels pressed by the need to fill the voids in her past.

**Nelson García Miranda**

A member of what has been tagged “the vanguard of the revolution” and a graduate of the Escuela Nacional de Instructores de Arte, Nelson García Miranda established his career in Cuba as a painter and engraver. He is best known as one of the founders of an engraving workshop in his hometown of Holguín in 1969. The following year he participated in Hacer Ver, a protest movement against the cultural and academic politics of the period. “My art,” García Miranda comments, “has gone through various stages. In Cuba, for example, it had a formalist aesthetic and colorist character.”

Disillusioned by the disintegrating political atmosphere in Cuba and what he characterizes as an increasingly uncertain future, García Miranda applied for and won the visa lottery in 1999 and relocated with his family to Phoenix, Arizona. Not unlike the experience of Ana Flores, displacement and separation inspired him to visually re-create his native Holguín and its surroundings, and, for the first time, attempt to define himself as a Cuban and a painter. “To be in displacement,” García Miranda writes, “helps me to appreciate the importance of self-expression and communication with others. Before living in displacement, I was a formalist...”
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artist. I was more concerned with the aesthetic values in my work, however, displacement has made me search for meaning. . . . displacement makes me re-evaluate life and the way I do art.”

In addition to aiming to capture the translucent colors and dazzling tropical light of the island he left behind, García Miranda, like Baruj Salinas, generates new paradigms of art language by transforming the ordinary with lines that give way to color and dancelike movement, as seen in his 2007 work *Cos días de abua*.

“My inspiration is nature,” the artist notes. “I pay attention to every detail: plants, flowers, forms, etc. For each of my pieces I create a character (using narratives as my main inspiration) or a myth, or an event from my everyday life. I also use popular narratives from Cuban folklore . . . my imagination is the more important component in this creative process.”

Intent upon rendering the shamanic legends and ghost stories he had heard as a child, as well as traditions associated with Carnival, García Miranda’s representational sources are oftentimes rooted in Afro-Cuban ritual practices. Frequently compared to painters such as Marc Chagall (who relocated under duress to Paris and took inspiration from Belarusian folklore), García Miranda claims to have been inspired by what he describes as “the special structures” of Wifredo

Lam and the colors of the Chilean abstract, surrealist artist Roberto Mata. (Mata inspired what Ricardo Pau-Llosa terms “oneiric luminism”—the exploration of “light as symbol” and a “vehicle for tropological expression.”) García Miranda’s use of color and form imitate the “polyrhythmic” in Cuban music and convey “the light of the Cuban meridian.” His paintings are an exuberant struggle between order and chaos, eroticism and control. “My work attempts to capture the mystery of Cuba,” he says, “with its indigenous elements and its Afro-Cuban elements. It captures the energy, rhythms, and the colors of dance.”

Commenting on the artwork he has produced since his arrival in the United States, García Miranda observes, “displacement from the island has made me universalize my work. There is less detail and I tend to use softer, paler colors; yet this new work is more clearly defined through the use of outline.” He continues,

In this country, I give equal attention to concept, utilizing contrast and giving more expressive force to form, thus giving my work a dramatic, nostalgic character.

The themes I choose have a strong costumbrista [the portrayal of local or characteristic customs, manners, and habits of a nation as a subject] tinge. I
extract experiences from my youth and incorporate into my artistic trajectory the magic of fables and popular figures, the poetry of the everyday, the legends and tales of our oral tradition. I attempt to make my depictions faithful to popular folklore, but elevate them, through technique, to universal symbols.³⁸

In their total effect, García Miranda’s intense and sometimes whimsical paintings contain baroque and surrealistic elements that reproduce and transform the flora and fauna of Cuba into a poetic rendering of movement, color, and form. One senses the spiritual presences in his densely layered creations, in which a host of interconnected and protean images morph into various forms. And thus, in paintings such as Confabulaciones (2007), a twisted stalk of sugar cane can become a tree, an old man, a bird.

Insisting that his creations lack “polemical” content, García Miranda emphasizes the attention he gives to color and form. Yet unlike Baruj Salinas, who utilizes the color white as a vital element in his palette, García Miranda prefers black line and negative space. “I am enamored with black,” he notes, a color that ultimately assists the artist in realizing the thematic content of his paintings. “I am incorporating new colors and lines into my work—colors that I did not use in Cuba,” he observes. “Perhaps I am trying to create a nostalgic and dramatic atmosphere that parallels my actual experience of dislocation and loss.”³⁹

ANA ALBERTINA DELGADO

A prominent member of Puré (1986–1989; see discussion in Chapter 1), Ana Albertina Delgado creates intimate and surreal landscapes that border on the fantastical and simultaneously suggest the unconscious. Like Nelson García Miranda, she integrates folkloric elements and Afro-Cuban mythology into her compositions. Delgado looks to the campesino, or peasant, for inspiration, as well as to nature and the Cuban countryside. Rendered in strikingly vibrant colors, much of her work explores “memory as past . . . the body as present . . . and the imagination as the future.” “Through these cycles,” Delgado writes, “I delve into aspects that are constant in my work such as strength, sensuality, fantasy, and the ambiguity that allows me to create a state of meditating and self-enjoyment; a place that speaks of our natural strength and frailty; of the duality that allows us to create.”⁴⁰

According to Delgado, most of the central elements that later surfaced in her work are rooted in her childhood experiences. As a young girl she often accompanied her father, who was a photographer, on shoots. Surrounded by books on artists and photography, and exposed to her father’s colleagues, she learned early
on about the life of the artist. Like the Mexican painter Frida Kahlo, Delgado began taking photographs on her own and then overpainting the images. By the time she turned nine, she was selling her work. In her view, this early introduction to photography greatly influenced her later work. Fascinated by the variety of facial expressions that one can capture on film, she eventually began working from memory, drawing from a host of “mental models” to create works that explore what she describes as “the psychology of being human.”

Delgado’s experiences in the Cuban countryside left a lifelong impression on her work. Raised in Old Havana, she frequently traveled to Las Villas, a rural province where most of her paternal relatives resided. There she learned the traditions of the country folk. “My [paternal] grandfather—who was a tabaquero [cigar maker]—was famous for his stories,” she recalls. “Every Sunday the guajiros [peasants] from the surrounding area would come to hear him tell his fabulous tales about ghosts returning to the earth, or headless horsemen. They would crowd the doorway just to listen. His stories were always filled with surprises and mystery.”

Liberated temporarily from the preoccupations and cares of life in the city, and partaking in all forms of domestic activity, Delgado’s love of the earth and her appreciation of the sense of ease and community that country life fostered were cultivated at an early age through her experiences in Las Villas: “Each morning when we rose, everyone had something to do. We all shared the household chores, such as doing the wash or sewing. We would play outside and eat guavas right from the tree. Life was simple and direct, and everything we did was with great affection and care.”

Delgado was equally impressed by the folk art tradition of the countryside. “We were always making something with the materials that were available to us,” she recalls. “We made vases out of jars and decorated tins. We made beautiful things with the simplest and most mundane objects.”

Like many of the Cafeteros, Delgado received her formal art training in Cuba. She began studying at San Alejandro in 1979 and later attended El Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA). Upon graduating in 1988 from ISA, where she received what she describes as a “classical” education in art, Delgado began consciously incorporating feminist and “psychological” elements into her painting and creating psycholandscapes that integrate personal memories and thoughts. Freely integrating the real and the fantastic, her creations featured soft, feminine shapes and what the artist terms “an interpretation of reality through bright colors and tones.” In Delgado’s words,

I engage in visual research focusing on primary objectives of a woman’s history, interconnected different life stages and levels of social and cultural status. I
choose to present these sequences, like a storybook with a cinematic perspective, in a way that might allow for the creation of a complex feminine viewpoint. I use as a reference traditional oral country stories and myth, but also take the contemporary city woman as a central character, using a narrative guided by ambiguous and sensual feminine elements for a dreamlike reflection on a woman’s daily life.

Overtly political themes began to appear in Delgado’s work in the late 1980s, in part because of her involvement in Puré. Responding to the intensifying repression that Cubans experienced indirectly in response to perestroika, Delgado and her colleagues in Puré used their art as a potent form of social protest. She describes the art she created during this period as a form of “poetic protest,” and feminist themes continued to claim a central role in this work. One particular piece created at the time, Delgado recalls, features a Cuban mother who has lost her children in war. Abandoned and mournful, this Madonna-like figure locates on the body of the female the abuse and suffering experienced collectively by the Cuban people.

Delgado and her husband, Adriano Buergo, also a member of Puré, traveled to Mexico in June 1991. Upon their arrival in Mexico City, they made the decision not to return to the island. Although Delgado and Buergo’s final destination was the United States, they remained in Mexico for almost two years. During her tenure in Mexico, Delgado was influenced by what she terms “the poetic, artisanal elements” in Mexican folk art. She was particularly moved by the strong visual nature of Mexican indigenous art, with its vibrant colors and forms, in part because it corresponded with visual elements already present in her work. “Everything already exists,” Delgado insists. “You don’t really invent anything new. What I saw in Mexico confirmed this. It was so incredible—being surrounded by people making beautiful objects out of nothing. It reminded me of my childhood in Las Villas.” During her stay in Mexico, Delgado was equally inspired by the work of Frida Kahlo, which she saw for the first time. Kahlo’s blending of reality and imagination, her incorporation of what many regard as quasi-surrealist elements (though Kahlo repeatedly rejected this classification), and the powerful feminist and political themes in her art resonated for Delgado and once again confirmed her own artistic intuitions.

Working within such a rich, multicultural context charged with sensuality had a tremendous impact on Delgado. All of these combined experiences culminated in the work she began producing upon her arrival in the United States in January 1993. Given women’s sensuality and their ability to confront death, the supernatural, and the fantastic, the female figure increasingly became for Delgado “an eschatological metaphor” for physical and emotional strength and endurance. The
feminine body, moreover, came to represent the site at which the cultural past and present converge—and where memory, imagination, and desire are preserved and perpetuated.

Delgado’s recent work explores Cuba’s cultural roots. It freely blends Afro-Cuban symbols with a mixture of newly acquired elements that reflect the various cultures and artistic traditions to which she has been exposed in exile. Her intimate, dreamlike psycholandscapes, which border upon the fantastic, suggest the unconscious or the oneiric, as seen, for example, in *Las cuatro flores* (The Four Flowers [2007]).

Recalling the work of Laura Luna and Ana María Sarlat, Delgado continues to depict the intimacy of women’s everyday lives. The nurturing, maternal figure and the adolescent female—poised at the crossroads of childhood and adulthood—remain at the center of this vision. Reminiscent of Ana Flores’s and Sarlat’s art, Delgado surrounds her female subjects with objects drawn from nature and daily life, such as flowers, mirrors, pots and pans, and birds, butterflies, and reptiles, as exemplified by her 2007 painting *The Beauty Dancer*.

In an attempt to understand “woman in her totality,” Delgado often incorporates what she terms “the grotesque” into her renderings of the feminine, suggesting the multiple dimensions of femaleness. Rather than dwelling on the erotic, the women in Delgado’s paintings are a source of inspiration, healing, and spirituality.46

**Rosario “Chary” Castro-Marín**

Like Nelson García Miranda and Ana Albertina Delgado, Rosario Castro-Marín—or Chary, as she is more commonly known—has a gift for creating habitats populated with sensuous flora and fabulous fauna. Entirely self-taught, Chary renders in brilliant inks and fluorescent acrylics an inventory of a past informed by movement and loss.

Following her departure from Cuba in 1963, Chary began an odyssey that has taken her from Mexico to the Philippines, Chicago, New York, and finally Arizona, where she currently resides. “Until I arrived in Phoenix,” the artist explains, “I never felt as though I would settle in any one of these places. Though I have been transient, I have absorbed something from every place I have been.”47

Despite constant movement and change, Chary’s art clearly finds its source in her Cuban childhood. “When I paint landscapes,” she tells me, “they are always Cuban; when I paint fruit, they are tropical.” Rendered primarily in pen and ink, fantastical animals spring to life on her canvases in frenetic swirls and chiaroscuro
that recall the *vitrales*, or stained glass, of Chary’s youth. Drawn primarily from her imagination, they are rooted in the artist’s memories of the Cuban countryside. Roosters, for example, appear throughout her work.

Although the rooster is an iconic symbol in Cuban *costumbrista* art, it also reminds the artist of her grandfather. “When I was a little girl, my grandfather loved to bet on the roosters. I remember him sitting in the chair with a rooster on his lap. He lost all of his money on the roosters.” Chary’s still-lifes reflect the same tendency. “My father was a truck driver,” she recalls. “He used to return home after traveling around the island with an assortment of tropical fruit. Most of the fruit was organic, so it was incredibly large. It was bigger than life. The fruit and the roosters that appear in my work not only represent my Cuban roots, but they also enable me to process the past.” Although roosters and fruit continue to appear in Chary’s art, her recent creations tend to be more abstract or focus primarily on pattern and form, as exemplified by her *Turn of the Ink* series (2006).

Like many of the Cafeteros, Chary turned to the abstract as a way of commenting on loss, but also in response to her own battle with cancer. In a series dedicated to Frank Lloyd Wright, she features an array of patterns that recall the Spanish
tiles decorating her childhood home. In some respects, they are reminiscent of the symmetrical Islamic designs that appear in Cafetera Anita Guerra’s work, as well as those in Rafael López Ramos’s *bricolage* series. Although Chary integrates identifiably Cuban elements in her art, the themes that she treats ultimately reveal her personality and preferences. “I explore myself through different techniques and expressions,” she explains. “For me, painting is a mode of survival.”
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Cuba. House made of tobacco and over-ripe dawns. Agua de violeta, mariposa, bougainvillea. I have wandered through her maze-like corridors inhaling the deep green scent of my past. Sometimes no two rooms connect. A bedroom gives to an unending staircase. A balcony at the opera house. A courtyard filled with caged birds, beating their painted wings against the salted air. Though some semblance of a whole conserves within me, she gives herself out in fragments and bits. In the photograph of Chi, Carmen, and Teté. The scorched fragrance of freshly starched linens. In sunlight that pierces through slatted metal blinds, cutting geometrical patterns across the parquet floor.

. . . I dwell in this house of memory—caught eternally in the indigo twilight between history and dreams.

ANDREA O’REILLY HERRERA

In addition to drawing on the landscape, or paisaje, as a visual reference, several Cafeteros have sought to idealize or romanticize the Cuban past, or to comment specifically upon its present and future through architectural and spatial elements. Architecture has always figured prominently in the Cuban imaginary, and architectural elements have long appeared in the work of a host of Cuban artists, among them Hugo Consuegra, Humberto Calzada, Raúl Martínez, René Portocarrero, and José Mijares. As Baruj Salinas notes, “Architecture is engrained into the psyche of Cuban art. The Spanish colonial stained glass in ‘los arcos de medio punto’ of Old Havana and the aesthetics it created captured the imagination of many artists.” 1 “For cultural geographers and architectural theorists,” Monika Kaup writes,

house forms, the structures of buildings, settlement patterns, and city plans are manifestations of cultural, social, and national character. To the observer in the street, house facades, like human faces, reveal (and conceal) essential features of their interior lives. Architecture is a master code for the construction of identity. . . By reading the built environment, we can decipher attitudes toward history.

Both nostalgia and amnesia, the sense of the past and the dream of modernity, are expressed in architectural structures.

In the specific case of the Cafeteros, architecture and the architectural, not unlike the landscape or countryside, provide yet another “representational space” upon which meaning can be projected or produced. Many of the artists combine both architectural and environmental elements in their work. Certain recurring patterns, concerns, and tendencies suggest a kind of “living architecture” of what Nobel laureate Toni Morrison refers to as “a culturally formed race.” While some employ architectural elements in order to visually juxtapose the ephemeral with what has traditionally symbolized the timeless or permanent, others draw upon both the natural and built environments to express some collective sense of belonging. For some, the house represents safety and sanctuary; for others, it is threatening and dangerous. Other Cafeteros look to colonial Spanish baroque and classical architecture in order to draw historical and cultural parallels between the colonial period and the present. The conflict of these influences becomes apparent. Several artists comment on a host of themes ranging from nostalgia and loss to what Glexis Novaía terms “the megalomaniac aspect of power.” In the act of reconstructing, altering, and in some cases redesigning or relocating architectural space, the artists highlight the constant interplay among the social and/or political, the historical, and the spatial.

**Natasha Perdomo**

Natasha Perdomo’s paintings summon up both a prerevolutionary past and a post-utopian present. They hearken back to the work of a host of Cuban artists, including the modernist painter Amelia Peláez, whose *vitrales* (stained-glass windows) invoke the Spanish colonial period “as an emblem” of bicultural “regionalism.” Although Perdomo draws on an established tradition of Cuban landscape painting, and her works contain elements based on colonial and classical Cuban architecture, the buildings and paisaje she depicts in her paintings do not actually exist. Her images are based on dreams and imagination, not photographic references. She thus presents an intimate and idealized version of time past. Yet, at the same time, she invokes a present that is post-utopian and points to a future indefinitely postponed. In this manner, Perdomo, like many of the vanguardia artists, successfully synthesizes European trends with non-European Caribbean aesthetics.

During her family’s residence in Cayo Hueso (a neighborhood in Havana), Perdomo became interested in the city’s decaying architecture. Most of the old
buildings were divided into a series of flats or apartments called *solars* that led to a central courtyard. Often multiple families inhabited single rooms. “The architecture in Cayo Hueso was disintegrating before my eyes,” she recalls, “and the living conditions were unbearable.” From 1984 to 1986 Perdomo worked as a teacher in Cienfuegos. Traveling to the countryside provided her with some relief from the stresses of the city, and it was then that she began to develop an appreciation of the landscape and Cienfuegos’s old French and Spanish architecture.

Though raised within the revolution, Perdomo’s negative experiences in Cuba eventually prompted her to leave the island. In 1997, shortly after arriving in Vancouver, British Columbia, she married Cafetero Rafael López Ramos, whom she had met in Cuba several years earlier. Although she had supported herself in Cuba primarily by making jewelry, it was at this point that she took up painting in earnest. (Like Ana María Sarlat and Chary, she is entirely self-taught.)

In Vancouver, the couple experienced a sense of cultural and social isolation. In response, Perdomo began painting idealized landscapes. Reminiscent of Ana Albertina Delgado’s work, these images find their source in the landscapes of the artist’s childhood. The play of shadows and movement and soft muted light in this series recalls the work of the romantic landscape artists Leopoldo Romañach and Esteban Chartrand (the latter was influenced by the Barbizon School). The landscape, Perdomo muses, “is more about feelings than about an actual place. There is a kind of mysticism to my art that recalls and idealizes the landscapes of my youth in Cienfuegos. I would go there to escape my life in Havana, where I worked during the week. Life in the city was always stressful, whereas the countryside always brought me peace.”

Distinguishing her work from the art produced on the island for tourists, Perdomo points out that her aim was not to turn the Cuban landscape into a commodity. “The countryside served as an escape for me while I was living in Cuba. Now that I am in exile, it represents something that is a-temporal, a-social, a-political, and a-historical. It is like a human being, who can be angry and beautiful at the same time.” Deliberately unpopulated, Perdomo’s landscapes—like Baruj Salinas’s and Angela Vellela’s early works—represent a space that is somehow apart from the social and political reality she experienced in Cuba. In addition to recalling her desire to escape Havana, these paintings also convey her parallel feeling of isolation in Vancouver. In this sense, they are abstract expressions of solitude.

Perdomo’s *Paisajes* series largely consists of nostalgic representations that transform the painful past into something timeless and beautiful; however, for the artist they also signify the “universal” as they intentionally echo the perennial themes of the works of Chartrand and Romañach, which Perdomo believes capture something fundamental about the human experience. Noting the mystical
elements in her renderings of the Cuban paisaje, she emphasizes nature’s transcendent aspects. For Perdomo, the physical canvas becomes a site of integration as opposed to one of disunity and fragmentation. Reflecting on her life in Vancouver, Perdomo notes that “painting nature is a way of recuperating the past; however, it also reflects the present in all of its diversity.”

Eventually Perdomo began to paint the French and Spanish colonial architecture she had learned to appreciate during her travels to Cienfuegos. The works in her Paredes de la Havana (Havana Walls) series were, like the Paisaje paintings, inspired by dreams and memories. They somehow capture a romantic period that no longer exists, if ever it existed at all. The colonial houses depicted in these works seem to be decaying before one’s eyes, suggesting perhaps the “decayed ruins of history” that signal a postmodern age in which signs are “floating and adrift,” no longer “anchored by the weight of history.” Perdomo’s use of color and texture evokes the roughness and decay of ancient walls. Detached facades and isolated windows, portions of wrought-iron screens, stained glass, and doors—Perdomo’s architectural renderings are fragmented presentations hinting at past splendors and a culture in decline. They are living architectures in which houses transform into characters, the paint flaking from the walls as though they are shedding their skins. Preserved within the layers of peeling paint, Perdomo points out, are the memories and energies of those who once peopled these spaces. “Houses are inhabited by the families, the histories, the lives of the people who once lived there. The history is there behind the walls as they are falling down.”

Reminiscent of the Renaissance technique of including a painting within a painting, many of the houses in the Paredes de la Habana series feature either actual fragmented portions of paintings on the walls or cameo-like windows through which the viewer can catch a glimpse of gently flowing waterfalls and elegant palm trees—a landscape that is lush, serene, and seemingly timeless. In La catedral del alma (The Cathedral of the Soul, 2003), for example, the inclusion of natural elements conjures a sense of harmony and fecundity, yet they are in opposition to the state of entropy and decay suggested by the physical structure.

In addition to functioning as a critique of the present state of Cuba, a memento of a failed order, these decrepit buildings serve as ironic commentaries on the colonial period and thereby draw a parallel between the excesses and decadence of this past and the present. In other works, such as La fachada (The Facade [2003]), Perdomo hints at the coexistence of a present in decay and a future that has been permanently postponed.

Though the houses hint at the presence of their former and future inhabitants, they ultimately bear witness to what will never occur again or be experienced in the future.
In depicting these houses in a state of seemingly irredeemable decay, Perdomo overturns traditional conventions and rebukes the notion that architecture somehow functions as a timeless universal language—a testimony to human achievement. On the contrary, her art stresses instability and mutability as well as the postmodern condition in which “image replaces reality.” Rather than suggesting permanence or timelessness, these decaying buildings are reminders of the ultimate destruction of all things wrought by human hands. Yet the paintings in the *Paredes de la Habana* series also express the artist’s personal anguish over the realities of physical separation, exile, and loss.
ANITA GUERRA

Anita Guerra also draws upon the Cuban landscape as a source of inspiration and incorporates architectural elements into her work, but the themes of “politics and revolution,” as well as “renewal and regeneration,” fundamentally inform her investigation into displacement. In their total effect, her paintings are “tangible consolidations” of a fragmented past. Born in Havana in 1955, Guerra left Cuba with her mother and two younger siblings at the age of six. Her parents had been consistently critical of U.S. foreign policy, especially its imperialist interventions in Cuba. Avid supporters of the 1959 revolution at the outset, they gradually became disillusioned with the direction that the Castristas were leading the country.
Key events culminating in her exodus from the island informed Guerra’s early childhood memories. When her parents sent her siblings to the United States as part of Operation Peter Pan, she recalls, “I remember the sadness in our house. My older sisters and brothers had disappeared from one day to the next.”

After arriving in the United States in August 1961, Guerra was placed in a Catholic orphanage in Philadelphia for several months along with two of her sisters. The family finally reunited in late January 1962. These combined experiences left an indelible impression on Anita Guerra.

The Guerras became increasingly tight-knit in exile, due in part to their shared experience of linguistic and cultural isolation. Nevertheless, the sociocultural clash that occurred as they tried to raise a family with traditional Cuban values in the Philadelphia suburbs of the 1960s and 1970s became a challenging ordeal. The sense of cultural non-belonging that Guerra experienced in the United States, coupled with her desire for personal freedom and her longing to discover Europe, prompted the artist to leave her adopted home and travel first to Sevilla, Spain, in August 1973, and then to Rome in January 1977. Attracted to the Mediterranean in part because of the climate, Guerra remains to this day in Rome. It was there that she met and married a refugee from Iraq who was studying art at the Roman Academy of Fine Arts.

The work that Guerra has produced during her time in Rome reveals a quest to recuperate her memories of the island she left behind and reconcile them with her conflicted feelings of personal loss and displacement. The birth of her two sons further prompted an investigation into her own fragmented childhood experiences, similar to those of Cafeteras Laura Luna and María Brito. From 1984 to 1995, Guerra produced predominantly figurative paintings, which she titled Domestic Narratives. Most are autobiographical in nature and feature symbols that represent actual people and events. Many distort her childhood associations and are, in the artist’s words, “surrealistic.”

During this same period, Guerra began to create miniature dollhouses with elements drawn from Cuba, Pennsylvania, and Italy. These visual, three-dimensional “domestic narratives” became increasingly personal and “interior” in concept and theme. They function as theaters of memory depicting a past filled with suspicion and fear rather than evoking a sense of security and permanence. “Imaginary fourth walls admit the intrusive gaze of others,” she points out, “and windows open onto apocalyptic views and give entrance to threatening winds.” Ultimately, producing these maquettes proved cathartic for Guerra in that she could “manipulate her reality” and thus exorcise her personal fears.
The Domestic Narratives series interfaces with War Games, a thematically linked collection of paintings produced between 1993 and 2004. Created in response to the Gulf War as well as the Cuban revolution, these works deal overtly and graphically with the personal and public costs of war. *Patria y muerte* (Homeland and Death [2004]), which riffs on the pro-Castro slogan *patricia o muerte* (homeland or death), puts into relief a phantomlike, monochromatic figure rendered in silhouette and holding a small Cuban flag. Juxtaposed against this shadowy, copper figure is a tropical landscape that serves as a backdrop, depicted in the opalescent colors of the Cuban countryside. For Guerra, the painting is simultaneously personal and “universal.” On one hand, it reveals the artist’s deep sense of Cubanness; however, it is a feeling rooted in a past that she says “cannot be retrieved. So it remains precious, much like a deceased relative whose memory is venerated.” For the artist, *Patria y muerte* also represents “a cry against the abominations and injustices” wrought by all revolutions and wars. When approached from this perspective, the painting directly implicates the viewer, for the copper silhouette literally mirrors the reflections of passersby. In effect, the viewer becomes the patriot-protagonist as opposed to merely a spectator.

At the same time that she was producing War Games, Guerra was working in tandem on Landscapes (1998–2003), a series that signifies for her “a celebration of life and nature.” “I wanted to create life-asserting images during a time of great personal duress,” Guerra comments, reflecting on her separation and divorce from her husband, as well as the political rifts in her own family. “Nature became a neutral refuge from marital and political themes.” Drawn from her earliest memories and reminiscent of the work of Natasha Perdomo and Chary, the paintings in this series depict the flora of the Cuban countryside: brilliant sprays of flowers arranged in symmetrical patterns, and palm trees that seem to spring from the canvases. From the artist’s perspective, these works capture her ongoing sense of loss and displacement, yet they symbolize, simultaneously, regeneration and growth.

Inspired by her parents, who were prominent architects when they lived in Havana, Guerra also began incorporating architectural elements into the Landscapes paintings. At first these tended to be minimalist and ancillary to the central focus of her canvases, but she soon began to render more prominently Roman villas and Spanish colonial architecture, as well as the fountains, gardens, and grottoes found throughout Spain, Cuba, and Italy. Gradually, Guerra became conscious of the similarities among these seemingly distinct urban landscapes. Rome served as the catalyst for this realization, for it is a kind of visual palimpsest representing
in its architecture, art, and history the tensions and harmonies that exist among many intersecting and ultimately declining cultures as well as physical places. “I originally came to Rome,” Guerra admits, “to escape from the tight, restrictive structure at home, and to find my own voice. But slowly I came to realize that despite my adolescent desire to escape, I was unconsciously seeking the familiar everywhere I traveled.” She also became cognizant of the subtle parallels among and between the Iraqi, Cuban, and Spanish cultures—including the cuisine, the socialization of women and men into distinct gender roles, the influence of Islamic architecture and design, and the similarities between the Spanish and Italian languages.

Guerra’s consciousness of how these cultures interface is reflected in Rome-Granada, Granada-Rome (2006), a pair of tondos installed in such a way that they create the effect of a refracted mirror image. Influenced by the altars of Rome, this particular diptych re-creates both architectural elements and fauna that could appear interchangeably in either city. Despite the fact that each tondo is rendered in distinct yet complementary colors, together they create a kind of mirroring effect that metaphorically suggests the idea expressed by so many Cafeteros: that the multilayered culture of Cuba shares universal links with other cultures.

The influence of Islamic and Muslim art and symbology, as well as Arabic calligraphy, become increasingly visible in the Landscape series, especially in relation to color, pattern, and design. Palm I (1999), for example, which consists of nine separate modules and was featured in a solo exhibit titled Natura e geometria (Nature and Geometry) (Castello Piccolomini, Celano, Italy, July 2000), provides a strong example. As discussed at several junctures, the palm tree has iconographic symbolic value in both the Cuban consciousness and in Cuban history and culture. Yet the artist—whose work is inspired by Pakistani-American painter Shazia Sikander and is reminiscent of the art of Baruj Salinas—has rendered palm fronds in such a way that they resemble certain letters in the Arabic alphabet. Other works shown at this exhibit, such as Camellias (2000) and Palm I (2000), are composed of a series of modules arranged in symmetrical, overlapping geometric patterns that have symbolic value in Islamic culture. In Camellias, the flower becomes something more than a colorful illusion. Rather, it functions as “a playful object assembled in overlapping wooden slabs like a toy.”

In addition to their complex referential value, the fragmentation implicit in these recent works forms an allegorical language that bespeaks Guerra’s own trifurcated cultural sensibility. Although each geometric shape or module has its own integrity, the manner in which they interlink through form and color suggests their internal connections as well as their differences. When viewed from a holistic
Anita Guerra, *Palm* ¹ (2000). In the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Morris.
perspective, *Palm I*, like many of the paintings in the *Landscapes* series, creates some new composite despite the fact that it is an amalgam of distinct cultures and geographies. In this sense, these paintings—like the Cuban *ajiaco* (stew)—function as a powerful metaphor for the richly diverse nature of Cuban culture, and also symbolize the condition of exile and displacement. Ultimately, in Guerra’s view, they point to the fortuitous combinations that emerge under duress.  

**DORA HERNÁNDEZ**

Trained in design and architecture at North Carolina State University, Dora Hernández went on to earn an undergraduate degree in ceramics from East Carolina University in 1979 and a graduate degree from Arizona State University (ASU) in 1984. “I was attracted to Arizona,” Hernández notes, “mostly because of the Latino presence.” Consequently, she has remained in Phoenix. In 1993 she received an
invitation to join Xicanindio Artes, an arts organization in nearby Mesa that aims to “foster and present indigenous art and culture to a local audience” and “nourish a greater appreciation of the cultural heritages of the Latino and indigenous people of the Americas through the Arts.” Inspired by colleagues in Xicanindio, Hernández began to experiment with printmaking. While studying at ASU, she unconsciously began transferring the colors of the Caribbean into her work. “I kept using bright colors,” she recalls. “I was told by one of my instructors that they were too gaudy. She tried to discourage me. But I continued to experiment with color in ceramics. Traditional glazes did not work in terms of brightness, so I had to experiment and use more traditional painting methods. When I started making prints, Cuban themes began to appear in my work.”

Hernández’s ceramics were (and continue to be) inspired primarily by nature. Like Laura Luna and Ana Albertina Delgado, she is also attracted to organic, female forms. “Rolling out the clay,” the artist comments, “is like stretching out skin.” Hernández does not begin with any preconceived idea. Reminiscent of Michelangelo’s technique, she allows the clay to guide her. Like Baruj Salinas, Hernández drew on her architecture training and began creating clay “habitats” in the mid-1990s. “One [habitat] inspired the other,” Hernández observes. Unlike Anita Guerra’s “domestic narratives,” they represented “safety or a sense of enclosure that was positive and protective.”

In 1996 Hernández took a long-awaited trip to Cuba. It was the first time the artist had returned to the island since her family’s departure in 1961. “It was as though I had never left,” she tells me. “I recognized and remembered everything. I could find my way around without thinking.” Upon her return to Arizona, Hernández realized that over the years she had captured the colors of the island, but not the shapes and forms. With renewed energy, she began a series of prints depicting the Cuban landscape or Cuban symbols and themes, as seen in Delicate Balance (2005), which features coffee cups precariously stacked in front of the Cuban flag.

“The landscape had always been there,” Hernández observes, “but then everything resurfaced, and suddenly the colors were paired with the forms.” During this same period, she began creating habitats once again. This time, however, they more closely captured Cuban architectural elements. “It was as though I had been living a parallel life,” Hernández recollects, “but part of this life had been suppressed. The trip back to the island gave me permission to be Cuban again.”

In 2005 Hernández created an installation at ASU titled Azúcar (Sugar). In this particular work, Hernández incorporated ceramics with scenic photographs of the island and old family portraits she had collected during her 1996 visit to Cuba. Reflecting once again upon that visit and the manner in which it has influenced her
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art, she writes, “I say the word azúcar. I feel it in my mouth. . . . As I say the word, I think about a lot of things. . . . An individual vessel is not what this show is about. It is about being a part of a whole. . . . But this is a complicated story for me. . . .”

Although the various pieces that constitute Hernández’s installation resemble sugarcane stalks, the artist muses that particular vessels remind her of people from her past. They summon up those “who are gone.” In her artist’s statement, Hernández recalls, “When we left Cuba . . . we left people behind. To us, they died. We knew we would never see them again. . . . When I am in the studio and I line up these vessels on the floor, they feel like ghosts, like bones, like I am in a cemetery. . . . There is something about these pieces that is about reclaiming, bringing back to life, coming home.” In effect, these works represent a cyclic return in which Hernández summons the past and anticipates what V. S. Naipaul refers to as “the enigma of arrival.”

ARMANDO TEJUCA

The art of Armando Tejuca conjures up a sumptuous and seductive language of symbols and images. Foregrounding image and light, his paintings are something more than a cubist play on forms.

Tejuca made the decision in 2001 to leave Cuba for the United States primarily due to increasingly deteriorating economic and social conditions. “I was aware that artists were being censored for taking up political themes in their work,” he comments, “but I chose to stay because I figured that if anything happened, it was better to be close to my family. Once my daughter was born, my wife and I realized that there was no future for her in Cuba. I was already mentally exiled at that point. The system was not functioning and people were not getting what they needed. I wanted my daughter to grow up with hope and aspirations.”

Trained in Cuba as an artist and a performer, Tejuca gave performances with established figures such as Eduardo Abelas and supported himself primarily by creating book illustrations and posters for theater productions. He was inspired by his father, who worked in scenography and prop realization for the theater, movies, and even carnivals. One can clearly discern a theatrical quality in his work. He was also influenced by the artists in Volumen Uno and “guided” by the Spanish painter Remedios Varo and the Belarusian artist Marc Chagall. Like his fellow Cafetero Nelson García Miranda, Tejuca captures Chagall’s spirit—the play and movement and energy of character and place—through his use of color and line. One can readily see the influence of Chagall both in the presence of what the artist refers to as lo cotidiano (the everyday) and the way in which the former’s art anticipated trends such as Cubism and Fauvism.
Though his work is primarily figurative and expressionistic, Tejuca, like other Cafeteros, incorporates architectural elements into many of his paintings. Rather than attempting to re-create specifically Cuban architecture, he intentionally invokes images—both imagined and dreamed—inspired by the cityscapes of the presurrealist Greek-Italian painter Giorgio de Chirico. In Tejuca’s words, de Chirico’s architecture, despite its classical elements, is “timeless and universal.” It functions, moreover, as a metaphor for the past and for memory.

Although Tejuca insists that image, as opposed to concept, is fundamental to his painting, he stresses the notion that his work does not arbitrarily put symbols or images in counterpoint, unlike the art of the Surrealists. Rather, he aims to capture the dynamics, mysteries, and movement of characters, places, and events. When asked to comment on the architectural elements in his creations, he observes, “I am particularly interested in the mystery of people’s houses. You can see a house from the outside, but you do not know what it really looks like inside or know what is happening in those houses. People may arrive and go.” Reminiscent of de Chirico, Tejuca visually interprets the atmosphere of a timeless moment.

Like the works of Natasha Perdomo and Leandro Soto, many of the paintings in Tejuca’s *Historia sumergida* (Submerged History) series capture the spirit and mystery of the once inhabited but now abandoned house. At the same time, they reflect the artist’s growing interest in the interrelated themes of nostalgia and the past. Echoing a concept first introduced by Gaston Bachelard, Ricardo Pau-Llosa observes that buildings function as “the perfect analogue for memory” and, one might add, for the human psyche. The paintings that Tejuca specifically created for Café II speak directly to loss and nostalgia. In the diptych *Contenido y continente* (Content and Contained [2002]), the artist includes architectural elements as well as color codes that serve a metonymic function throughout this series.

As one contemplates these works, it becomes apparent that Tejuca’s architecture, though conjured from his imagination, symbolically represents a nostalgic rendering of the past. Reminiscent of Anita Guerra’s three-dimensional “domestic narratives” and Dora Hernández’s “habitats,” they function as visual representations of the past. In this sense, they are quite literally houses of memory, though not in the Bachelardian sense. Yet Tejuca’s use of one-point perspective, characteristic of Renaissance painting, suggests the subjective and relative nature of this particular form of memory—for as Marcel Proust reminds us, “houses, roads, avenues are as fugitive, alas, as the years.”

*Contenido* depicts a coffee cup floating haphazardly on a tumultuous sea. A dark and empty house balances precariously in the cup. The motion implied by the spiraling and frothing waves hint at the theme of transition. The abandoned house
symbolically represents the transporting of the past. The suggestion of haphazard drifting further emphasizes this theme, for it seems to allude to the émigré’s sense of displacement and disorientation as s/he heads toward some undetermined destination. “A whole history can be contained in this coffee cup,” Tejuca muses.

*Continente* contains visual links to *Contenido* in terms of color and element. In *Continente*, a disembodied hand, which holds a cup of café, is poised in the arched doorway of a house firmly planted on terra firma. The same blue tone as the sea in *Contenido* tints the house. The movement of the sea in this latter painting mirrors the steam rising in swirls from the cup. In these particular works, image and color foreground as metaphor and subject. The color blue symbolizes sadness and nostalgia in the context of exile or diaspora, yet it simultaneously invokes the orisha Yemayá, the deity who presides over the sea, and thereby refers to specific religious rites and beliefs of Santería. The oversized hand and coffee cup put into relief the fundamentally theatrical nature of the piece, for they seem to appear in a stage set or a puppet theater. This allusion to artifice may suggest the impossibility of fully capturing or rendering the past represented by this house of memory. Likewise, these disproportionately large images suggest the exaggerated or romantic nature
of memory or nostalgia. This notion—that the past cannot be replicated or accurately rendered—is visually implied by the fact that the house in *Contiene* literally does not fit on the canvas.

*Siempre un buen café* (Always a Good Coffee [2003]), another painting in this series, is a cubistic rendering of the same architecture that appears in *Contenido y continente*. The houses are unevenly stacked, creating the illusion that they are set precariously on an incline. A staircase leading in different directions appears in a set of windows to the right. At the center of the canvas, apparently embedded in the houses, is a naked couple sharing *cortaditos* (Cuban espresso). A roof with terra-cotta tiles looms above their heads. The couple, who appear to be on a stage or movie set, seem to have stepped off the silver screen. They visually recall the manner in which Hollywood normalized and idealized both the experiences and the physical appearance of the white middle class. Referencing, though overturning, traditional images of the temptation in the Garden of Eden, the man restrains the woman, who despite the smile on her face waves her partner off as though half-heartedly refusing some offer. In this work, Tejuca satirically invokes the strain of exile discourse that characterizes the Cuba of the republican period as a paradise, and the exile or banishment from the garden as the consequent fall once Cubans submitted to the promises, or temptations, of Castro and the revolution. Yet the fact that these latter-day Adam and Eve figures have Anglo features subtly implies the United States’ role in “the fall” both before and after the 1959 revolution. The quasi-religious elements in the painting, coupled with the neo-Spanish architectural elements, invoke the colonial past as well as Spain’s introduction of Catholicism to Cuba. Thematically, they point to and link a number of stereotypes, especially as they relate, cross-culturally, to sexuality and gender roles. By including elements such as the staircases leading in different directions, coupled with a novel use of perspective, Tejuca seems to be offering these various and possible interpretations, though they are obviously at cross-purposes.

The multiple entrances into the houses in *Contenido y continente* and *Siempre un buen café*, coupled with his use of color and perspective, are characteristic of Tejuca’s art. According to the artist, these elements invite the viewer to link the paintings thematically, and symbolically allow for multiple and even contradictory interpretations of the images themselves, as well as the past they reference. Alluding specifically to the Cuban past, Tejuca’s imagery suggests the multiple ways that the island has been reconstituted and “reMembered.” This baroque element in the artist’s work, combined with his layering of luminous and iridescent colors and his treatment of form, links him not only to several Cafeteros, but also to a host of Cuban avant-garde artists. As he meditates on the past as well as the present, light becomes substance in his canvases, and shape becomes form.
Armando Tejuca, Siempre un buen café (2003)
GLEXIS NOVOA

Glexis Novoa first established his reputation in Cuba as a painter and a performance and installation artist. He manipulated the conventions of Socialist Realist art in order to critique and satirize “all forms of power.” Novoa’s skepticism regarding the Castro regime developed at an early age. The government censured his mother—an accomplished author of children’s literature—for fourteen years, and persecuted his father for his political beliefs. After being imprisoned in the concentration camp Guanahacabibes, his father left the island in 1968, when Novoa was only four years old. The artist’s disillusion with the Castro regime culminated in 1990 during a trip to Germany after the fall of the Berlin Wall. He happened to be in Berlin the day the currency changed. While wandering through East Berlin, Novoa was struck by how forlorn and neglected the city had become. Crossing into West Berlin, he encountered something quite unexpected, for this part of the city had carefully manicured gardens and well-maintained buildings. This visual juxtaposition, reflecting the very different ideologies and political orders that had prevailed in the two sides of the city, proved to be a catalyst for the artist. Soon thereafter, he abandoned Cuba, settling first in Mexico and then Miami.

During the late 1980s, while still residing on the island, Novoa produced art that was in direct dialogue with “a certain type of power” (see Chapter 1). Like the art of many of the Cafeteros who established their reputations in Cuba, the work he created was linked directly to the political situation on the island and, in Novoa’s words, “served a social function.” Like many of his contemporaries—including Cafeteros Leandro Soto, Pedro Vizcaíno, Adriano Buergo, Israel León Viera, and Victor Caldée—Novoa adopted a postmodern, parodic, or satirical approach in his art in order to distance himself from the ruling, official ideology of the regime. He accomplished this (as did many artists of his generation) through the appropriation and reconstitution of socialist and communist imagery, national or patriotic symbols, and emblems from mass or folk culture and the popular media. Like Angela Valella, in particular, he referenced this imagery with the aim of trivializing and thereby demythologizing popular ideological iconography. As Gerardo Mosquera observes,

A guiding principle of the new art was to deconstruct mythologies by appropriating and carnivalesque their imagery, rhetoric and ceremonials in a critique of the mechanisms and representations of the state. Glexis Novoa, Carlos Rodríguez, and José Ángel Toirac are perhaps the best examples of the systematic deconstruction of institutional imagery. Novoa appropriated forms of official propaganda to execute paintings and gigantic installations that also included formal
references to Russian Constructivism and Futurism. At times these grandiose displays were abstract, seemingly a tribute to emptiness. Novoa painted huge texts, like those on propaganda billboards, in fake Cyrillic characters that could not be read. In this way, he pointed out the devaluation of meaning in discourses, ideas and orientations coming from the Eastern bloc. He also painted enormous semi-abstract pieces of commemorative architecture, totalitarian in style, and combined them in large installations. . . .

Though the geographical and political contexts in which he is now working have changed radically, and Novoa’s style has consequently altered, he continues to cultivate his investigation into the relationship between power and institutions, and his interest in architectural landscapes. “I am interested in space,” he comments:

it is how I induce the viewer, the spectator to enter [the work of art], and I keep leading you—the person I am inducing—to places with the details in my work. A transformation in the landscape takes place because when you get close and look at a detail in the landscape, the line of the horizon turns the space around; in the same manner when you get close to the landscape it increases in size, therefore, what is there becomes smaller. . . . you have to keep reacquainting yourself with the space, walking, glued to that wall where I spent a great deal of time drawing.23

Since his arrival in the United States in 1995, Novoa’s work has continued to evolve. Noteworthy among his more recent creations is a series of graphite urban landscapes rendered on flat stone surfaces such as marble. First inspired to attempt such a technique in Barcelona, where he was invited (by curator Iván de la Nuez) to participate in the group show *Inundaciones* at the Centro de Cultura Contemporánea, Novoa sketches with graphite pencils directly onto immense slabs of stone and then seals them with varnish. Sometimes the drawings are a product of his imagination, yet frequently the artist projects photographic images of familiar skylines and structures directly onto the surface of the marble. Novoa’s urban cityscapes are thus composed of a range of iconic buildings and monuments that obviously invoke different cultures and time periods, such as the Egyptian obelisks and the Great Pyramids at Giza, or the Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí’s famed cathedral La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona.

Once he has traced these images onto the stone, Novoa begins to morph them digitally into new and different structures, thereby combining both imaginary and actual architectural elements. He also invents entirely new forms and structures. He “defines” his skylines quite often against a uniform horizon that stretches across
the stone surface. Novoa, like Armando Tejuca, incorporates a range of visual techniques into this series, including Renaissance perspective and characteristics of seventeenth-century Flemish landscape painting. Its apocalyptic features thematically invoke the work of Albrecht Dürer and Hieronymus Bosch. From a distance, Novoa’s stone etchings (often inspired by dreams) resemble scrimshaw engravings or modern-day petroglyphs that allow viewers to glimpse an uncertain future.

“Although my work changed when I left Cuba,” Novoa observes,

I continued with landscapes . . . and this social theme. . . . I stayed with architecture . . . because it is a more universal language, much more universal, the language of buildings. . . . It is like the essence of what goes into buildings, the publicity that goes inside buildings, this political propaganda that goes inside buildings, or is stuck onto buildings or hung on buildings or at the end of a big plaza. The urban question was the grandiloquent expression, just like the one remade in Russia regarding Communism. It is like the Egyptians, like the Mexicans, who made all of this grandiloquent architecture that was the total or ultimate expression of their ideas, their power, of what they wanted to say. Of how we wanted, and how they wanted us to see them.54

It is abundantly clear that Novoa’s interest in the language and symbology of totalitarianism has extended to include all political ideologies manifest at the level of the institution. Post-guerra, Post-terrorism (2008), for example, renders an unchartered and chaotic future, and meditates on the corrosive effects of “civilization,” both past and present. Viewed from a distance, the work possesses a classical sense of order and beauty, with monochromatic tone creating a sense of tranquility and peace. Yet upon closer examination, one becomes aware that it actually depicts a state of utter confusion and upheaval. The synecdoctal repetition of iconic monuments and buildings in a surreal landscape—expressions of the ruling order’s claim to superiority—imply that over time human beings acquire power through the same means and employ the same symbols to represent their dominance over others and over the Earth. Novoa’s vision ultimately suggests that we are degenerating and slipping backwards rather than evolving.

When questioned about his choice of materials, Novoa insists that his attraction to marble is its “simple aesthetic quality.” Yet the fundamental nature of this material, coupled with its symbolic meaning, makes it a kind of dissonant counterpoint to his underlying concepts and themes. “Marble suggests the simplicity of life in the desert—of light, and sand, and few plants,” Novoa tells me. “It has the subtle beauty of the desert.” Nevertheless, I counter, marble is an organic material known for its strength and ability to endure the elements. In this sense, it
functions as a symbol of permanence or stability. Historically the stone slab or tablet has gained iconic value in various religious and mythological narratives. It often bears cryptic messages and guidelines that give divine sanction to human endeavors. In other instances, marble is quarried, cut, and polished for human use or purposes. Thus, we erect monuments to memorialize the lives and accomplishments of those held up as heroes, and sink headstones into the ground to ensure we are remembered. In response, Novoa points out that he intentionally attempts to work with the natural lines created by the veins in the stone rather than simply imposing the image. Moreover, he insists, he undercuts any suggestion of permanence and immortality by sketching with graphite—a media that can be easily erased. His choice of materials thus bespeaks simultaneously the ephemeral nature of art and human achievement, and the correspondent impulse to record and thereby make permanent.
CHAPTER SEVEN

The Trope of Displacement, the Disruption of Space

The identification of what is “near” with what is understandable, one’s own and familiar, and the identification with what is “distant” with what is not understood and alien—all of these things are couched in models of the world invested with distinctly spatial features.

JURIJ M. LOTMAN

Although the cafeteros’ art does not represent a unified aesthetic or a single artistic expression, and collectively they defy categorization, their visual thinking treats fundamentally the themes of loss and displacement. Given the political and historical contexts out of which their works arise, many explore linked subthemes, such as the role of the institution in oppressing the individual, the relationship between power and oppression, and the theme of physical or emotional entrapment. Some of these same themes surface in the work of the Cuban vanguardia artists. One can discern the “persistence of archetypal motifs or tropes of historical displacement,” Ricardo Pau-Llosa writes, “which emphasize the [related] themes of change, violence, alienation, uprooting, and the disruption of space.” And as he and others have observed, the realities of territorial dispossession and physical displacement have informed the Cuban imaginary from time immemorial. These realities have also fostered, for some, a perpetual sense of unbelonging that prompts an emotional and spiritual voyaging between identities and worlds. One of the possible responses to this existential condition is humor, as witnessed in the work of Victor Caldée.
VICTOR CALDÉE

Like Glexis Novoa, Victor Caldée worked within the tradition of Socialist Realist art while residing in Cuba. Originally trained as a drafter, Caldée was employed by the Ministry of Construction and then served in the military in Ethiopia as an illustrator. In 1982 he began studying architecture at the University of Havana and began painting official murals for the government. Many of the murals took up overtly political themes and were designed to “lift the spirits” of young people. As a hobby, Caldée began sketching caricatures, following in what Gerardo Mosquera suggests is a Cuban tradition in which “humour, appropriation and deconstruction go hand in hand.” The caricatures that Caldée has produced both on the island and as part of the diaspora are visual manifestations of choteo and bonche (a humorous exchange that is akin to “the dozens”), as seen in his humorous ink drawing El diálogo (2008). Although they poke fun at the deplorable living conditions in Cuba, their satirical messages remain disguised.

In August 1994, Caldée decided to abandon Cuba. No longer willing to countenance the island’s economic conditions, he set out on a balsa, or raft, with nineteen other people. Soon after departing, they were caught and promptly sent to Guantánamo, where Caldée spent a little over a year. Upon his arrival at Guantánamo, Caldée began a newspaper titled ¿Qué pasa? and honed his skills as a caricaturist.
and newspaper humorist. “In Guantanamo,” he recalls, “I could express myself freely for the first time. I was painting like crazy on everything that I could get my hands on—bed sheets and cardboard—anything at all.” Caldée sought to capture what he describes as *lo cotidiano*, or everyday life in the camp, and to satirize subjects such as immigration. His stay in Guantanamo also provided a period of transition that enabled him eventually to adapt more easily to life in the United States. “I had a false image of the U.S.,” he recalls, “which was based on the official version that the Cuban government gave us. We had access to all kinds of information in the camp, as well as the media, so my ideas about the United States changed.”

Caldée moved to Phoenix, Arizona, in 1995 and began seeking work as a commercial artist. In the interim, he freelanced as a caricaturist for several local newspapers. Most of the caricatures that have appeared in newspapers such as the *Arizona Republic* treat local themes and satirize subjects typical to Arizona, such as the intense heat of the desert. Many of his early commissions were murals visibly inspired by the famed Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, as well as the Cuban masters Eduardo Abela and Mario Carreño. Though a number were commissioned by restaurant and business owners as well as individuals, Caldée was asked to create two murals for Chicanos por la Causa, a local community group whose goal is to assist underserved youth in the barrio. One such mural, *Chavez vive* (*Chavez Lives* [2003]), features a larger-than-life image of Cesar Chavez looming above a crowd of immigrants and farmworkers. Four identical men shout out in unison, while carrying a banner with Chavez's signature slogan, “*Sí se puede!*” (Yes we can). At the forefront of the mural is a young man studiously reading a pamphlet.

As Caldée points out, he arrived in the United States with the “ideological training” to conceive of and create these murals. Though he continues to work as a caricaturist (and has maintained his marvelous sense of humor in the process), he dedicates a portion of his time to art that reflects his commitment to social activism. “Murals such as *Chavez vive*, *El sueño de Martin Luther King* (The Dream of Martin Luther King [2007]), and the mural of Martin Luther King and Barack Obama that I am currently working on intend to be educational and inspirational,” he notes. Reminiscent of the murals painted during the Chicano Movement, they put into relief a host of social problems, aim to instill a sense of pride in the community, and celebrate that community’s history and triumphs. “These murals serve a social function,” Caldée adds, “but their message does not contain the same propaganda as the murals I created in Cuba.”

In some respects, Caldée’s social art falls loosely in the tradition of contemporary Chicana artists such as Judy Baca, who is widely recognized for her community-based mural creations. In reference to *Memoria de nuestra tierra*, a mural created
for the University of Southern California, Baca says, “The face of Chicano art has been molded by social and political struggle and its beauty emanates from the human drama of history. The face has often been a longstanding icon in Mexicano-Chicano art. . . . In Latino cultures, the mural has presented the most visible face of public art. This medium develops out of the great muralist movement in Mexico and out of the volatile concourse of the street.” Like Baca’s art, Caldée’s murals bring attention to an inspiring history. They explore the relationship of a people to the land, and recall their struggle for civil rights and equality.

PEDRO VIZCAÍNO

Pedro Vizcaíno established his career in Cuba as a prominent member of Arte Calle (see Chapter 1). Influenced by artists such as Frank Stella, Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Keith Haring, and Willem de Kooning, Vizcaíno produced work that reflected the impulses of many of the artists of the 1980s and was, in his words, “purely aesthetic play, ironic, and approaching bad-painting.” According to Gerardo Mosquera,

With [the Cuban] artist Flavio Garciandía came the legitimization of an entire aesthetics of “bad taste,” evolving from the “garish” baroque style of popular home and festive decorations. This was a recovery—not devoid of humour—of some stereotypes, especially of the abstract ornamentation used in both spontaneous decorations and professional work for market stalls, fabrics, carnival floats and so on. These discredited motifs were used by artists [such as Vizcaíno] in an ironic reworking that highlighted their aesthetic potential for the “cultured” sensibility.

Mosquera adds that “Garciandía later used these motifs in his ironic treatment of symbols of communism,” in the same way that Vizcaíno uses them to critique and satirize, first, systems of repression in Cuba, and consequently industrialization, consumerism, and all forms of institutional power.

Vizcaíno traveled to Mexico in 1992 on a grant he received from Raquel Tibol. There he continued to produce parodic “low” art, which was a synthesis of the work he created in Cuba. According to the artist, Mexico introduced him to “an alternative lifestyle”—an “alternative reality”—and the work of the Mexican muralists resonated with his own artistic sensibilities. Yet it was Vizcaíno’s first experience in New York City that permanently changed his vision of art as he became increasingly influenced by “the culture of comic strips.” “Themes like stress, filth,
the violence of a big city presented themselves,” Vizcaíno writes, “a mix of comics and paint. My colors were yellow and black.” “Cartoons and comics,” he observes, “function as postmodern metaphors, illustrating the breach and the tension between reality and unreality.”

New York City left a deep and permanent impression on Vizcaíno. His work became increasingly reflective, and he began to treat more expansive subjects and themes such as violence, war, and the acquisition of power. “I began to invert symbols in U.S. pop culture such as Mickey Mouse and Dick Tracy,” Vizcaíno observes, “thereby creating a grotesque, ironic, and burlesque-like effect.”

Hearkening back to his experience of deprivation in Cuba, where he had been compelled to improvise and invent due to the lack of available materials, Vizcaíno gradually began to depict three-dimensional, dystopian, and “grotesque” cartoons on discarded cardboard boxes, paper shopping bags, and various types of packing materials (all available at the supermarket where he worked in the evenings).

Though he does not categorize his art as postindustrial, Vizcaíno does acknowledge that the material itself functions as a metaphor for pop culture, suggesting that ours is a throwaway society in which even human life is disposable (see the discussion of postindustrial art in Chapter 2). Anthropomorphized killing machines such as tanks and helicopters, airplanes and guns, coupled with a host of other urban symbols such as taxis and cell phones, guns and cars, bespeak what Vizcaíno refers to as “the terrible and wonderful aspects of the modern age. . . . My paintings and drawings are lyrical battlefields.” Although these symbols are culturally and historically specific, they reflect Vizcaíno’s interest in the connection between local and global violence. Though many of these works are at first glance playful and whimsical, paintings such as Airplane (2005) provide an unsettling vision of the present and the future, implying that human nature has become desensitized and mechanical.

Echoing Cafetero Nelson García Miranda’s thoughts regarding the struggle between order and chaos, eroticism and control, Vizcaíno writes,

These are the emblems of a society that has gone mad—where destruction and chaos is eminent in the midst of the creative and the whimsical or child-like innocence. The taxi represents the frenetic movement of the city, as does the airplane, a symbol of movement and speed and migration. The gun denotes violence in relation to gangs and war; and the tank functions as a metaphor against the war and to oppose the anti-human character of weapons. The cell phone and the car are status symbols and denounce consumerism or the psychology that a man is the car he drives.”

Vizcaíno’s whimsical and sometimes frenetic, childlike scribblings—rendered in explosive colors and frequently done in crayon—represent his claim that “children often have the solutions” that elude adults. “My intention...is to bring myself closer to a vision of human beings through their objects,” the artist comments. “I break the cardboard box and expose the texture as a metaphorical way of opening the lessons that provoke the work.” Reminiscent of García Miranda’s paintings and Gleix Novoa’s etchings, Vizcaíno’s harrowing urban landscapes evoke the coexistence of the innocent and the terrible, and speak to the human capacity to destroy and create—antithetical impulses that are often impossible to separate and sometimes spring from the same source. The artist reflects, “I create imploded stages, of a concentrated energy, stages where the good and the bad collide, life and death, the impact of technology on our humanity.”

“...an expression, there is a fascination and a hatred for the culture of the masses, for the coldness of postmodernity.”

JOAQUÍN GONZÁLEZ

Like Gleix Novoa and Angela Valella (see Chapter 4), Joaquín González also takes up the dual themes of entrapment and the role of the institution. He often represents these themes with architectural configurations such as open and closed labyrinths, spirals, and closed horseshoe shapes. In 1998 González relocated from Spain to Miami, where in 1999 he founded the graphic arts workshop Margon. While illustrating and overseeing the production of several art books, including Lucia Ballester’s Poemas domésticos and José Ángel Valente’s Tres lecciones de tinieblas (illustrated by Baruj Salinas), González began his Inquisition series. Depicting an array of objects used to torture innocent victims during the Spanish Inquisition, these works suggest the link between past and present, and the manner in which violence permeates contemporary society at both the institutional and the private levels.

The themes of non-communication and violence that fundamentally inform the prints in this series reappear in González’s most recent creations. Reflecting his disillusion since arriving in the United States, González began to explore the theme of concealment, especially in respect to hiding one’s true emotions. As previously discussed (see Chapter 4), many of these early prints portray pairs of identical human heads in silhouette, turned in opposite directions, thus suggesting, on the one hand, their unwillingness to communicate. However, the symmetrical manner in which the twin heads are placed on the page resembles a Rorschach print or inkblot, and thereby suggests the attendant themes of psychological dualism, internal fragmentation, and schism.
Although González insists that his recent work has become increasingly concerned with what he characterizes as “universal themes” regarding human behavior, much of his art continues to treat subjects dealing with oppression, torture, and brainwashing. Several works investigate the individual’s inability to circumvent the institution. In the same vein, a number of them treat the theme of love or human relationships; some include traditional symbols such as hearts and architectural elements such as homes, but others depict objects that can be implemented for sadomasochistic purposes (many of which first appeared in the *Inquisition* series). By juxtaposing these images, González implies the problematic relationship among love, violence, and power.

Other works depict sinister masked figures, suggesting how individuals can lose their sense of self, and perhaps their humanity, when faced with institutions that are fundamentally violent and totalitarian. González insists that he has absorbed and integrated into his art elements from the various cultures to which he has been exposed. Although he planted roots in several of the places where he has lived since leaving Cuba, he admits that fundamental aspects of his own personal experience and his cultural heritage persist in his work.
Regarded as a member of the Miami Generation, María Brito has used sculptures, paintings, and installations to meditate upon what Ricardo Pau-Llosa terms “the enigma of the unconscious.” Her multimedia installation Merely a Player, for example, a labyrinthine structure of interconnected rooms and corridors containing imagery drawn primarily from her childhood, is, in the artist’s words, “an architectural metaphor for the psyche,” which is simultaneously displaced and culturally bifurcated. It relates, she says, “to the various stages of life, existential change and transformation.” In this sense, Brito’s installations, through which she aims to create “a controlled environment,” represent the “spatiality of the unconscious” (to borrow Pau-Llosa’s term)—a psychogeography that renegotiates the relationship between the corporeal and the abstract, the empirical and the invisible, the concrete and the immaterial.

Born in 1947 into a middle-class family in the Havana neighborhood of La Víbora, Brito enjoyed a relatively privileged and sheltered childhood. Largely protected from the turbulence that surrounded her, Brito’s world was shattered in 1961 when her parents sent her off the island with her brother as part of Operation Peter Pan.

Although the family experienced discrimination after moving to the Jim Crow South, Brito’s parents made a concerted effort to shield her from the harsh realities of life in exile. She was cushioned, moreover, by a social enclave consisting primarily of Cubans. Yet Brito’s childhood was restrictive, she says, and she was acutely aware of the discrepancies between her own traditional upbringing and the gradual transition in women’s roles in the wake of the civil rights movement and the burgeoning women’s movement. As a teenager, Brito rebelled by becoming obsessed with her weight and refusing to eat, eventually becoming anorexic. Though it was ultimately a self-destructive impulse, the artist tells me, being thin represented at some unconscious level a mode of self-control that had been denied to her throughout her life. Nevertheless, she submitted to the social role she was expected to fulfill and married at the age of nineteen. She had her first child soon thereafter.

Following the birth of her second child, Brito decided to enroll in a ceramics course. It was there that she discovered her artistic ability. “My experience with clay changed my life,” she recalls. For the first time, Brito was free to express herself without censure and create works directly related to her life. “Whatever I was making had a connection with my inner self,” she adds. “The clay enabled me to impart something of my own being. Working with clay was cathartic in many ways, but it was also an act of exorcism.” Having children had also stirred up
feelings about her own childhood. Like Laura Luna and Anita Guerra, the birth of Brito’s sons prompted the artist to reach back into her childhood and explore her unresolved feelings of displacement.

Largely free of external influences, Brito began developing an extensive symbolic vocabulary reflecting, in part, her interest in religion and spirituality. Some of her later work overtly addresses political and social issues, such as the installation *Pero sin amor* (But Without Love [1999]), inspired by “the many who have been lost, or continue to be lost in their search for a better life.” Yet much of the art that Brito produced in the early 1980s dealt with themes of physical and emotional repression, duality, and duplicity. Though the artist does not self-identify as a feminist, her work—like that of Laura Luna, Ana María Sarlat, and Angela Valella—inadvertently lends itself to a critique of the oppressive social roles imposed on women. “My intention,” she tells me, “has always been to dwell on those intangibles such as fear, psychological and/or physical repression, et cetera as universally experienced by all, regardless of gender.”

Highlighting these themes, several of her installations feature narrow cribs in confined architectural spaces. In the same vein, Brito (like Leandro Soto) often incorporates masks into her work, suggesting the dualistic relationship between the inner self and the public self. Although art historians and critics have contextualized her work in relation to various historical periods or art movements, and she has been compared to artists such as Frida Kahlo, Brito insists that her creations are not derivative or inspired by outside influences. On the contrary, she explains, they are instinctive, highly personal, subjective, and driven by emotion rather than some external agenda.

Although a dimension of her work is personal and autobiographical, Brito’s gaze always remains outward. As Lynette Bosch observes, “[her] work is focused on representing internal and external states of mind and the roles individuals are forced to play as they seek to perform the various roles assigned to them by family, culture, and society”; Bosch emphasizes “the reconfiguration of identity” and “the recontextualization of signs of identity” in Brito’s art, as well as what she refers to as the “additive” nature of the artist’s paintings and installations (referring to Brito’s incorporation of photography as well as found or random objects into her three-dimensional work). Bosch interprets these themes and impulses as a process analogous to the idea of negotiating identity in the context of exile—a challenge that many diasporic Cubans face. Although Brito entertains this possibility, she has insisted on many occasions that she leaves Cuba “out of the studio” when she works. She concedes that her past inevitably influences her work (if even unconsciously) and that she continues to long for Cuba, but she insists that her paintings and sculptures speak to experiences that go beyond the personal.
María Brito, John Torrington (1997)
Though her childhood experiences in Cuba and her feelings regarding exile indisputably take visual form in her art, Brito’s perennial themes are psychological entrapment, fear, isolation, and injustice. In the artist’s words, “they are universal and shared human emotions and experiences.” Her painting of the adventurer John Torrington (1997) provides a chilling example. Rendered on tempered masonite and glass in somber, monochromatic tones, the human form, which rests in a casket, is fragmented and, at first glance, androgynous. Although his body has been frozen in time, one senses Torrington’s anguish or pain from the grimace on his face and his tensed fingers and shoulders. His elbows and wrists are bound to his sides, and his head is wrapped in cloth. This suggestion of bondage echoes in Torrington’s black and gray striped shirt and loose, dark workpants, which remind one of prison garb or the uniform issued to inmates in concentration camps. His parted mouth twists into a curve, revealing intact yet decaying teeth. Jagged shards of glass, which overlay the painting and further emphasize the theme of burial, mirror this detail. The effect is visceral and disturbing. Though the painting clearly references the explorer, it serves simultaneously as a comment on the human condition.

Brito’s recent work, which recalls that of Joaquín González, expands on her earlier explorations of the interlinked themes of bondage, violence, brainwashing, repression, and gender. In *Feed* (2001), a female child lays supine on a wooden plank. She is wearing a dark green velvet dress with a lace collar and black dress shoes. She stares at the viewer, apparently undaunted by the intravenous tube that feeds some unknown fluid into her veins from a bottle containing the image of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from Paradise, inspired by a small detail of Fra Angelico’s *The Annunciation*. It is an eerie juxtaposition of constraint and complicity. Recalling the young girls dressed in their Sunday best making offerings to the image of José Martí in Angela Valella’s *Disciplina civil*, the child in Brito’s painting dons the garb and demeanor of a “proper” middle-class girl. The artist’s intention, she says, was to comment directly upon “the tainting of children’s innocence when the idea of sin is introduced in early life.” Though she is prone, the girl pulls her dress out at the hem with her free hand as though attempting to curtsy to the viewer. The tranquil expression on her face belies the horror intimated by the setting, as well as her circumstances.

In *Harvester* (2002), a two-dimensional work composed of two separate components, Brito has depicted a woman concealing herself behind a cream-colored towel. She is positioned, or has positioned herself, in front of a tangle of dry vegetation and a profusion of roots. Two disembodied hands are suspended above her head. One holds a pair of sharp scissors poised for cutting, and the other grasps...
her hair. The tense expression on the woman’s face, a combination of surprise and suspicion, coupled with her tightly clenched fists, suggests she has been caught unaware. Like the little girl depicted in *Feed*, her emotions are unclear regarding whether she is frightened by her circumstances or alarmed that she has been discovered. In Brito’s words, “Her expression is one of pride and resignation—with a bit of defiance also in the mix—as she experiences unforeseen, detrimental circumstances that she cannot control. She has no choice but to proudly accept what life is handing her, unlike the little girl in *Feed*, who, because of her innocence, does not realize what is being done to her.”

The collision of what are traditionally regarded as feminine images in *Harvester*—such as the embroidered roses and the woman’s long, golden hair—with the menacing scissors heightens the overall effect of the painting, for together they imply a kind of unspeakable violence.

In the wake of 9/11 and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, Brito’s most recent creations are increasingly preoccupied with the external forces bearing down on
and oppressing individuals. While reading about the work of Francisco Goya, she became increasingly interested in what she describes as “the negative aspects of human nature” that have remained constant throughout the ages. Brito’s attention was caught in particular by Los caprichos—a series of eighty Goya engravings that were published in Spain during a period of intense social and economic crisis. Part of what attracted her was the idea that they satirically examine human behavior, “especially as it relates to superstition, power, and abuse.” In their total effect, they clearly reveal Goya’s “disdain for the ignorant and the frivolous,” or “self-indulgent,” as well as his distrust of institutional authority.

Inspired by the contemporary nature of Goya’s commentaries on the human condition—a subject of Brito’s work for some time—she began a series of clay figures titled Las Goyescas. Considered within her own historical period, Brito’s sculptures highlight the perennial aspects of human character and behavior depicted in Goya’s etchings. “I was inspired by Goya’s satire,” she observes, “and struck by the realization that his commentaries about human nature are as true and relevant today as they were during his time.” She selected which etchings to re-create based on the particular issue or subject explored and the three-dimensional quality of the etched characters. “I am beginning to focus on the ugly aspects of human relationships. For the first time,” Brito tells me after a long pause, “I am seeing the world as it is.”

Sergio García examines the themes of fragmentation, duality, and despair using a painful and sometimes brutal pictorial vocabulary. Unlike Brito, however, he consciously investigates the “psychological, social, and emotional turmoil of life in exile” and the “anguish” involved in confronting oblivion, sanity, and others’ facades. Intentionally naive, García’s methodology is ritualistic. It suggests a process of what critic Tony Morales refers to as “unbridled, masochistic repudiation” and, in the artist’s view, “purification,” made visible in works such as Demolition-Man and Zombie-Man (both 2003).

García begins each piece by placing an unstretched canvas on the floor of his studio, and then staining and splashing it with paint and various other substances, such as ashes. “I never know where the canvas will take me,” he admits. “I never do any preplanning. I just follow my instincts,” which sometimes includes spitting on the canvas. García then hangs the canvas on the wall and begins to paint in earnest. He often concludes by slashing the canvas with a knife and then stitching it back together, before signing off with a ritual handprint. García tells me that, for him, “Cutting and stitching the canvas represents a kind of psychic healing.”
In the artist’s statement that he wrote for his solo exhibit Transtorment (lab6 and PS 742, Miami, October 18–24, 2001), he explains,

While eliciting excitement and passion, I seek to disturb and awaken the animal part within me, as well as human nature. My work results in profound introspection and vigorous investigation of personal demons and their expressionist realities. This leads to personal anguish and love, not only of the act of living, but of life as it is. . . . I slash the canvas and penetrate it, thereby expressing torment. But the narrative component has been suppressed and thus the structure strengthens itself as images find themselves. The dagger is not merely an icon; it transcends itself, becoming not just an ingenious element, but a vehicle for analysis as I confront significant personal issues again and again. The cuts on the canvas are fleshlike wounds; they are a vehicle to explore the nature of cleansing. This body of work brings into focus my insistence upon a figurative presence that can allow me to reveal my innocence through the sweet tenderness of self-inflicted violence. The figures are like creatures condemned to self destruction. My work comes to life neither to be self satisfactory, nor to play a role in the world of the arts. I simply plunge into the unknown. . . .

Although García’s work “triggers a certain despair” for some of his viewers, while others regard it as “self-destructive,” it is performative in that it acts out violence and psychological release. Though it has its own particularity, and in this sense personalizes the canvas with what García terms the mark of “authorship before revolt,” the handprints that appear like monikers on his canvasses link the artist with others who are undergoing the same struggle. “Sergio García,” Alfredo Triff observes, “explores the void at the core of the contemporary individual, which Michel Leiris—when talking about Francis Bacon—referred to as ‘the scars of consciousness.’”

In García’s haunting, phallic iconography, knives, scissors, and nails are recurring symbols. His expressionist canvases explode with energy and tension, bright splashes of color, and uneven, nervous strokes. They are peopled with faceless and fragmented figures, silhouetted outlines of gender-neutral human forms which suggest (as do Joaquín González’s prints and María Brito’s paintings and installations) the tenuous boundaries between the inner and outer selves, between rationality and insanity. García’s interest is not in highlighting the form of the body in any realistic manner. Rather, he invokes the familiar by rendering the contours of a head, the outline of a human form. “Shape,” Ricardo Pau-Llosa tells us, “is the emblem of familiarity, the instantly decoded denotation of forms which are the common words of visual thought.” “[Figurative forms] evoke one of the
basic tenets of the human condition,” comments Brian A. Dursum—“that is, we are trapped within the shell (or lines) we call our body and are essentially solitary creatures.”

Entirely self-taught but influenced by the art of Jean Dubuffet and the neo-expressionist painters Francesco Clemente and Jean Michel Basquiat, García admits that he struggles with personal demons. He addresses the violences of everyday life, including their relationship to thwarted or disappointed love—a fascination that he shares with Pedro Vizcaino and Joaquín González. In constant dialogue with his past, he regards most of his work as self-portraiture. Nevertheless, he strives simultaneously to touch upon more “universal” themes that speak to an existential condition and unchecked passions, obsessions, and fears. According to critic Tony Morales, “[Sergio Garcia’s art] reminds the viewer of the basic ‘aloneness’ of man, and the elements that affect it. . . Often, sketch-like figures emerge from the raw canvases simply hung with nails, torn and stitched to convey, symbolically, the lifetime of damages to human awareness that leaves visible scars.”

ADRIANO BUEYRO

Before joining Puré (see Chapter 1), Adriano Buergo’s primary artistic interest lay in reflecting upon human behavior and everyday life. Many of the works he produced during the late 1970s and early 1980s reveal the influence of popular art and graffiti, and focus on questions regarding the relationship of the vernacular with the formal aesthetics of art. In his words, they represented “a more outward gaze.” As part of Puré, Buergo reveled in the freedom and spontaneity of collaborating with his colleagues. “Puré represented a break from the strict training we had received at San Alejandro,” he recalls. “After joining the group, I continued to develop themes that were relevant and pertained to ordinary people.”

Buergo’s work became increasingly personal and self-reflective following the dissolution of Puré. On the surface, however, it spoke to the effort of Cubans to survive and inventar, or creatively “make do,” in the face of severe shortages. His Roto series (1988–1991), which features a host of commonplace objects, including fans and mason jars, touches specifically on these social and existential themes and also meditates on the creative process itself. Informed by an underlying sense of irony and satire, drawings such as Roto with Wings (Broken with Wings [1990]) explore the tension between high and low art, and fundamentally question what even qualifies as art. At the same time, they point to the desperate economic conditions in Cuba symbolized by the pre-1959 cars that line the streets of Havana or the GE appliances, for example, that are repaired and re-repaired in an effort to extend their operating lives. Other works juxtapose symbolic objects such as the fan with
kerosene lamps or glasses of water. The lamp references the continuous blackouts across the island, Buergo points out, and the glass of water signifies espiritismo, or spiritualism, and thereby alludes to the frequently contradictory connection between the secular and the sacred.

By 1991, Buergo and his wife, Ana Albertina Delgado, were “desperate” to leave the island. “When we arrived in Mexico in 1991,” he tells me, “I found myself in an entirely new and unfamiliar context. I decided to abandon social themes in my art; my work became more experimental, abstract, and formalist.” Inspired by Adriano Buergo, *Roto with Wings* (1990). In the collection of Nina Menocal.
contemporary artists such as Jasper Johns, Buergo began to explore various forms with more freedom, and his interest shifted to what he describes as “the visual language of art.”

Much of the work that Buergo has produced in the United States since his arrival in 1993 continues to emphasize the formal, rather than aesthetic, aspects of art and stresses texture and color. Though many of these paintings clearly possess an abstract quality, they include a host of identifiable symbolic objects drawn from his past body of work. “The abstract,” Adriano Buergo tells me, “functions as a positive way to conceptualize identity. In Cuba, I was obliged to focus on more political themes that dealt with the social reality. I would characterize this as the ‘rational phase’ of my work. When I arrived in the United States, I had to find my own voice for the first time.”

Buergo’s recent paintings tend to include more brilliant colors, and, in the artist’s view, they represent a state of emotion, nostalgia, and memory—“a feeling of happiness that includes a tragic and dramatic reality” that was the result in some measure of his return trip to Cuba in 2002. “It’s true,” Buergo affirms:
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I have taken on other themes and have experimented within a more formal visual language. However, the contents related with my experience in Cuba and its actualization and more universal sentiment have always remained present in my work, especially as seen through the Roto series. I think this is like a battle that coexists within me, between a past that continues to reappear in the present against a dream that wants to project itself into a future that is more immediately mine.18

ISRAEL LEÓN VIERA

Originally trained in silkscreen at the René Portocarrero workshop in Havana, Israel León Viera, like many of the Cafeteros, uses his art as “a refuge” to explore the relationship between art and beauty. “I was very melancholic as a child,” he recalls, so painting became my outlet and gave me a direction. In the early 1960s my father urged me to attend Olga Alonso, an art school in Santa Clara. That is where I began studying art. There was a lot of repression in school—ideological pressure. I was individualistic and a bit antisocial, therefore I was regarded as dissident and was consequently penalized. Nevertheless, I always found refuge in my art.19

In 1990, Manolo Rivero (who assisted scores of Cuban artists wishing to leave the island) invited León Viera to exhibit his art at Rivero’s gallery in Mérida, Yucatán. The artist accepted the invitation and left his native Cuba, never to return. After spending almost two years in Mexico City and a third year in Barcelona, León Viera returned to Mérida, where he settled and started a silkscreening workshop with a group of Cubans and Yucatecans. As he adjusted to his “new reality,” silkscreening became a kind of anchor amid the turmoil of adjusting to life in exile. It represented something familiar, something that he could count on. In 1995, León Viera closed the workshop, due in part to the crisis Mexico was experiencing under President Carlos Salinas de Gortari. It was at that juncture that he began focusing all of his energy on painting.

Inspired by Lucian Freud, León Viera continued to work on a series of self-portraits titled Semblanzas (Semblances), which he had begun in 1983 while still residing in Cuba.20 Those early self-portraits captured his internal sense of melancholia, he says, yet connected him to the struggle of others. In 1999, at a solo exhibition titled Arroz con mango (Rice with Mango), presented at the Centro Cultural Olímpo in Mérida, he premiered an eclectic sampling of his works.21 Among them were several self-portraits from the Semblanzas series and selections from his Escalera
(Stairs) series—cubist depictions of detached, seemingly floating staircases that lead to nowhere in particular. These paintings double, he says, as “altars to art” and feature what he calls “appropriated Magrittean-Yucatecan” skies, as well as familiar images such as the papaya, the palm leaf, and Spanish colonial tiled floors.

Influenced by Flavio Garciandía, his mentor at La Escuela Nacional de Arte in Havana, León Viera adorns his altars with a host of iconic images and kitschy elements from contemporary urban popular culture, including the papaya and the cisne (swan), which appear throughout the Caribbean. He frequently includes everyday objects drawn from his present and past environments, such as combs and scissors, cubist espresso pots, and assorted boots, shoes, and tires. “Café and cafeteras,” León Viera comments, “represent an element that is always associated with Cubans. Combs and scissors have to do with la belleza, or beauty. They suggest the beautiful in the ordinary, as well as the ways in which we attempt to beautify ourselves.”
Like Garciandía, León Viera places *picúo* (popular, as opposed to bourgeois, kitsch) in the context of art.42 “Kitsch,” Luis Camnitzer writes, “was introduced into Cuba early on.” It filled a cultural void left by colonialism, and in this sense functioned as “a form of affectation used to overcome [this] cultural gap.”43 In Garciandía’s work kitsch represents “an acceptance of the vernacular,” according to Camnitzer, who goes on to note the artist’s focus on “morphological issues.” He “synthesized kitsch stereotypes with political symbols . . . [and] purposely appropriated elements from the repertoire of the early twentieth-century avant-garde, trying to do so imitating the semi-ignorant manner in which Picasso appropriated elements from African objects.”44 In Garciandía’s words, “I parody conceptualism, tautological statements, etc.” In this manner he engages in “a novel anti-colonial battle [which] uses the dynamic provided by the inertia of . . . [a] traditional view of aesthetics.”45

Garciandía’s and León Viera’s work places symbols in counterpoint with emblematic elements from what has become an almost cliché repertoire of modernist artists such as Pablo Picasso, René Magritte, Giorgio de Chirico, and Marcel Duchamp. As Nicolas Bourriaud points out, Picasso never attempted to conceal his sources as he “pillaged” from other cultures and pasts; he “set the pattern for a modernist approach to using art history. . . . [His] approach to recycling, this use of forms means, in effect, appealing to history, resurrecting it, and in so doing tracing a line from the resultant product to its historical model or models.”46 Although both artists raise perennial questions regarding the raison d’être of art, as well as challenge the relationship between the high and the low, León Viera—like Cafeteros Jorge Arango, Gloria Lorenzo, and Adriano Buergo—explores art’s relationship to the beautiful and the commonplace; yet like Angela Valella and Glexis Novoa, he uses these “ready-made” signs and images in a satirical manner. “I have always been attracted to the popular and the vernacular,” he comments,

perhaps because I am essentially a self-taught painter, or maybe it is a result of my upbringing. We lived in the country, surrounded by nature. My parents were not very interested in culture. But one of my uncles inspired me. He was involved in theater. He had a lot of books and painted idyllic and naive works.

I appropriate naive images and transform them into “high art” in a satirical fashion that represents a bit of *choteo* [humorous, satirical bantering]. The tension between the external—the things we see on the street—and the internal, or that which is closed off to others, is always present in my work. There is always a kind of formal play between the concept and the form.47
Israel León Viera, *Picasso con cafetera cubista* (1999)
As discussed earlier, León Viera’s “borrowing” of cultural elements is less an act of appropriation as it is understood in the traditional sense, and more an instance of “cultural use” as Bourriaud defines the term, for neither the artist nor the objects are “masked.” On the contrary, they are emphasized with the aim of satirizing. On the contrary, they are emphasized with the aim of satirizing.

Reminiscent of the work of Raúl Villarreal, many of León Viera’s symbols reappear in metonymic fashion throughout his paintings. Working in triptychs and diptychs, he creates an effect particular to silkscreening, which metaphorically suggests the rhythmic repetition of a culture in transit, a culture “repeating” itself in the act of transformation.

In gestural and playful paintings such as *Picasso y la cafetera cubista* (Picasso and the Cubist Coffee Pot [1999]), everyday objects are elevated to the status of symbol and transformed into iconic cultural emblems of the collective consciousness or memory. “I also include obvious references to painters such as Picasso,” León Viera points out, “because he is a symbol of modernism. He and others are the santos [saints] that inform the works, but I, like Flavio, am also parodying Picasso and desacralizing him by placing him on the same altar with these ordinary objects—objects that have currency in popular culture, the culture of the ordinary person and the poor.”

As art critic José Luis Rodríguez de Armas (Chino) observes, León Viera’s work “incites speculation about antecedents; one begins to unravel the fabric of cultural references.” The artist, he says, mixes “things from here with things from there; past, sacralized cultural references with that which is present, trivial, ephemeral, anonymous, and ‘whose permanence remains to be seen.’ . . . The deconstructionist attitude of detonating the expressive core of borrowed artwork, recontextualizing it and having it hold another type of dialogue with its others.

**YOVANI BAUTA**

An early influence on painter Yovani Bauti was his mentor and teacher Antonia Eiriz, a member of the 1950s Cuban abstract expressionist group Los Once. He was also inspired by Francis Bacon’s claim that painting is not meant to be decorative but, rather, illustrative of some aspect of human life. Bauta explores in painful and expressive brushstrokes the individual’s confrontation with the prospect of his own cultural and physical mortality. While residing in Cuba, he painted “realist” portraits based on photographs of Cuban heroes. Discouraged by the government’s limitations on the creative process, Bauta gave up painting altogether, relocated to Havana from his native Matanzas, and began practicing law in 1978.
Yovani Bauta, *Emcee* (2001)
After a seven-year hiatus, Bauta took up his palette once again and began a series of paintings titled Columnas (Columns), which took as their subject “the misery of the streets.” Rendered in black and white, these urban landscapes feature a series of fragmented and fractured columns, thereby creating an allegorical language for the existential, diasporic condition of rupture and dislocation. Inviting a comparison with the work of Glexis Novoa, they reference classical culture, yet function simultaneously as iconic metonyms representing a certain type of power that transforms over time yet maintains a common element in a host of transnational contexts. They are also visual references to Havana, a city that Cuban writer Alejo Carpentier calls “la ciudad de columnas” (the city of columns). As Bauta points out, columns intentionally draw a visual parallel between the demise of classical culture and the fragmentation of Cuba’s colonial and postcolonial power structures.

In 1992 Bauta was invited to exhibit his work in the Canary Islands by two Spanish senators visiting Cuba. In October he left the island for Spain, never to return. He accepted another invitation to exhibit his work in New York City in April 1993, and soon thereafter he moved to Miami. There he underwent a sustained period of delayed, post-traumatic mourning for his native land and for the loss of both his mother and his partner. Like Rafael López Ramos and Adriano Buergo, Bauta experienced a period of great turmoil in exile. “I lost my way,” he recalls, “and my painting was abstract and unfocused.”

Functioning as a kind of negation of concrete referents, abstraction for Bauta became a way of responding to the realities of loss and nostalgia. Over time he began to search for a new form to express his feelings more clearly. “I began thinking about my grandmother’s coffeemaker,” Bauta tells me. “It was a blue enamel coffee pot with yellow flowers. She used to store her brown sugar in this cafetera. It reminded me of other objects from my childhood, so I began to paint a series of expressionist coffee pots. These paintings eventually became a source of inspiration for CAFÉ.” (The painting of Bauta’s grandmother’s cafetera serves as the frontispiece for this book.)

Gestural and playful, Bauta’s cafeteras—his totems to nostalgia—soon began to morph into human forms and gradually evolved into the artist’s latest series, Beyond the Peel, which he began in 2000. Visually reminiscent of his columns paintings, works such as Emcee (2001) feature the fragmented contours of dying human forms. Many appear to be raw and skinless. Even the colors with which they are rendered lack precision as reds bleed into blacks, and blacks into blues. Not unlike Sergio García, Bauta’s interest is not in highlighting the geometric characteristics of the body in any realistic manner, though one nevertheless perceives a familiar analogy. Rather, the viewer is confronted by the anguish and the psychic pain...
caused by the human condition, the “torn limits of a man who somehow reflects on the agony in which he is immersed,” and the violence and tragedy of exile. Although the contours of Bauta’s human forms are tenuous, they remain upright and vertical, thereby suggesting defiance in the face of mortality and loss.

Bauta’s recent series, The Walls, which are, in his words, “political, iconic, and direct,” depicts torsos with their backs turned toward the viewer. As Tony Morales observes, these faceless figures depart from “traditional depictions of . . . social suffering.” They are “compositionally and stylistically indebted to the classical tradition” in that they “emerge from the ruins of [a] past” that invokes Bauta’s place as an artist within a larger tradition of Cuban art as well as his own personal experience. In paintings such as Figura enigmática the lack of physiological features endows these works with a timeless quality that suggests the shared quality of the condition they bespeak.

Despite their isolation and fragmentation, these figures are living forms that defy liminality in their vibrancy and strength. Akin to Ana María Sarlat’s Torsos series, they convey a sense of resisting and overcoming the anguish and suffering that arise from social and emotional conflict. “Everything I paint comes from the perspective of an exile,” Bauta tells me. “The process of painting is like an unending fight, a dance. The process is a performance.”

ELIZABETH CEREJIDO

Like the art of many of the Cafeteros, photographer Elizabeth Cerejido’s work is centrally concerned with loss and forgetting. Born in Havana in 1969, she came to Miami with her mother the following year. The expectation was that her father would follow as soon as he could secure a visa. “What was supposed to be a short separation,” the artist recalls, “ended up being a period of eleven years.” Cerejido’s childhood was marked indelibly by her father’s absence, and the family’s relentless efforts to get him out of Cuba. “When he finally arrived,” she recalls, “he was a broken man. . . . He was a stranger to me. There was no happy family reunion.”

Although Cerejido’s more recent work represents, in some sense, an attempt to reconstruct an irretrievable past, she began her career as a portrait photographer. Largely self-taught, she was drawn to the work of artists such as Robert Mapplethorpe. What attracted Cerejido particularly was the play of shadow and light, and the tonalities present in the human form. Gradually, she became aware of the theatrical elements present in the photograph, and the possibility of constructing a world inside the studio. This, in turn, inspired the conceptual and formal impetus for her first series, Nudes (1993–1998).
As Rudolph Laban, a pioneer of dance notation, once observed, “space is a superabundance of simultaneous movements... and movement is one of man’s languages”; it is the “living archeology” that is “created by movement,” the structures “made up of pathways tracing shapes in space.” Cerejido’s photo essays are visual representations of this constant movement amid repetition, in which everything reduces to a momentary, posed gesture. Reflecting her interest in sequential images, as well as her concern with space and time, her Faces series apprehends the tension between movement and fixity, repetition and change. She further develops this idea in Persistent Images, a sequence of still shots of a dancer seemingly poised between motion and still life. “The Faces series seeks to capture the subtle movement of the face,” the artist points out, “whereas the Persistent Images series focuses on the constant cyclical relationship of the body, in which everything is simultaneously familiar and unfamiliar.”

Just prior to her husband’s death in 2001, Cerejido’s mother was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. The coalescence of these two events prompted the artist to begin a painful process that ultimately served as a kind of stay against the inevitable loss of her mother. Building on her previous explorations into movement and repetition, Cerejido recorded the repetitive patterns of her parents’ physical surroundings and the stages of her mother’s decline over a period of eight months. Documenting the process of moving her mother into an assisted living facility in an apparently detached and clinical fashion helped ameliorate the unbearable loss, and allowed the artist time to make a parallel, emotional transition.

In a combined photo essay and video installation titled Absence (2002–2003), Cerejido links her father’s physical absence with the gradual, inevitable loss of her mother’s memory. She began by photographing a seemingly random and mundane collection of objects, such as the dead plants in her mother’s apartment, some of which became increasingly important as her mother became unable to take care of simple household tasks.

Two videos accompany the photographs. The first, titled Rocking, presents her mother ceaselessly and repeatedly swaying back and forth in a rocking chair. In Today My Father Dropped His Body, the second video, Cerejido follows her mother through the streets of Little Havana (Miami) as she goes about her daily activities. “Absence dealt primarily with my mother’s memory loss,” the artist tells me. “It is a portrait of a very lonely figure caught in the struggle between her husband’s sudden death and her own gradual loss of memory and consequently her autonomy.” Commenting on the photographs featured in the installation, she adds,
There were notes all over her apartment. We put them on the refrigerator or by the telephone and air conditioner. They reminded her how to operate things. For me, they were reminders of my mother’s declining condition and the fact that I was gradually losing her. Her sewing machine, which I had unplugged, was especially symbolic. My mother began her career in Cuba as a seamstress, and she continued to sew after her arrival in the United States. But the sewing machine gradually transformed into nothing more than just another piece of furniture.

While clearing out her mother’s apartment in 2004, Cerejido came across a purse containing the letters her parents had exchanged before and during her father’s imprisonment, as well as those he had written during his detention in Fort Chaffee. She arranged the letters in chronological order and then began photographing them separately and in stacks.
A single image of one of the last letters sent from Fort Chaffee (1980) is underscored by a quote from the postcolonial French writer Marguerite Duras that suggests the nonlinearity of the diasporic condition: “The story of my life doesn’t exist. Does not exist . . . there is never any center to it, no path, no line.” Cerejido points out,

I named this series *Reconstructing a Family Portrait* when I discovered that no portrait existed of the three of us together. . . . The very act of going through my parents’ letters and documenting some of them—of reading them as I documented the images in my mother’s apartment—made me realize that I was retelling a story, a narrative that up to that point only existed in fragments, as episodes in a life lived but not narrated.
Cerejido interpreted the letters as a sign of hope. “They narrated what was essentially a love story—my parents’ romance, and my father’s desperate longing to see my mother. To me, they spoke of the future—a vision of a future in which they would be reunited again.” That sense of hope is countered by the sober reality presented in the images of her mother’s apartment in the process of being vacated. These latter images speak “of closure, of finality, and ultimately of death.” When approached together, the letters and photographs hint at the promise of a future reunion, perhaps in the afterlife, when the separation would be over.

While discussing our mutual admiration for the work of Marguerite Duras and the French theorist Roland Barthes, I asked Cerejido to express her thoughts regarding the relationship of photography, history, and memory, especially as it pertains to her recent work. I also asked her to comment on what Duras and Barthes characterize as the incomplete and misleading nature of photography, and the role that desire plays in framing an image, especially as it relates to the idea of making one’s experience, one’s life, historically meaningful. “In some sense,” she responded,

my work represents an attempt to reconstruct a portrait of something that either never existed, or, if it existed at all, it was in a fragmented form much like the photographs in the Faces and Persistent Images series. . . . I realize that ultimately photographs are lies—they are always informed by our own biases and desires. With regard to Barthes, I am struck and fascinated by his concept of reading the photograph as something that has already passed—something that exists in the past and, therefore, in the photograph itself and will always be a document that references death.

“The paradoxical nature of photography,” Cerejido continues,

is another aspect that keeps me interested in the medium—its capacity to render so truthfully that which is photographed; and yet that “truthfulness” is also a lie because we do not perceive things in real time in the way they appear in a photograph. That “truthful” rendition is actually the result of our own biases, our very particular way of looking at the world once we put the viewfinder to our eyes and choose what to include or not include in that photograph. Yet they also contain some element of truth in that they reflect our personal realities.

Before parting, I ask Cerejido if Cuba is present in her work. “My most personal series,” she says, “have been the most conceptual. Cuba is most visibly present in Reconstructing a Family Portrait. It is emblematic of the separation and loss that
imbues every exile story, of communication and silence, and, ultimately, a way of visualizing a family reunited. Both the political and the personal are interwoven."

Clearly, Cerejido’s photography is as much about her personal experience of separation and loss as it is about the condition of exile and diaspora. Visible amid the ravages of time so present in her photography are the intimations of a possible future reunion. This possibility is, according to the artist, one of the forces that drives her political activism, specifically in regard to building bridges with her generational counterparts still residing on the island. Ruminating on this possible future reconciliation, Cerejido observes, “My generation was robbed of the opportunity of experiencing Cuba on our terms. I feel situated in-between two cultures, two narratives, and that position allows for una mirada de mediador [the gaze of the mediator], negotiating. [My activism] is a way of trying to close in, to bridge that deep schism, that painful rupture that forms a part of all of our narratives.”

PEDRO PORTAL

Like Elizabeth Cerejido, Pedro Portal is interested primarily in form, color, and line. Much of the work he has produced since CAFÉ I meditates both on what it means to be a Cuban in diaspora, and what the future holds for Cuban exiles who have attempted to preserve their memories as well as their sense of cubanidad. Though his more recent work apprehends the longing of nostalgia and the desire to preserve memory, Portal also grasps in his photography what many of the Cafeteros characterize as the seductive nature of Cuban culture. “In the process,” Leandro Soto comments, “Pedro invites those who are outside the Cuban experience to participate in the culture, despite its foreign character.”

In *Papayas* (Maxoli Art Gallery, Miami, 2001) and a second series titled *Changó* (801 Art Studios, Miami, 2004), sensuality converges with myth and symbol. “Papaya”—a slang term for “vagina”—is also a derogatory word for men who do not conform to the ideal of masculinity and are therefore characterized as lacking courage or acting cowardly. Overturning the negative connotations associated with the term, Portal’s papaya photographs clearly evoke the sensuous and erotic aspects of this provocative symbol while emphasizing the powerful nature of the feminine. In a similar vein, *Changó* draws upon Afro-Cuban iconography in order to explore women’s association with the immensely popular orisha of that name.

In a second, related series created especially for CAFÉ I, titled *Café tríptico* (2001), coffee beans stream across the fragmented form of a female model with skin the color of *café*. Dark rivulets weep like life-blood across her abdomen and between her toes and thighs. “These works invoke an erotic subtext implied in the act of preparing a Cuban *café*,” Leandro Soto observes. Portal, on the other hand,
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comments elusively, “I do not drink café myself, but I understand the pleasure café lovers experience as they sip the black nectar at any given time in the day. . . . photography is my café.”

Rather than depicting some particular reality, the compositions that Portal creates when he is not on assignment as a photojournalist for El Nuevo Herald (the Spanish version of The Miami Herald) are poetic, visual metaphors of the body that are at once timeless and erotic. Resistant to such interpretation, Portal insists, “We crop things the way we want them to appear. . . . My photographs have no particular message. They are there for people to interpret. We see what we want to see.” Nevertheless, many of Portal’s photographs, as seen in his Papayas and Café series, draw upon a distinct set of Cuban cultural signifiers. They possess atemporal qualities that celebrate erotic pleasure and desire in all of their immediacy. In these works, the body becomes an island unto itself.

As a political prisoner in Cuba, Portal was subject to strict limitations regarding where he could travel. Nevertheless, he spent much of his time crossing the island with a fellow photographer taking people’s portraits. “In the process,” Portal tells me, “I realized the power that a person with a camera has. From that point on, I knew that I would make my career as a photojournalist, and that I needed to be as honest as possible. The work I do on my own time is different—it is motivated by feeling and emotion. As a photojournalist, I have a responsibility to be honest.”

After Portal began working for El Nuevo Herald in 1995, he turned his attention to aspects of Cuban life in Miami that the newspaper failed to record. “I began photographing underground poets and the homeless. I wanted to document the whole picture,” Portal recalls. This impulse to record life in the diaspora culminated in the artist’s recent work-in-progress, “Rostros de la isla dispersa” (Portraits of a Scattered Island), a photo essay composed of portraits of a range of Cuban subjects, including Cafeteros Leandro Soto, Laura Luna, Néstor Díaz de Villegas, Guido Llinás, and Ana Albertina Delgado.

This project is an attempt to represent different aspects of Cuban cultural life in exile. “I was always interested in trying to capture what people were thinking,” Portal says. “I tried to represent some aspect of who they are as individuals in these portraits.” In a project statement that he wrote in February 2005, Portal describes “Rostros” as a collection of black-and-white photographs of people born in Cuba who live all over the world. These individuals from different generations come from all walks of life: intellectuals, writers, artists, actors, clergy, former political prisoners, photographers, dancers, book editors, homeless and the forgotten. . . . It has
CUBAN ARTISTS ACROSS THE DIASPORA

been my intention all along to publish a book of portraits—with essays by Cuban writers—as my contribution to this endless debate about what we are and what we would become.

. . . For this project, I use a traditional black-and-white format. It is my way to emphasize a particular time and character psychology that I would not be able to achieve with color. Being a Cuban myself, I have spent a lot of time trying to understand my subjects from within.

As art critic Alejandro Ríos described at the opening of the 2005 Miami International Book Fair, which featured a select group of the “Rostros” photographs, Portal’s images “document the essence in diaspora of a broken island awaiting better news. This exposition is one that redeems and exalts, at the same time that it calls together narrators, poets, dramatists, and thinkers in a future space and necessary concordance.”

THE TROPE OF DISPLACEMENT, THE DISRUPTION OF SPACE

In a review that appeared in the online journal *Encuentro en la red*, Cuban author Juan Abreu observes that Portal’s “Rostros” fundamentally explore what it means to be a nation. “I always think of that thing contemporary man calls país [country],” Abreu writes, “often in capital letters, PAÍS, like a prison, like a stable full of hidden traps, like a thicket populated with monsters ready to devour you.” These photographs, Abreu concludes, “contain the loss, and the dispersion. . . . yet in some way they will save us.” When asked if his “Rostros” series represents an act of recuperation and preservation in the face of loss and displacement, Portal responds,

The only thing that is left is culture. I am fascinated by the idea that it has survived outside of Cuba. Some of the people I have photographed have literally “disappeared” in Cuban culture and history. . . . so I am trying to rescue forgotten faces. . . . Photography is a vehicle to be in contact with people. . . . it is an artistic expression. . . . People and their expressions have remained the focus of my work. My hope is to leave a photographic documentary of the present for future generations. I just feel more comfortable expressing myself with an image rather than words.

JORGE ARANGO

While some of the Cafeteros contemplate the condition of displacement with special focus on themes such as violence, institutional oppression, alienation, and loss, others, including sculptor Jorge Arango, seek to transcend these themes through abstract art. Specializing in large-scale sculpture and public installations, Arango works with materials ranging from marble to bronze. In his own words, “Integrating sculpture in the environment is not the artistic purpose, it is a consequence. Sculpture is not an object: it is the link between space and conscience.”

While residing in Cuba, Arango never produced what he terms “monumental and official sculpture” in the tradition of Soviet Realist art. Though he personally tried to break with convention and attempted to encourage his students at the Instituto Superior de Arte to develop their own voices, he soon became frustrated with the restrictive conditions to which they were subject. The breaking point for Arango came in the early 1990s. “During the Special Period there were no available materials,” he recalls. “I had to work on an anvil. . . . the day I found myself making my own nails was the last straw.” When the opportunity to take advantage of a fellowship at a foundry in Denver, Colorado, presented itself in 1992, the artist began a journey that, unbeknown to him, would culminate in his exile from the island.

Upon his arrival in Miami in 1994, Arango rented a studio in the Design District and focused on painting and making ceramics. Gradually he returned to large-scale sculpting in metal. “I felt lost and depressed,” the artist recalls, “both because I knew that people were struggling to find food in Cuba—they were dying—but also because I did not feel as though I belonged here in Miami. I still do not feel as though I belong. Miami is a false and folkloric version of Cuba.”

Though Arango generally skirts personal and political themes, the work he has created for the CAFÉ exhibits, such as his installation _Levanten el embargo / Lift the Embargo_, was specifically aimed at critiquing those who support the U.S. embargo. Fundamentally, Arango comments, this particular work attempts to “break the beautiful nostalgic notion of Cuba.” Yet the art produced since his arrival in the United States focuses primarily on accessing “the universal.” Influenced by the Spanish Basque sculptor Eduardo Chillida, among others, Arango creates sculptures that are visual, abstract meditations on power and grace.

“You can approach art two ways,” the artist observes. “An artist can focus on the local and the cultural, or project himself more universally. Cuba is part of a universal reality. This is what I try to get at in my art. I am not a conceptual artist. What I try to do is create beauty through form.” He achieves this by transforming the ordinary into the mysterious and the beautiful.

**Gloria Lorenzo**

Gloria Lorenzo, in a parallel effort to Jorge Arango’s, explores volume and form through her sculpture and paintings.67 “My preferred themes,” Lorenzo writes, “have two sources: one visible and the other invisible. The first is represented by the forms in nature and the second by the necessities that each human being has to channel the urgencies of her or his interior world, which includes the search for spiritual realization.”68

In her art, Lorenzo creates a delicate equilibrium and harmony among volume, color, and form. Both figurative and organic, her works are sensual and lyrical. As critic Toni Piñera observed, “Gloria always searches for the hidden beauty in organic forms.”69 Influenced by the romanticism of Marc Chagall, the pure lines of Constantin Brancusi, and the fantasies and mysteries of Pieter Brueghel (the elder), Lorenzo’s work has an autonomous aesthetic that transcends any particular cultural or historical context, as exemplified by _La naturaleza se revela_ (Nature Reveals Itself [2008]).

That is not to say that cultural references are absent from her work. As Ricardo Pau-Llosa observes in a commentary written especially for the artist’s website, Lorenzo “has harnessed Cuba’s great formalist tradition”:

THE TROPE OF DISPLACEMENT, THE DISRUPTION OF SPACE

[Her sculptures] draw their strength and unabashed beauty from the energies we associate with the tropics. . . [They are] organic projects of possibilities that betrade human and non-human vitality along with practical and aesthetic dimensions. They emanate from the intersection of these two pole-defined paths. This is the most important aspect of Lorenzo’s work—the sense that the forms have emanated urgently and confidently from the crossing of major currents in the life of the imagination. All art is born from the desire to both embrace and transcend everyday life, as well as from the wish to both embrace and transcend the boundaries between the human and the natural. The daring elegance of Lorenzo’s sculptures and their tropical corpulence result from the encounter between these two dualities. It is in the contact of this crossroad that Lorenzo’s tremendous formal inventiveness and chromatic exuberance need to be understood.

Like Jorge Arango, Lorenzo is fiercely independent and refuses to be beholden to the demands of the marketplace. Her self-described “urban tropical sculpture,” exemplified by works such as Iron Branch (2008), speak to a search for the spiritual and an exploration of what Antonio Rodríguez calls “the urgencies of her interior world.”

“Of course my [cultural] roots emerge whether I like it or not,” Lorenzo observes, “but my art attempts to examine our relationship with nature and nature’s relationship with our emotions.” Commenting on her methodology, Lorenzo adds,

In general, I confront the canvas with a preconceived idea; yet everything immediately begins to transform itself in pure emotion, in gestures and unexpected pulsations that add a new rumba to the work.

I think I approach art guided by the necessity to establish strong links between my personal aspirations and the external world, between my dreams and reality, which is also a way of seeking an explanation regarding our journey on this earth.

ROBERTO WONG

Like a host of Cafeteros, Roberto Wong tends to highlight what he characterizes as existential and humanist concerns, which supersede the specific themes of personal loss and displacement. Working primarily with ink, clay, and acrylic, Wong’s work reveals the influence of the 1980s Generation as well as the Cuban ceramists Hugo Rubio and Cafetero Evelio Lecour. While living in Cuba, he produced
what he describes as “postmodern, neo-expressionist” art. By the time he graduated from San Alejandro in 1981, Wong’s work was focused on the aesthetic and the surreal. Like many of his contemporaries, he was interested in exploring “the general problems of man and his relationship to the world . . . and [projecting] the values, accents, and points of view of our tradition onto a human perspective that is global . . . something that goes beyond ethnic, historical or social relativity.”

Following his arrival in the United States in 1993, Wong continued to create fanciful works such as Dictadura de café (Dictator of Coffee [2003]) and Aroma (2002) that, in his words, explore “the mysteries of existence” and “the mechanical nature of life.” Describing his artistic process, Wong says, “I shout with paint, I converse with sculpture, and I amuse myself with drawing.” When asked about the presence in his work of specific cultural elements, Wong acknowledges that he is interested in his African, Jewish, and Chinese roots, but he insists they have not influenced his art. Reflecting on his own response to exile and immigration, and recalling Dora Hernández’s observations, he states, “The culture of the immigrant

Roberto Wong, Dictadura de café (2003)
annuls the nation, thus it only remains in the memory and you never find a place to sit, as in your country proper. There is neither a return, nor a port of entry.” Nevertheless, he adds, la cubanía is still present in his work. Our Lady of Manhattan (2008), for example, is identifiably Cuban (and reminiscent of the work of Glexis Novoa and Armando Tejuca) as a result of its folkloric, popular, and religious elements; its integration of an apocalyptic surrealist language; and its resonance with the work of Giorgio de Chirico, as seen in its architectural elements. Yet like María Brito, the artist insists that his work is largely without influences and “emanates from within.”
Commenting on his more recent works, Wong tells me, “I think a work of art is not an answer but a question; visual artists are philosophers with a less direct language, which propitiates that ambiguity summed up by the notion that every man has his doubts, his states of animation, and his failure to make judgments.”

In terms of the direction his art is taking and his attendant consciousness regarding what he perceives as “a universal human struggle” to make sense of one’s “being” in the world, Wong says, “This [consciousness] has always prompted me to represent human beings . . . [however] the paintings I have produced over the last five years have changed radically.” Like Joaquín González, Wong began incorporating the labyrinth into his work. “The labyrinth,” he continues, “[provides] a basis for reflection on those doubts and reinforces that existential question, ‘Where are we going?’” That is perhaps the most fundamental question facing Cubans both on and off the island.
Today, contemporary artists enact their relations with the history of art under the sign of travel, by using nomadic forms or adopting vocabularies that come from the interest in elsewhere.

NICOLAS BOURRIAUD, *THE RADICANT*

The participating artists in CAFÉ have transformed their experience of loss and displacement in a creative process that is both dynamic and vibrant. This process of creating art in a new and foreign context—regardless of whether it deals explicitly with themes of rupture and dislocation—signifies an act of personal survival for the displaced. It represents a way of preserving an aspect of the self and elements of one’s history that, in Leandro Soto’s words, are “always in danger of disappearing.” Inevitably, artmaking in diaspora entails self-definition and refashioning.

THE FERTILE NATURE OF DISPERSION AND Re-ROOTING

Though their connections to the island vary, and their motivations for leaving Cuba are distinct, all of the Cafeteros express anguish over their physical separation—not only from their homeland but, more specifically, from family and friends. Although displacement for some fosters a perpetual sense of loss and unbelonging, others claim that the diasporic condition endows them with artistic freedom. This allows them to calibrate the tensions that arise when attempting to resist and yet integrate new cultural elements into their work. Some artists emphasize the
creative potential that lies in the confrontation between what is familiar and what represents difference, or “other.” “Perhaps [this emphasis on creative potential] is simply the rhythmic and celebratory nature of Cuban culture,” Leandro Soto muses. “Perhaps it is the joy and alegría, which transcends the sadness of the experience of loss and surfaces in [the Cafeteros’] work. I don’t know.”

In Soto’s view, the Cafeteros share a distinct attitude that has enabled them not only to survive, but also to thrive in exile or diaspora. There are two basic approaches to survival when one is living outside of Cuba, Soto explains: resistance to the host culture, and thus cultural and social isolationism, or an integrative approach that allows for rooting, adaptation, and creative transformation, resulting in cultural reconciliation. This capacity to adapt, yet at the same time resist total assimilation, he adds, coupled with the impulse to integrate, represents a characteristically Caribbean sensibility—a phenomenon that can be attributed in part, as I have suggested, to the island’s history of imperialism, slavery, and the consequent cultural intermixing that emerged in these colonized nations. Having been exposed to these multiple and sometimes conflicting cultural influences, Soto concludes that Cuban artists cultivate a worldview that allows for multiple possibilities: “As long as you have rhythm, it is possible to integrate and transform any situation or element.”

When approached from this perspective, alterity demands that each artist simultaneously embrace and reject cultural otherness and Cubanness. As James Clifford observes, the diasporic subject “encode[s] practices of accommodation with, as well as resistance to, host countries and their norms.” Such “relational positioning” in the face of newness or difference is less “a process of othering” and more “an entangled tension” that reflects the multiple attachments that arise from the condition of scattering. Accommodating new cultural elements and mores is a necessary strategy as the displaced undergo the process of adaptation and rooting in a new context. Resistance, on the other hand, ensures some measure of cultural continuity and thereby mediates the nostalgic longing for homeland.

Rather than emphasizing loss and rupture, this alternative response to displacement stresses the fertile nature of dispersion, scattering, and change. It celebrates the creative potential of the blending of new and old cultural elements, and the positive aspects of movement, dislocation, and cultural exchange. Clifford puts it this way: such a position “lives loss and hope in a defining tension.” In the case of the Cafeteros, this tension may sometimes be fortuitous.

Many Cafeteros also highlight the subversive potential implicit in movement and marginality. Their art foregrounds an approach articulated from various perspectives by a range of postcolonial theorists and contemporary U.S. race and gender scholars, including bell hooks, Trinh T. Minh-ha, Edward Soja, Gloria
Anzaldúa, Homi K. Bhabha, Stuart Hall, Gayatri Spivak, and Edward Said. In addition to postulating mobility, or instability, as a rejection of what are essentially imported or externally imposed western European values in respect to property and ownership, scholars such as hooks and Trinh-ṭa treat locations and position-}

... mobility, many of the artists participating in the CAFÉ exhibits express similar notions regarding migration and mobility. Some claim that being in a state of movement and transition engenders potent forms of political resistance and, ultimately, modes of preserving culture. This tendency is visible quite literally in the political resistance of dissidents who chose to remove themselves physically from the island, on the one hand, and, on the other, the fact that scores of practices and traditions that have ceased to exist in Cuba are preserved and perpetuated in diaspora.

Commenting specifically on the creative and subversive potential that can result from instability and movement, Soto observes,

Though they yearn to return, Cuban intellectuals and artists leave the Island behind; but they take with them an archetypal island that contains our collective memories. As time goes by, Cuban exiles have been forced by reality to give up the idea of recovering the Island, which has been replaced in their memories by a mythical land, a poetic paradise. As hard as this is to believe, this particular attitude encourages Cubans to integrate into the [U.S.] way of life and, at the same time, allows the historic memory of the Island to remain intact, thus helping them to preserve their cultural identity. As an artist, I rely on this poetic condition. It is true for any artist that a certain degree of solitude is desirable. But to be an artist in exile contributes, in my opinion, to the creative process and promotes what Ernest Hemingway called “grace under pressure.”

The creative and subversive potential that exists in movement and newness has always been a key to Cuba’s cultural continuity. As we have seen, the interplay between loss and survival, migration and cleavage, nomadism and rootedness, is central to the story of Cuba. These dimensions of the island’s history not only share in the social imaginary of the Caribbean as a whole, but as Juan Flores suggests, they function as an intrinsic aspect of a larger Latino imaginary. “The West Indian colonies had their matrix in [movement and] ambiguity,” Evelyn O’Callaghan observes; the region is “rooted in contradictions, schizophrenic in its political,
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economic and social structures,” and its “plural and ethnically segmented societ-
ies.” She notes that despite the dualities that have arisen in the wake of “[mass] migration, acculturation, turbulence [and the] cleavages [that are] repeated over and over” throughout the Caribbean, “access to multiple cultures and language varieties and traditions can be seen as liberating, and [can provide] the creative possibility for forging a new kind of Caribbeanness.”

Each time Leandro Soto and I speak, he reiterates the idea that CAFÉ is “a liv-
ing entity” that helps people understand something about the Cuban condition in exile. Each itinerant manifestation becomes part of the larger meaning of the fundamental concept that inspired Yovani Bauta, Israel León Viera, and Soto to create CAFÉ: the notion that what it means to be Cuban—or what it means to be a Cuban in diaspora—implies both continuity and fluidity. The inclusion of installa-
tions, live improvisational performances, and interactive elements emphasizes the concepts of fluidity and change by pointing to the altermodern concept that mean-
ings are not static or fixed; rather, they can be rearranged freely, and can change according to the spatial and temporal contexts in which they are constructed or devised. Despite its implicit acknowledgement of these factors, the Cafeteros’ art also stresses cultural continuity and the social role that it plays in shaping everyday dynamics. As discussed earlier, their visual expressions contain certain recurring rhythms, colors, lines, accents, and structures that are insistent at every show-
ing and, as Gerardo Mosquera observes, ultimately characteristically Caribbean. These ubiquitous elements are always coupled with what Soto and others refer to as sabor: the sensuous and inviting atmosphere created at each exhibition and manifest in the works of the Cafeteros. Collectively, they signal a Cuban way of doing things that hearkens back to elements and impulses visible in earlier gener-
ations of Cuban artists.

CULTURAL IDENTITY IN TRANSITION

The CAFÉ exhibits provide sites of multiple articulations regarding self-representa-
tion and the diasporic subject’s relationship to history, nation, and culture. For many of the Cafeteros, the realities of physical displacement have challenged them to question and visually articulate their sense of cubanidad. Distance or separation from the island has endowed them, moreover, with a more expansive or external perspective—one that they would never have accessed had they remained on the island. “In Cuba, there is no point of comparison,” Glexis Novoa observes. “It is
almost like living in a time capsule. I say a capsule . . . but a capsule at the level of information. When one lives in Cuba and grows up in Cuba, like me, you do not know anything else.” Many of the artists with whom I spoke echoed Novoa’s sentiments and stressed the idea that exile or physical dislocation had forced them to become conscious of their affiliation with the island and what many have described as the Cuban elements in their work. “In Cuba,” one Cafetero told me, “we did not have to think about our artistic or cultural identities.” Given their newfound perspective on their relationship to the island, its history, and culture, a number of Cafeteros treat the theme of what they refer to as “cultural identity in transition.”

As I have noted in my previous work, Stuart Hall argues that any fixed notion of ethnic or cultural identity inadvertently imposes an “imaginary coherence” on the ongoing “experience of dispersal and fragmentation” that informs the diasporic condition. Hall poses two approaches that allow for the ambiguities involved in forming diasporic identifications and the cross-cutting particularities and structural differences or social determinations that distinguish the various sectors of the Cuban diasporic population. “There are two ways to think about cultural identity,” he observes: “the first position defines ‘cultural identity’ in terms of one, shared culture, a sort of collective ‘one true self,’ hiding inside the many other, more superficial or artificially imposed ‘selves,’ which people with a shared ancestry hold in common.” This approach emphasizes the aggregate over the individual in that it implicates the very deepest and most fundamental structures and practices that underpin and constitute certain shared cultural codes and modes of interacting. It speaks to the notion of a seemingly stable collective identity, which implies, inadvertently, the desire for continuity and fixity in the face of what Edward Said terms “an awareness of simultaneous dimensions, an awareness that . . . is contrapuntal.”

The second position complements the first in a harmoniously antithetical manner. According to this approach, the points of similarity that bind all Cuban diasporic subjects together coexist with points of deep and significant difference that take into account the manner in which time and history have intervened in the process of shaping and reshaping one’s self-concept. Such formations are thus on a sliding continuum: it is “a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being,’” and “belongs to the future as much as to the past,” Hall tells us. “It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time, history and culture,” for cultural identities “come from somewhere, have histories. But like everything which is historical, they undergo constant transformation.”
Over the course of our conversations about the CAFÉ exhibits, which span almost ten years, Leandro Soto has consistently emphasized the portable yet variable aspects of Cuban culture that are “reproducible” outside the island. Café cubano, he tells me, metaphorically captures the manner in which diasporic Cubans preserve their sense of cubanidad in exile. It therefore serves as a unifying element for the CAFÉ exhibitions, for it speaks to the participating artists’ shared cultural bonds as well as their collective experience of displacement (albeit vicariously in the case of Cafeteros born or raised outside the island).

Perhaps more fundamentally, coffee—like tobacco, sugar, and rum—has long held deep cultural and historical significance for Cubans since its first introduction in the mid-eighteenth century. In addition to being rooted in colonial history, coffee has long functioned as a metaphor for “negritude,” Leandro Soto tells me—one of the essential elements composing Cubans’ racial and cultural heritage. It is a concept captured in guest artist Nydia Montijo Soto’s photo essay featuring Cafetero Victor Caldée, *Todos los negros toman café: El espíritu del café* (All the Blacks Drink Coffee: The Spirit of Coffee [2007]).

According to Leandro Soto, Yovani Bauta, and Israel León Viera, café and its ritual preparation symbolically allude to this history, as well as the embedded forms of cultural life and practice that bind all diasporic “Cubands” together—despite the categorical determinations or ideological positions that distinguish them from one another. Put in other terms, café—when viewed from this perspective—represents a stable signifier, a fixed referential to homeland that suggests that one can “repeat,” in an act of spiral return, fundamental aspects of Cuban culture despite the fact that they are transplanted or reproduced. Yet when considering the larger historical and diasporic framework of the CAFÉ exhibits, café functions simultaneously as a complex metonymic signifier that operates on the principles of instability and movement, motion and displacement. It heralds a process of creative reinscription, translation, and transformation that can only occur in a state of displacement or dispersal.

Stuart Hall’s approach to diasporic identity speaks directly to some of the fundamental concepts informing the Cafeteros’ art. The dual nature of café as metaphor and metonym embraces both aspects of Hall’s theoretical position, for it gestures toward the related themes of dislocation, self-understanding in relation to nation and culture, cultural continuity, and historical and collective memory. It also serves as an exemplary trope by which to access and understand the complex and ambiguous nature of the Cuban diasporic condition, especially in respect to its variegated cultural expressions and formations. In addition to acknowledging
the nostalgic desire for fixity in the face of rupture and discontinuity, the creatively paradoxical aspects of this complex trope affirm the notion that all social, historical, and cultural identifications are always in process. In this way, it allows for the temporal and geographical slippage that characterizes all diasporic subject positions.

Because it springs specifically from a context that is at once diasporic, transnational, transcultural, and altermodern, the artwork that collectively constitutes CAFÉ—when approached as a single unit of analysis—supersedes any binary or politicized reading, despite the idea that occasionally some of the works featured in the exhibits comment directly on political or ideological themes. Any concept of diaspora, including cultural expressions generated from within, “exceed[s] a binary structure of representation,” as Stuart Hall and James Clifford, among others, have noted; moreover, it denotes intermixing and heterogeneity, and connotes “multiple and shifting locations and subject positions.”18 This form of intermixing, Hall argues, “opens diasporic subjectivity to a liminal, dialogic space wherein identity is negotiated.” It is defined “not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary heterogeneity and diversity; by a conception of identity [more closely akin to that proposed by Frederick Cooper and Rogers Brubaker], which lives in and through, not despite, difference.”19

As suggested at the outset of this study, the manner in which diasporic subjects self-identify, or are identified by others, is often cast in the language of spatiality and temporality. In some sense spatial and temporal representation speaks to the desire to comprehend and control reality. Yet, as Hall observes, there is no “fixed origin to which we can make some final and absolute return,” or some unchanging point of origin.20 Rather, the diasporic condition operates on the quantum principles of translocality and positionality, for the diasporic subject is always in a state of movement and transition—wholly belonging neither here/aquí, nor there/allí. “Given the alienated spatiality of diaspora,” R. Radhakrishnan argues,

one can both belong to and not belong to either one of two worlds at the same time. To the diasporic sensibility, it is easy to practice a perennial politics of transgression in a radical postponement of the politics of constituency. To put it differently, peripatetic transgressions in and by themselves begin to constitute a politics of difference and post-representation. . . . [and thus] the diasporic subject may well attempt to proclaim a heterogeneous “elsewhere” as its actual epistemological home.21
Throughout this study, I have drawn liberally upon fundamental concepts developed in quantum theory in order to explore how the Cafeteros locate or situate themselves in relation to the island and within the diaspora. However, the theoretical model that perhaps best captures CAFÉ’s spirit of “atemporality” and rooted “non-locality” is the ancient concept of “the fifth province,” a paradigm adopted by critic Richard Kearney while speaking of the Irish diaspora. Modern Ireland, Kearney observes,

is made up of four provinces. And yet, the Irish word for province is *coiced* which means fifth. This five-fold division is as old as Ireland itself, yet there is disagreement about the identity of the fifth. . . . This place, this centre, is not a political or geographical position, it is more like a disposition. . . . The fifth province can be imagined and re-imagined; but it cannot be occupied. In the fifth province it is always a question of thinking otherwise.

The process of uprooting, transplanting, rerooting, and reseeding that has typified Cuba’s history suggests that it, like Ireland, has always had additional points of gravity, or contact, that cannot be located solely according to geopolitical boundaries or circumscribed according to specific locales. These external points of gravity, moreover, have been critical to the process of defining a more expansive sense of what it is to be Cuban, independent of any colonial or neocolonial presence—an idea witnessed by the various exile communities formed outside the island in the nineteenth century during the Independence Movement. Modern Cuba is composed of fourteen provinces and one municipality (Guantanamo). The ever-shifting “dis-located” zones of diaspora, the sliding spaces of the “here” which are always in counterpoint (as opposed to opposition) with the “there,” and collectively constitute the post-1959 exodus, can thus be conceptualized as a “fifteenth” province. It is a space that can never be fully occupied or inhabited, for like Kearney’s concept of the fifth province, to “inhabit” this space is “always a question of thinking otherwise.” This mode of thinking elsewhere gives way, in turn, to a certain disposition, a certain way of being—a state of mind or consciousness that traverses generations conceived or born on or off the island. Moreover, it defies conventional categories of analysis and fundamentally captures a more inclusive notion of what it is to be Cuban.
When applying this paradigm specifically to the CAFÉ exhibits, it becomes abundantly evident that the very manner in which they are curated speaks to the liminal, dialogic space that the artists themselves inhabit. The group’s improvisational and itinerant emphasis—when considered in tandem with the way each new showing is installed in conformation with the physical space where it is presented—suggests in a parallel fashion the idea that diasporic subjects must root in each new and different environment in which they find themselves, while at the same time retaining their sense of Cubanness. Each CAFÉ exhibit, Leandro Soto observes, is a “poetic metaphor” that forms a larger visual narrative about the diasporic condition. In this respect, the space in which it is installed becomes an additional point of reference, for it represents (as suggested early on) a temporary extension of the island. Locating the Cafeteros’ work in these open-ended alternative spaces enables these artists to transfigure and transform the experience of loss. It also allows many of them to seek what Radhakrishnan terms an “epiphanic escape” from the pressures of history and politics.
The Stranger

to Amelia Pelaez
and to Carmen, of course

Each day she looks into her garden
of ferns and birds
and weaves the kingdom
of the visible to the invisible.
Each day the phosphorescent absences of others
make the city sweeter and more distant.
Each day is winter and spring,
each day, war and benediction.
Beyond the stained-glass windows and the patio
her mural is destroyed.
Each day Amelia sinks more deeply
into the worn wicker of her chair.
Outside,
there is torrential rain
and magpies conquer all.

LOURDES GIL
Epilogue

Cuba: A Work-in-Progress

Exile can be a gift of distancing, stepping outside of closure, opening a passage to disseminations, the wild supplement, a multiplicity of voices displacing the invisible yoke of nostalgia.

William Proweller

The artists who have participated in CAFÉ to date have forged a set of complex, compound cultural expressions in diaspora out of disparate elements and sources. In this sense their work, like the central trope café or the metaphor of “the fifteenth province,” signals cultural continuity and a particular form of cultural exchange that is explicitly radiant, nomadic and transnational. The CAFÉ exhibits reveal the polyphonic aspects of diasporic cultural expression, which in the particular case of Cuba are multirooted—not only because of the process of creolization that took place on the island, but by nature of the dissemination and displacement that fundamentally inform all diasporic experiences. The core concept that drives CAFÉ thus pivots upon a creatively unstable definition of cultural identification, which corresponds at once with the sometimes violent currents that underscore Cuba’s history as well as the critical existence of these “polyrhythmic” elements, which together constitute an ensemble. “Within this chaos of difference and repetitions, of combinations and permutations” Benítez-Rojo notes, “there are regular dynamics that co-exist.”

In the case of CAFÉ, the exhibit space is yet another variation of the polyrhythmic, for it also connotes contrapuntal differences and repetitions, transformation and continuity in a perpetually changing global context. Each manifestation
of CAFÉ in turn represents a separate diasporic take on the concept of nation and culture. Each presentation, moreover, is simultaneously historicized and dehistoricized, as Cuba is both absent and present, like a phantom limb.

Approaching the question of what it means to be Cuban from the position of diaspora and calibrating the interstitial spaces between change and fixity not only speaks to the realities of rupture and displacement that inform the diasporic experience, but also allows for a more complex and nuanced understanding and continuation of Cuban cultural expression outside the island. This open-ended spatiality and postponement of a fixed meaning acknowledges more fundamentally the idea that “difference always resides alongside continuity.”

As Daniel and Jonathan Boyarin note in a discussion of the Jewish experience, “Diasporic cultural identity teaches us that cultures are not preserved by being protected from ‘mixing’ but probably can only continue to exist as a product of such mixing.” Intermixing, in other words, “allows certain cultural practices and ideas to persist.” Though clearly my aim is not to diminish the anguish that has come as a result of cultural and familial rupture and displacement, I do wish to propose that the diasporic condition—which for some of the artists in CAFÉ has sparked fortuitous travels and creative recontextualizations—has allowed for a more “complex continuation” of a pattern of creolization that was established centuries earlier. It is this aspect of mixing, I would argue, that has ensured the continuity of certain aspects of Cuban culture. In some sense, it has guaranteed its existence.

With its transnational, intercultural aspects, the growing body of work that Leandro Soto continues to gather recaptures the sensation of the island without reducing itself to mere reproduction or nostalgic reconstruction. In its various manifestations, CAFÉ provides evidence of a flourishing tradition in which Cuban diasporic artists and their heirs have redefined and evolved a visual tradition that is at once rooted in the past yet possesses its own organic aesthetic integrity. At the same time, CAFÉ promises an ongoing dialogue regarding what defines Cubanness—not only in regard to the past and the present, but also in relation to the future. In a recent conversation, I spoke with Leandro Soto about the future of CAFÉ in light of the fact that we are now witnessing the gradual shift in power in Cuba and anticipate the inevitable erosion of the invisible walls thrust up between the diaspora and the island. I queried him about the future possibility of a presentation of CAFÉ on the island, and he responded without hesitation, “Siempre soy preparado hacer un buen cafecito” (I am always preparing to make a good café).
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Artists Included in CAFÉ: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, Curated by Leandro Soto

CAFÉ I: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, October 17–November 14, 2001 (Augusta Savage Gallery, New African House, at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst)

Yovani Bauta
Adriano Buergo
Ana Albertina Delgado
Israel León Viera
Laura Luna
Glexis Novoa
Pedro Portal
Paulo Simeón

CAFÉ II: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, October 11–November 22, 2002 (Gallery of Contemporary Art, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs), Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, co-curator

Juan-Manuel Alonzo
Jorge Arango
Yovani Bauta
Maria Brito
Adriano Buergo
Ana Albertina Delgado
Sergio García
Israel León Viera
Laura Luna
Vivian Marthell
Andrea O’Reilly Herrera
Jorge Pantoja
Pedro Portal
Guillermo Portielas
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Ana María Sarlat
Paulo Simeón
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Pedro Vizcaíno

CAFÉ III: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, September 23–October 30, 2003
(Interdisciplinary Arts and Performance Department Art Gallery, Arizona State University West, Glendale)

Yovani Bauta
Victor Caldée
Nelson García Miranda
Evelio Lecour
Israel León Viera
Gloria Lomas
Kadir López
Kelvin López
Rafael López Ramos
Gloria Lorenzo
Tony Mendoza
Paulina Miller
Glexis Novoa
Natasha Perdomo
Pedro Portal
Paolo Simeón
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Roberto Wong

CAFÉ IV: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, September 8–November 12, 2004
(Estrella Mountain Community College Art Spaces, Avondale, Arizona)

Yovani Bauta
Victor Caldée
Nelson García Miranda
Israel León Viera
Rafael López Ramos
Natasha Perdomo
Pedro Portal
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Glexis Novoa  
Paolo Simeón  
Leandro Soto  
Armando Tejuca  
Roberto Wong

CAFÉ V: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, October 9, 2005–March 20, 2006  
(Tempe Public Library, Tempe, Arizona), Larry Yáñez, co-curator

Yovani Bauta  
José Ignacio Bermúdez  
Ana Carballosa  
Eduardo Cerviño  
Ana Flores  
Nelson García Miranda  
Joaquín González  
Alexis Guín  
Dora Hernández  
Israel León Viera  
Guido Llinás  
Kelvin López  
Rafael López Ramos  
Gloria Lorenzo  
Paulina Miller  
Glexis Novoa  
Natasha Perdomo  
Pedro Portal  
Baruj Salinas  
Paulo Simeón  
Armando Tejuca  
Raúl Villarreal  
Roberto Wong

CAFÉ VI: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, September 28–October 29, 2007  
(Union Gallery, University of Arizona, Tucson)

Yovani Bauta  
José Ignacio Bermúdez  
Elizabeth Cerejido  
Sandra Dooley
CUBAN ARTISTS ACROSS THE DIASPORA

Evelio Lecour
Guido Llinás
Alejandro López
Rafael López Ramos
Gloria Lorenzo
Nelson García Miranda
Joaquín González
Dora Hernández
Israel León Viera
Paulina Miller
Glexis Novoa
Humberto Peña
Natasha Perdomo
Jorge Porrata
Pedro Portal
Wilson Posada
Asaél Rosales
Baruj Salinas
Paulo Simeón
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Angela Valella
Raúl Villarreal
Roberto Wong
Guest Artist: ME Odom

CAFÉ VII: The Journeys of Cuban Artists (In Memory of Pedro Álvarez)
September 18-October 12, 2007 (Arizona State University West, Interdisciplinary Arts and Performance Gallery, Glendale)

Pedro Álvarez
José Bedia
Néstor Díaz de Villegas
Ana Flores
Nelson García Miranda
Anita Guerra
Frank León
Guido Llinás
Connie Lloveras
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Alejandro López
Alfredo Manzo
Alejandro Mendoza
Gustavo Pérez Monzón
René Portocarrero
Yolanda Sánchez
Leandro Soto
Rubén Torres
Urbein
Ramón Williams
Guest Artists: Larry Yáñez, Geny Dignac, and ME Odom

CAFÉ VIII: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, October 7–24, 2008 (Temple University campus in Rome, Italy), Anita Guerra, co-curator

Yovani Bauta
José Bedia
José Ignacio Bermúdez
Victor Caldée
Rosario “Chary” Castro-Marín
Ana Flores
Cesar García
Nelson García Miranda
Silvio Gayton
Víctor Gómez
Adela González
Juan-sí González
Anita Guerra
Jorge Guitart
Dora Hernández
Manuel Hernández
Israel Léon Viera
Guido Llinás
Rafael López Ramos
Tomás Oliva
Umberto Peña
Natasha Perdomo
Jorge Porrata
Pedro Portal
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Wilson Posada
Yolanda Sánchez
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Raúl Villarreal
Roberto Wong
Guest Artists: Bob Rink, Geny Dignac, and Nydia Montijo Soto

CAFÉ IX: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, June 6–23, 2008 (Galeria LO NUESTRO, Phoenix, Arizona), Victor Caldée, co-curator

Victor Caldée
Rosario “Chary” Castro-Marín
Manuel Fernández
César García
Nelson García Miranda
Dora Hernández
Frank León
Kadir López
Kelvin López
Pedro Portal
Wilson Posada
Grisel Pujalá
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Raúl Villarreal
Guest artists: Nydia Montijo Soto and ME Odom

CAFÉ X: The Journeys of Writers and Artists of the Cuban Diaspora, March–April 2010 (Errol Barrow Center for Creative Imagination, the University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados), Grisel Pujalá, co-curator; Rodney Ifill, assistant curator

José Bedia
Elizabeth Cerejido
Ana Flores
César García
Joaquín González
Juan-sí González
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Anita Guerra
Israel León Viera
Alejandro López
Rafael López Ramos
Gloria Lorenzo
Tony Mendoza
Glexis Novoa
Natasha Perdomo
Jorge Porrata
Pedro Portal
Baruj Salinas
Yolanda Sánchez
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Joel Vásquez
Raúl Villarreal
Guest artist: Annalee Davis

CAFÉ XI: The Journeys of Writers and Artists of the Cuban Diaspora, October 7–9, 2010 (Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Grisel Pujalá, co-curator

CAFÉ XII: The Journeys of Writers and Artists of the Cuban Diaspora, June–August 2011 (Sangre de Cristo Arts Center, Pueblo, Colorado), Grisel Pujalá and Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, co-curators

Yovani Bauta
José Bedia
Víctor Caldeé
Elizabeth Cerejido (with Mark Koven)
Rosario "Chary" Castro-Marín
Yoel Díaz Vázquez
César García
Sergio García
Neslon García Miranda
Joaquín González
Dora Hernández
Ojam Linchff
Guido Lináñ
Israel León Viera
Alejandro López
Rafael López Ramos
Tony Mendoza
Glexis Novoa
Natasha Perdomo
Pedro Portal
Paolo Simeón
Leandro Soto
Armando Tejuca
Raúl Villarreal
Guest Artists: Raoul Deal and Annalee Davis
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Café con leche

Del dolor de mi gente
Sale esta canción
Del vivir con la añoranza
De una vida que nos arrebatan.
Y aunque nos enredemos
En nuestra propia lengua
Mientras nos perdemos en otra
No nos apartamos nunca
De la palma
Y el ázucar.
Andamos regados por el mundo
Con un son* en la cabeza
Y una presión en las arterias.
Susurrando Guaguancos
Y Danzones de la abuela.
De otra tierra
Nuestra eterna tierra.

ANTONIA “TOÑI” OTAOLA BARCO

Coffee with Milk

From the pain of my people
This song emerges
From the living with the longing
for a life wrenched from us.
And even if we get entangled in our
Own language
while we get lost in another
we are never too far
APPENDIX B: "CAFÉ CON LECHE"

from the palm tree
and sugar.
We are scattered around the world
With a son* in our heads
And a pressure in our arteries
Whispering Guaguancós
and grandmother’s Danzones
From another land
Our eternal land.

* Son is a Cuban form of music that combines the structural elements of the Spanish canción, Spanish guitar with African rhythms, and percussion instruments of Bantu and Arara origin.
Notes

Introduction

3. Though I generally consciously avoid the notion that the Cuban case is exceptional, in part because any discussion of exceptionalism becomes enmeshed inevitably in the larger context of U.S. race and class politics, the post-1959 scattering tends to draw attention as a result of some of the factors that distinguish it from other diasporic experiences: (1) its volume and longevity; (2) the idea that a majority of Cubans left the island, either voluntarily or forcibly, under varying degrees of duress and therefore cannot or will not return; and (3) the fact that the largest sector of the exile population resides in South Florida, in close geographical proximity to the homeland.
5. See Shohat’s “Gendered Cartographies of Knowledge,” in Taboo Memories, Diasporic Voices (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006), 2. Thanks goes to my colleague Carole Woodall for introducing me to this article.
6. Precolonial Cuba was frequently the destination point, for example, for Caribs canoeing to the island from present-day Venezuela and Colombia. Indigenous groups such as the Arawaks also migrated among the islands in the Caribbean.
7. In an article written in anticipation of the fiftieth anniversary of the Cuban revolution, Roger Cohen comments on the oppressive atmosphere in contemporary Cuba: “The confining shadow of Fidel’s tropical curtain, on the 50th anniversary of the revolution, was captured in the emptiness before me,” he writes, “of the Malecón but even more so of the sea. I noticed over subsequent days that Cubans perched on the sea wall rarely looked outward. When I asked Yoani Sánchez, a dissident blogger (www.desdecuba.com/generaciony), about this, she told me: ‘We live turned away from the sea because it does not connect us, it encloses us. There is no movement on it. People are not allowed to buy boats, they would go to Florida. We are left, as one of our poets put it, with the unhappy circumstance of water at every turn.’” “It is unnatural,” Cohen concludes, “to perceive the sea and the distant horizon as limiting. But in Cuba a lot of things are inverted, or not as they first appear.” See “The End of the End of the Revolution,” New York Times Magazine, 7 December 2008, 46–47.
8. Following the conclusion of the Ten Years War (1868–1878), a cohort of separatists, as well as thousands who sought work outside of Cuba because of the economic depression that occurred in the aftermath of the war, left the island. Exiled separatists established themselves in various parts of the United States, Latin America, and Europe. The most prominent figure in this struggle was the renowned poet, journalist, and philosopher José Martí, the leader of the Partido Revolucionario Cubano y Puerto- rriqueño (Cuban and Puerto Rican Revolutionary Party).


11. CAFÉ—an acronym for Cuban American Foremost Exhibitions—is curated by Cuban artist Leandro Soto and directed by his wife, Grisel Pujalá. CAFÉ disrupts traditional western modes of curating art exhibits. Rather than having a fixed set of showings in predetermined institutional locations, the exhibit is itinerant and ongoing; its location is unplanned in advance, and exhibits may be presented in a wide range of venues. In other words, Soto does not know where the next showing will be located, and he does not have fixed ideas about whom he will include in future exhibits. See Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion.

12. Daniel Lentz’s composition “Café Desire” was a permanent feature of CAFÉ III, which opened at Arizona State University West during the fall of 2003. Lentz retired some years ago but remains a professor emeritus in ASU West’s Department of Interdisciplinary Arts. Other musicians, writers, and dancers who have participated in the various manifestations of CAFÉ include Victor Caldée, Ricardo Pau-Llosa, Amando Fernández, Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, Grisel Pujalá, Amparo and Mark McWatt, Neri Torres, and José Luis Morejón.


14. The French sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefebvre was one of the first theorists to explore what he termed the “production of space” (The Production of Space [Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1991]). He questioned the “binary logic” of how we understand spatiality and proposed a concept of “spatial variability” that examines the relationships among historicality, sociality, and spatiality. Among other things, Lefebvre considered the “multiple meanings of space” and the “interplay between the social and the spatial.” Lefebvre’s concepts have been expanded on by theorists such as Michel Foucault, Michel de Certeau, and Jean Baudrillard, as well as more contemporary scholars such as Dorothy Hayden, Doreen Massey, Monika Kaup, and Mary Pat Brady. Other prominent figures engaged in “re-envisioning” traditional concepts of spatiality include Edward W. Soja, Gayatri Spivak, Edward Said, Homi K. Bhabha, bell hooks, Gloria Anzalduá, and Trinh T. Minh-ha. I wish to express my gratitude to my dear friend and colleague Ewa Antoszek for introducing me to the work of several of these critics, including Hayden, Massey, Kaup, and Soja. See Antoszek’s unpublished dissertation, “Out of the Margins: Identity Formation in Contemporary Chicana Writings.”
I am drawing upon and expanding Ferdinand de Saussure’s concept of the diachronic by focusing upon the history and development of the meaning of exile and diaspora over time, as well as Roman Jakobson’s notion of the synchronic, which highlights specific points in time.


Edward Said is cited in James Clifford’s essay “Diasporas”; as Clifford observes, Said employs the term *contrapuntal* in reference to “an originality” or the “plurality” of the diasporic subject’s position and perspective, which “gives rise to [a contrapuntal] awareness of simultaneous dimensions.” For more on this subject, see Said’s “Reflections on Exile,” *Granta* 13: 171–172.

Cubands is an elastic and all-inclusive term I developed as a way of intervening in Cuban/exile discourse. The term simultaneously takes account of the layered presences or nations that constitute Cuban culture (such as the Taínos, Spain, Africa, Ireland, France, the United States, and the former Soviet Union, etc.) as well as allow room for the complex identities that are continuously rooting and rerooting, translating and transforming in an ever-changing diasporic context, which is at once global and transnational. See my introduction to *ReMembering Cuba*, xxvii–xxx.

In her essay “Los hijos del exilio Cubano y su literatura” (The Children of the Cuban Exile and Their Literature), Carolina Hospital accounts for this Cuban sensibility as an acquired phenomenon—a strict product of socialization and acculturation, which results from the external influence of kinship networks or extended communal associations. As Hospital puts it,

> Some people ask how it is possible that . . . individuals who are either raised or born outside of Cuba can have a consciousness of exile. The answer resides in their participation in an exile community that has strong ties with the Cuban situation. . . . The works of these writers reflect a search for forms, images and themes that permit them to grow in this new experience of being between two cultures.


As Sören Frank observes, “migration is the defining characteristic of contemporary life,” and “the migrant,” he adds (quoting Salman Rushdie), is a person “without frontiers . . . the archetypal figure of our age.” In an unpublished essay titled “Globalization and the Migrant Writer,” presented in abbreviated form at the Migration and Intercultural Identities in Relation to Border Regions (Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries) Conference in Kortrijk, Belgium (May 2010), Frank discusses the mutually dependent phenomenon of globalization and migration and its bearing on world literature. He begins his analysis with a discussion of Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht’s concept of the “elimination of the dimension of space” as a consequence of the electronic age. Frank argues that “migration literature, or Weltliteratur, cosmopolitanism, and Europe are all particular instances of the growing independence of particular spaces, but also that they are characterized by reactions of inertia which make them reconnect with dimensions of space.” Gumbrecht’s characterization of globalization as “a growing spacelessness” underlies Frank’s discussion of the migrant’s “practice of weightlessness” or “bodilessness” as s/he moves from space to space. Though he cautions against the dangers of detachment from history, language, and territory, Frank emphasizes the potentially liberatory aspects of being simultaneously “patriotic and cosmopolitan, rooted and weightless, shaded in local colors and movable in global corridors.” For more on this topic, see Gumbrecht’s essay “A Negative Anthropology of Globalization” in The Multiple Faces of Globalization, ed. Francisco González (Madrid: BBVA, 2009), 230-241.

26. James Clifford’s quotation first appeared in Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century, 36; cited in Eric Gary Anderson’s American Indian Literature and the Southwest, 187.

27. Brent Hayes Edwards makes the same point in his entry in Keywords for American Cultural Studies, ed. Bruce Burgett and Glenn Hendler (New York: New York University Press, 2007), 83.

28. The quotation from Jonathan and Daniel Boyarin first appeared in Powers of Diasporas: Two Essays on the Relevance of Jewish Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 10. It is cited in Brent Hayes Edwards’s entry in Keywords for American Cultural Studies, 82.

29. The Birmingham scholars (associated with the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, England), such as Stuart Hall and Paul Gilroy, began to define culture within a diasporic framework in order to draw attention to what one scholar terms “the absolutism” that defines culture as a racial, ethnic, or national essence. As my colleague Carole Woodall observes, Gilroy “put forth the Black Atlantic as a unit of cultural analysis in order to reveal formations of distinctly transnational subjectivities beyond the dictates of distinct national or political cultures.” For more information, see Edwards, “The Uses of Diaspora,” Social Text 66 (2001): 45–73.

30. As Edwards observes, contemporary usages of the term diaspora emphasize an idea of movement that is self-contained, and current appropriations tend to conflate related
yet distinct terms such as exile, scattering, migration, transnationalism, immigration, expatriation, minority or refugee status, and racial or ethnic difference. See Keywords for American Cultural Studies.

31. William Safran—expanding on Walker Connor’s definition that a diaspora consists of “that segment of a people living outside the homeland”—defines a diaspora as follows (though it is well rehearsed, it bears repeating): expatriate minority communities whose members: (1) or ancestors have been dispersed from an original “center” to two or more “ peripheral” or foreign regions; (2) retain a collective memory, vision, or myth about their original homeland—its physical location, history, and achievements; (3) believe that they are not—and perhaps cannot be—fully accepted by their host society and, therefore, feel partly alienated and insulated from it; (4) regard their ancestral homeland as their true, ideal home and as the place to which they or their descendants would (or should) eventually return—when conditions are appropriate; (5) believe that they should, collectively, be committed to the maintenance or restoration of their original homeland and to its safety and prosperity; and (6) continue to relate, personally or vicariously, to that homeland in one way or another, and their ethnocultural consciousness and solidarity are importantly defined by the existence of such a relationship.

Safran’s definition, like James Clifford’s, tends to emphasize what appear to be essentialist territorial claims to culture and nation, and deemphasize the relational aspects of diasporic self-identification or categorization. Safran’s definition is noteworthy in its acknowledgment of multigenerational transmissions of diasporic memory; nevertheless, it falls short of developing any deep discussion regarding this sector of the diasporic population. Though Clifford regards Safran’s paradigm as exclusivist and calls for a less rigidly defined concept of diaspora—a definition that accounts for transnational identity formations and points up the relationship between mobility and stasis—his work disregards altogether the significance of the generations born in diaspora. See “The Impact of Homelands on Diasporas,” in Modern Diasporas in International Politics, ed. Gabriel Sheffer (New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1986), 16–46, cited in Safran’s essay “Diasporas in Modern Societies: Myths of Homeland and Return,” Diaspora 1 (1) (Spring 1991): 83–84.

32. As I point out in the introduction to my edited collection ReMembering Cuba: Legacy of a Diaspora, a number of Cubans with whom I interacted objected to my even using the term diaspora. The primary reason for their objection is the idea that the term suggests scattering or dispersal and thereby contradicts their perception that this movement of people has a center. Not surprisingly, those who expressed discontent were from Miami, which contains the largest portion of the Cuban diasporic population. Certain sectors of the Cuban population residing outside the island have gained considerable political clout in the United States, and as a result, they feel entitled to claim a representative status in the dominant narrative regarding the post-1959 exodus. In my edited collection Cuba: Idea of a Nation Displaced, I consciously and intentionally decentered Miami in order to interrupt what has become a monopoly on Cuban diasporic discourse. In this manner, I attempted to dispel the illusion of a coherent national, cultural, and/or political vision. For a discussion of the various ways that the generations born or raised outside of the island claim a vicarious cultural consciousness and memory, see my essay “The Politics of MisRemembering,” 176–193.
34. See Shohat, “Gendered Cartographies of Knowledge,” 11.
35. As Rafael Rojas reminds us, exile is a transnational phenomenon; “Cubans outside of Cuba are exiles of space and those who live in Cuba are exiles of time.” See Tumbas son sosiego (Barcelona: Editorial Anagrama, S.A., 2006).
37. “The term ‘self-understanding,’” Brubaker and Cooper note, “is not meant to imply a distinctly modern or Western understanding of the ‘self’ as a homogenous, bounded, unitary entity. . . . In some settings, people may understand and experience themselves in terms of a grid of intersecting categories; in others, in terms of a web of connections of differential proximity and intensity” (“Beyond ‘Identity,’” 17).
38. Brubaker and Cooper sketch out five common usages of the term identity that are frequently at odds with one another. “Clearly, the term ‘identity’ is made to do a lot of work,” they observe.

It is used to highlight non-instrumental modes of action; to focus on self-understanding rather than self-interest; to designate sameness across persons or sameness across time; to capture allegedly core, foundational aspects of selfhood; to deny that such core, foundational aspects exist; to highlight the processual, interactive development of solidarity and collective self-understanding; and to stress the fragmented quality of the contemporary experience of ‘self,’ a self unstably patched together through shards of discourse and contingently ‘activated’ in differing contexts. (“Beyond ‘Identity,’” 8)
40. Ibid., 183.
41. Ibid., 186.
42. Hugh of Saint Victor was a medieval philosopher, theologian, and mystical writer born in Saxony, France, in 1096. My colleague Jan McVicker pointed out his quotation after learning about my project. It appears in Edward Said’s Culture and Imperialism (New York: Knopf, 1993), 335.
44. See the discussion of the concept of weightlessness in note 25.
45. As John Durham Peters notes, the concept of nomadism was “born metaphorical.” Traditionally it has been characterized according to two competing forms: as a threat to the state, a case of “dangerous romantic projection”; or as a “dream of radical liberty,” an affront to dogmatism and a “subversion of set conventions.” See Peters’s discussion of nomadism in “Exile, Nomadism, and Diaspora: The Stakes of Mobility in the Western Canon,” in Hamid Naficy’s edited collection Home, Exile, Homeland, 18-41.
46. As discussed in note 19, Frank affirms a notion first set out by Edward Said that the migrant lives “a contrapuntal life,” and that her/his “condition of spacelessness” is simultaneously rooted to and detached from particular spaces.
47. See Appiah’s seminal work “Cosmopolitan Patriots,” in *Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling Beyond the Nation*, ed. Pheng Cheah and Bruce Robbins (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 91-114.


49. See Bourriaud’s *The Radicant*, in which he discusses at length the manner in which a radicant aesthetic is unlike Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s concept of the rhizome (first developed in *A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia* [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987]). Noting the rhizome’s nonhierarchical and fluid structure, as well as its interconnected significations, Bourriaud nevertheless distinguishes this image from the radicant by pointing out that

unlike the rhizome, which is defined as a multiplicity that brackets out the question of the subject from the beginning, the radicant takes the form of a trajectory or path: the advance of a singular object. . . . The radicant implies a subject, but one that is not reducible to a stable, closed, and self-contained identity. It exists exclusively in the dynamic form of its wandering and the contours of the circuit it describes, which are two modes of visibility. In other words, it is movement that ultimately permits the formulation of an identity. . . . [it] views the self as constructed out of borrowings, citations, and proximities . . . [and] differs from the rhizome in its emphasis on the itinerary, the path, as a dialogical or intersubjective narrative that unfolds between the subject and the surfaces it transverses, to which it attaches its roots to produce what might be termed an installation: one “installs oneself” in a place or situation in a makeshift or precarious way, and the subject’s identity is nothing but the temporary result of this encampment, during which acts of translation are performed. Translation of a path into a local language, translation of oneself into a milieu—translation in both directions. Thus, the radicant subject appears as a construction or montage, in other words, as a work born of endless negotiation. (55-56)

50. Ibid., 139-140.

51. Ibid., 131.


53. As Eric Gary Anderson points out in a discussion of American Indian space, temporality, and movement, “migrations are, paradoxically, constants” in many cultures, though all native groups are deeply tied to the Earth. The idea that movement is a mode of survival—that movement is knowledge and power—is an ancient concept that defies conventional western concepts regarding property or ownership, and is widely embraced by many Native American or indigenous groups. While discussing this topic, a colleague pointed out that a critical difference between the Native experience and that of diasporic Cubans is the idea that many Cubans cannot return to their native land, whereas nomadic or migratory Native groups generally followed seasonal migration patterns in order to locate food sources and often returned to the same locations. Nevertheless, when read in the context of relocation, one can imagine the parallels that can be drawn among these groups. See Anderson, *American Indian Literature and the Southwest*, 17.
54. See Peters’s extensive discussion of the etymology of the term *tent* and the manner in which it has endured as a sign in “Exile, Nomadism, and Diaspora,” 24–28. In “Framing Exile,” Hamid Naficy points out that any traditional notion of home involves legal categories such as rights, property, and possession as well as their opposite (5–6).


56. The quantum version of the double- or two-slit experiment, in which a single photon is seen passing through two slits in a screen simultaneously, provides a good example, as does the paradoxical “thought experiment” Schrödinger’s Cat.

57. See Jeff Tollaksen’s quotation in Sharon Begley’s article “Putting Time in a (Leaky) Bottle,” *Newsweek*, 30 July 2007, 49.


60. I am borrowing Benedict Anderson’s concept of “the imagined community,” which he introduces in his critical work *Imagined Communities* (London and New York: Verso, 1991).


**Chapter One**

1. For more information on this subject see Ileana Fuentes-Pérez’s essay “By Choice or by Circumstance: The Inevitable Exile of Artists,” in the exhibit catalog *Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba*, 19–39. In this text she is called Ileana Fuentes.

2. Two major art movements emerged in Havana during the 1950s and made abstraction central to Cuban art: the Grupo de los Diez Artistas Concretos (Group of Ten Concrete Artists) and Grupo de los Once (Group of Eleven). The Group of Ten was influenced by the geometric art of Piet Mondrian and Victor Vasarely. According to Antonio “Tonel” Eligio Fernández, Los Once was composed of a heterogeneous group of painters whose work was characterized by abstract expressionism; they made their first appearance in Havana in 1953. These artists questioned “the foundations of an artistic tradition that had undergone its great boom in the 1930s and 1940s. . . . [W]ithin the historical context of [the 1950s], the abstract expressionism advocated by several of The Eleven no doubt took on an ‘insurgent’ significance.” This insurgent bent was evidenced by two exhibitions: the Anti-Biennial in 1954 at the University of Havana, which protested the “Hispano-American Biennial” (a joint project of the Franco and Batista regimes), and the Anti-Salon in 1956. Among the more prominent artists in Los Once were Servando Cabrera, Antonia Eiríz, Raúl Martínez, José Luis Posada, and Salvador Corratgé. The Eleven, critic Carlos M. Luis notes, “saw in abstract painting, gestural painting and the painting style of the Cobra Group, the elements of a new language whose hermeneutics demanded a new look at Cubanness.” See Fernández’s


5. For more on this subject, see ibid., 19–28.


8. Ibid.

9. The exhibit Pintura Fresca (Fresh Paint), which included many of the Volumen Uno artists, preceded the latter exhibit. Camnitzer, *New Art of Cuba*, 14.

10. Ibid., 14.

11. Ibid., 3–5.

12. Ibid., 125.


14. See Mosquera’s “New Cuban Art Begins.”


19. This discussion of Puré is based primarily on a personal conversation with Ana Albertina Delgado and Adriano Buergo, 23 October 2005, Miami, Florida. The San Alejandro Academy of Painting, where both were educated, was established in Havana in 1818 to train artists according to the standards of traditional nineteenth-century French and Spanish academism. The academy is discussed further in Chapter 5.


21. Segundo Planes, Tomás Esson Reid, Alejandro Aguilera, Belkis Ayón, Carlos Rodríguez Cárdenas, Abdel Hernández, Ernesto Leal, Luis Gómez, Sandra Ceballos, Pedro Vizcaíno, and Pedro Álvarez, among others, were prominent in this movement.

22. See the exhibit catalog for El poder, Galería Nina Menocal, Mexico City, 1993, 4.


28. Ibid., 36.

29. Quoted in ibid., 37.

30. From the late 1980s into the early 1990s, Manuel “Manolo” Rivero (who has since passed away) extended invitations to more than a hundred Cuban artists to exhibit in
his gallery. Although he was initially prompted by his interest in Cuban art, the hotel-gallery became, in Rivero’s words, a “bridge” for scores of artists who wished to leave the island (personal interview, November 2005, Mérida, Yucatán). Those who chose to remain in Mérida benefited immeasurably from his hospitality and assistance. Among them are Cafeteros Leandro Soto, Israel León Viera, and Glexis Novoa. In 1989, Dr. Arturo Mosquera and his wife, Liza, began collecting the work of Cuban artists residing outside the island. Conscious of the difficulties that diasporic artists faced in finding venues to display and promote their work, as well as the obstacles many encountered in adjusting to a commercial market, Mosquera was inspired to convert his orthodontist’s office into an alternative exhibition space in 1999. He named the space “Art @ Work” (part of the Farside Gallery), and over the years he has hosted scores of solo exhibitions as well as group shows. “Art @ Work” has gradually become a major venue not only for Cubans, but also for North American and Latin American artists. Among the CAFÉ artists who have exhibited in this space are Leandro Soto, Glexis Novoa, Ana Albertina Delgado, Jorge Tantoja, and Elizabeth Cerejido.

31. See Graciella Cruz-Taura’s introduction to Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, 11–15.
32. Ibid., 19, 25.
33. Ibid., 41.
34. For more information, see Bosch’s Cuban-American Art in Miami.
35. See the foreword to Breaking Barriers (Fort Lauderdale, FL: Museum of Art of Fort Lauderdale, 1995), 5.
36. Though it did not feature Cuban artists exclusively, a third noteworthy exhibit was Extended Boundary: Latin American and Caribbean Artists in Miami, curated by Félix Ángel, director of Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) Cultural Center. Extended Boundary was presented in Washington, D.C., from 20 February through 2 May 2008 at the IDB Cultural Center. Its aim was

to pay tribute to the city of Miami . . . the only North American city that serves as a bridge between the United States and the rest of our hemisphere. . . . The result is a clear frame of reference for anyone who wishes to decode the peculiar character of the City, and learn what has happened in the realm of culture in Greater Miami between that time near the end of the nineteenth century when Mr. Flagler’s railroad was extended to Biscayne Bay, to the present.

From the exhibition pamphlet, http://www.iadb.org/exr/cultural/information_bull etins/bio8_engpdf)
37. According to the press release for Killing Time, Exit Art was founded in 1982 as “an interdisciplinary laboratory for contemporary culture that explores the rich diversity of voices that continually shape art and ideas.” See www.exitart.org:80/site/pub/exhibition_programs/killing_time/index.html. The artists and groups who participated in Killing Time were Francis Acea, Pavel Acosta, Jairo Alfonso, All Stars Team, José Luis Alonso Mateo, Alexandre Arrechea, Arte Calle, Magdiel Aspillaga, Juan Pablo Ballester, James Bonachea, Ricardo Brey, Saidel Brito, Tania Bruguera, La Campana Group, María Magdalena Campos Pons, Iván Capote, Yoan Capote, Consuelo Castañeda, Nilo Castillo, Sandra Ceballos and Espacio Aglutinator, Raúl Cordero, Arturo


40. One of the most recent exhibits of Cuban art abroad, Una Sola Isla II, which featured Cafétero Raúl Villarreal, was touted as “the second of a series of important exhibitions on Cuban art . . . forging cultural dialogues . . . [and] bridging the gap between Havana, Cuba and New York City” (QbaVa Gallery, Union City, New Jersey, 4 December 2009 through 22 January 2010).


Chapter Two

1. See Cruz-Taura’s introduction to Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, 11.

2. This and other quotes are from interviews I conducted with Leandro Soto in October 2003, May 2005, and November 2008.


4. This quote is from Soto’s “Artist’s Statement,” composed for the CAFÉ II exhibit at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, October 2002.

5. Inspired by their conversation, in February 2001 León Viera curated an exhibit titled Cuban American Foremost Exhibitions (CAFÉ) at the Centro Cultural Olimpo de Mérida, featuring the work of Soto and Bauta. This exhibit, in turn, inspired Soto to begin organizing the first CAFÉ: The Journeys of Cuban Artists, which was presented at the Augusta Savage Gallery at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst in October 2001.

6. What makes this assumption particularly ironic is the notion that a fluid and unconventional spatial sensibility rooted in a longer history of movement and dispossession provides the overarching context for the CAFÉ exhibits. This idea is introduced in the introduction and discussed at length in Chapter 4.

7. See Ileana Fuentes-Pérez’s essay in Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, 19.

9. CAFÉ XI also included a performance by Leandro Soto and was billed as “a cultural event.” CAFÉ XII is currently scheduled to open in May 2011, at the same time that this volume is scheduled for publication. The exhibit will be presented in tandem with Carlos Manuel Cardenas’s photography exhibit Faces: 100 Cuban Artists. The Fine Arts Center in Colorado Springs will concurrently feature Ajiaco (curated by Gail Gelburd [see discussion in Chapter 2]) from September to November. CAFÉ XII will be co-curated by Grisel Pujalá and Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, who are organizing a series of events for the closing of the CAFÉ XII and Faces exhibits in August and the opening of Ajiaco in September. Among these events will be a poetry reading and a performance by Leandro Soto, and a colloquium that will include presentations by Leandro Soto, O’Reilly Herrera, Grisel Pujalá, Gail Gelburd, and Carlos Cardenas, among others. A correspondent course on Cuban and Cuban American art and literature will be taught during the fall of 2011 at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs.


12. For CAFÉ I, López Ramos created a larger-than-life installation made out of *coladores*, or coffee strainers. Straining boiling water and coffee through a paper *colador*, the artist observed, is the usual way to make American coffee. The artist collaged a personal photo and assorted tokens or memorabilia at the bottom of each *colador*, thereby documenting his journey into exile; he inscribed the date of each object with coffee on the wall of each *colador*. In some sense, López Ramos’s installation is a testimony to memory and nostalgia. It represents the way diasporic subjects visit and revisit their multiple pasts. More importantly, it suggests the manner in which diasporic Cubans filter those pasts in order to “extract” their very best aspects.


14. The concept of Cuba as an island that “repeats” itself is discussed in the introduction.

15. Daniel Lentz’s composition “Café Desire” was a permanent feature of CAFÉ III, which opened at Arizona State University West in the fall of 2003. Lentz is a professor emeritus in the university’s Department of Interdisciplinary Arts. Other musicians and writers who have given readings or participated as musicians in the various manifestations of CAFÉ are Victor Caldéé, Ricardo Pau-Llosa, Amando Fernández, Jorge Luis Morejón, Andrea O’Reilly Herrera, Grisel Pujalá (who read the work of Lourdes Gil), and Amparo and Mark McWatt (who read the work of Nicolás Guillén).

16. Llinás and Bermúdez, members of Los Once, were both masters of Afro-Cubanism. Llinás frequently included Abacú symbols in his work, and according to one critic, Portocarrero “painted women like orishas.” (The Abacúa is a fraternal Afro-Cuban secret society.)

17. Diasporic expressions of longing and nostalgia, which are rooted in and defined by specific historical events and actual geopolitical spaces, connect a broad spectrum of Cuban political exiles and economic émigrés not only among themselves, but also to other diasporic communities. Many of those who were born outside the island or left when they were infants or toddlers identify with their Cuban heritage and locate
themselves within the diasporic community, despite the recognition that they are impressed in varying degrees with American mores and attitudes. Although their received memory of Cuba, what I refer to as our cultural “inheritance,” has been erratically or “unevenly” conveyed among us, what distinguishes us primarily from one another is the manner in which we account for the Cuban component of our sense of self-identity. For a developed discussion of this topic, see my essay “The Politics of MisRemembering: History, Imagination and the Recovery of the Lost Generation.”

Though conceived in Havana, I was born in Philadelphia in January 1959. Leandro Soto invited me to exhibit with the Cafeteros in the fall of 2002. I have therefore included an image of my painting *Pearl of the Antilles*, which served as the frontispiece for my novel of the same name (Bilingual Review Press, 2001) and was included in CAFÉ II. I based this particular work on a photograph of my Cuban grandmother, which became the source of inspiration for the novel.

18. As Laura A. V. House, drawing upon Paul Ilie, points out:

exile is a “bilateral phenomenon.” [Ilie] suggests a “reversibility principle” . . . positing territorial exile in an “axiological interrelationship” with “inner exile”—or what he terms “residential exile.” This “residential exile” is not a political category, but rather a perceptual or affective condition of estrangement in relation to a lost or departed other. In other words, exile is dependent upon its relationship to non-exile; it is “less a severance of one part from a larger entity than a mutual excision of two parts.” It is this mutuality of exile, sensations felt by both expatriated exiles and residential exiles[,] that implies that the phenomenon is much more than a physical removal from the homeland. The irrelevance of a territorial separation becomes clear when an émigré returns to his “homeland” and realizes that he is still alien. . . . The exilic mentality is flexible and reaches across generations, geographical locations, and political lines to invade language, which is to say, perception.


19. *Insilio* is a term first developed by Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz to describe a feeling of inner exile that occurs, in the case of diasporic Cubans, before they have even left the island. In a 25 September 2005 personal e-mail exchange, Kelvin López, who continues to reside in Havana, wrote, “The young artist who lives and works in Cuba identifies with themes and tendencies that are different from those that motivated the exile of many of the participants in CAFÉ; for me, living in Cuba becomes a constant motivation, in relation to the themes I choose/or deal with, and the political process is internalized/or taken on, from a different perspective. . . . It is precisely this insilio that makes determined proposals interesting.”


21. Brubaker and Cooper are drawing on the work of Michel Foucault in this passage. See “Beyond ‘Identity,’” 15.

23. Leandro Soto has co-curated CAFÉ on several occasions. In 2002 (CAFÉ II), he co-curated with Andrea O’Reilly Herrera at the Gallery of Contemporary Art at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, and in 2007 he curated CAFÉ VI at the Union Gallery, University of Arizona, Tucson, with the assistance of Leo Graves. In 2003 his students at Arizona State University West helped with the artwork for CAFÉ III and transformed the Interdisciplinary and Performing Arts Gallery into an installation. Soto was also assisted by students from his gallery installation class at Arizona State University in installing CAFÉ VII. CAFÉ VII, VIII, and IX were co-curated by Larry Yañez, Anita Guerra, and Victor Caldeè, respectively. CAFÉ X was curated with the assistance of Rodney Ifill.


28. Eleguá is an orisha in the pantheon of deities in Santería, a religion derived from Yoruban religious practices and Catholicism. He is also the messenger for some of the higher gods. Eleguá is generally regarded as a trickster figure who functions as “the guardian of the crossroads of life,” and consequently opens and closes the various paths we might take. Though he often provides opportunities, he also frequently complicates our choices, thus reflecting his mischievous nature. He is associated with the colors red and black, as well as the number 3. His Catholic counterpart is the Holy Child of Atocha. For more information, see http://www.godchecker.com/pantheon/african-mythology.php?deity=ELEGUA and http://ezinearticles.com/?Orisha-Elegua&id=627709.


30. This particular invocation of “the house of memory” recalls Gaston Bachelard’s metaphor of the house as an idealized site—a “corner of the world” that represents the place of childhood imagination, well-being, permanence, continuity, and rootedness. See Bachelard’s *The Poetics of Space* (Boston: Beacon Press, [1959] 1969).


32. The creolized term *Abacúa* refers to a secret fraternal society in Cuba thought to have originated in southern Nigeria and southwestern Cameroon. For more information, see http://www.religion-cults.com/Ancient/Africa/Africa1.htm. For more information on Llinás see http://www.luag.org/pages/viewfull.cfm?ElementID=20.


34. Soto, personal interview, 21 May 2005, Phoenix.
NOTES TO PAGES 44–49

CHAPTER THREE


3. In her unpublished master’s thesis, “The Poetics of ‘Insilio’: The Other Side of Exile in Cuban Culture” (2008), Laura A. V. House draws upon Jacques Derrida’s distinction between futur (the measurable future) and l’avenir (the “as-yet-to-come”). “Cuba,” House writes, “lives in ‘a peculiar suspension that destroys that difference: anything might happen but nothing will happen. There is a nostalgia for a future that does not exist anymore.’ This ‘peculiar suspension’ is interiorized by individuals who feel disconnected not only from a coherent sense of time, but from other people and eventually themselves” (13).


5. See LeFevre’s The Production of Space.


7. For more information, see my essay “The Politics of MisRemembering,” in Cuba: Idea of a Nation Displaced, 177-193.

8. See my discussion of Homi K. Bhabha’s usage of the term idea in the introduction to my edited collection Cuba: Idea of a Nation Displaced.


10. Ibid., 36.


13. The very notion of borders imposes and consequently reifies and binds a symmetrical, binary relationship between centers and peripheries, and peripheries and frontiers. It is an inherently limiting and hierarchical relationship.

14. Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 140, 200–204.

15. Bhabha is quoting from “Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” by Martin Heidegger. See Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 1, 7.

16. In this passage, I am consciously riffing on Stuart Hall’s concept of “play.” In “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” he discusses the “play of ‘difference’ within identity” and observes, “I use the word ‘play’ because the double meaning of the metaphor is important. It suggests, on the one hand, the instability, the permanent unsettlement, the lack of any final resolution. On the other hand, it reminds us that the place where this ‘doubleness’ is most powerfully to be heard is ‘playing’ [for example] within the varieties of
Caribbean musics. . . . At different places, times, in relation to different questions, the boundaries are Resisted.” Hall, *Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies*, 228.


19. Ibid., 10.

20. Bhabha’s vision corresponds with that of the Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges. Borges regarded the movement of time “as flowing from the future into the past and thus as a ceaseless production of the past.” See Bourriaud’s discussion of Borges’s work in *The Radicant*, 123.

21. For more on this subject, see Bhabha, *The Location of Culture*, 225, 7.

22. Ibid., 313.

23. Ibid., 10.

**Chapter Four**

1. Several of the essays in the exhibition catalog for ¡Cuba! Art and History from 1868 to Today directly address this topic.


3. See the introductory essay in *Memoria: Cuban Art of the Twentieth Century*, ed. Veigas et al.

4. See Cruz-Taura’s introduction to *Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba*, 11.

5. Prominent among those who relocated to France were Wifredo Lam, who moved to Paris in 1938, and the sculptor Agustín Cárdenas, who arrived prior to the 1959 exodus. Others such as Fayad Jamís, Wilfredo Arcay Ochandarena, and Dolores (Loló) Soldevilla—the “cultural aggregate” in France from 1947 to 1957—also resided in Paris before 1959. Lam, who largely remained an outsider to the Cuban School and spent most of his career in Paris, altered contemporary currents in Cuban modernist art in the 1940s with his introduction of Polynesian Oceanic tribal elements and subject matter, a direct result of his exposure to the surrealist circle and his exploration of his own African roots.

Artists Cundo Bermúdez, René Portocarrero, Mario Carreño, Carmen Herrera, Mariano Rodríguez, Daniel Serra Badue, and Alfredo Lozano—all of whom emerged in the late 1930s and the 1940s, during the Second World War—are generally categorized as members of the second wave of the Cuban *vanguardia*. Many of these artists lived abroad as well. Bermúdez and Lozano relocated to Puerto Rico after leaving Cuba. Herrera settled in New York in 1939, though she returned to Paris several times throughout her career. Her art—a synthesis of geometric and colorist concerns—was most closely tied to her adopted environs. For more on this subject, see William Navarette’s essay “The Cuban Exile in France,” in my edited collection *Cuba: Idea of a Nation Displaced*, 35–46; and Pau-Llosa’s “Identity and Variations, Cuban Visual Thinking in
Exile Since 1959,” in Outside Cuba/Fuera de Cuba, 44.
7. For more information see Veerle Poupeye’s Caribbean Art (New York and London: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 64.
8. The April 1944 MOMA exhibition Modern Cuban Painters included the work of vanguardia artists Felisindo Iglesias Acevedo, Cundo Bermúdez, Mario Carreño, Carlos Enríquez, Felipe Orlando, Mariano Rodríquez, Luis Martínez Pedro, Rafael Moreno, Amelia Peláez, Fidelio Ponce, René Portocarrero, and Victor Manuel García (all of whom were living in Cuba at the time).
10. From the turn of the twentieth century, Cuba was subject to a series of neocolonial, imperialist influences such as the United States and the former Soviet Union, respectively, and received an influx of immigrants, including Ashkenazic and Sephardic Jews, and Lebanese, to name but a few groups.
11. Four branches of African religious culture, which have intermingled with Christianity, exist in modern-day Cuba: Yoruba (primarily from West Africa), which has transformed into Santería; the Arará, a group that is regionally associated with Matanzas; the Abacuá Society, a male society that comes from Calabar, a region in Nigeria; and Palo Monte, which draws its traditions from Conga Bantu.
14. Although the Taíno were virtually eliminated in the Caribbean, visible traces of their culture still exist and are manifest in language, folklore, cuisine, art, music, and religious emblems, including La Virgen de la Caridad de Cobre. Benítez-Rojo argues that Cuba’s patron saint is “a fusion of the cults of Atabey (Taíno), Oshun (Yoruba), and Our Lady.” See Benítez-Rojo, The Repeating Island, 46, 52.
15. This concept was articulated by Rogelio Martínez Furé in a personal conversation with Leandro Soto and Grisel Pujalá in 2002.
16. Localized isolation, coupled with the fact that the plantation economy came comparatively late to Cuba (as compared to other Caribbean islands), provided the specific conditions in which these Creole cultural forms took root and thrived. Although the Spaniards relied on slavery or indentured servitude to mine the island for its natural resources and produce agricultural products such as coffee and tobacco, they tended to place equal emphasis on transplanting or transferring their institutions and thereby acculturating their colonial subjects, as opposed to solely exploiting the land for economic gain. As a result, there was a visible effort to convert slaves. In the Hispanic islands, the Spaniards permitted slaves to buy their freedom and legally marry. Unlike the slaves who would eventually work the sugar mills in Cuba, those inscribed within the plantation system did not find themselves subject to what Benítez-Rojo terms “the regime of imprisonment and forced labor” that existed on other Caribbean islands, and thus they enjoyed greater social mobility and the possibility of becoming active cultural agents.
It was not until the 1790s that Cuba began to make the transition from a more local or internalized plantation system supported by slaves, indentured servants, and freed slaves to an agronomic export economy, what Benítez-Rojo refers to as “the big Plantation system.” (In *The Repeating Island*, Benítez-Rojo distinguishes between an internal agronomic system as opposed to an agronomic export economy by referring to the former with a lowercase “p” and the latter with a capital “P.”) Toward the end of the eighteenth century, Saint-Domingue (present-day Haiti and the Dominican Republic), which was under French rule and had the highest rate of sugar production, began to move toward revolution, and its plantation system began to decline. The Spanish state took advantage of the scarcity of sugar; within a short period, a full-fledged Plantation economy had been established on the island, outrivaling that of any other nation in the Caribbean. Between 1810 and 1847, Cuba’s export production rose from 33,708 tons to 208,393; by 1868 it reached 749,000 tons. As Eric Williams notes, two developments, coupled with Cuba’s fertile soil, account for the astonishingly quick manner in which Cuba established its superiority in the sugar industry: the installation of the latest machinery and the introduction of the railway. See Williams, *From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean 1492–1969* (New York: Vintage, 1970), 361–373. Though the slave traffic to the island increased markedly, a good portion of the Cuban population was already composed of freed slaves. According to Benítez-Rojo, in 1774 freed slaves made up 20.3 percent of the entire population, a figure that suggests “their mobility and their being in a position to exert cultural influence in the process of Africanization.”

17. Wifredo Lam also integrated both Oceanic and Asian cultural elements into his work.
19. Both José Martí and José María de Heredia (1803–1839), author of the famed poem “Ode to Niagara,” elevated the palm tree to the level of an iconic emblem of Cuba and Cubanness. That both poets employed this image while in a state of exile is noteworthy.
20. As mentioned earlier, my usage of the word *repetition* resembles Antonio Benítez-Rojo’s in its implication that memories repeat themselves over time and retain some of their essential qualities; however, rather than viewing them as mimetic in any Borgesian sense, they are also “as fugitive as the years,” as Marcel Proust suggested in the famous episode in *Swann’s Way* involving the crumb of madeleine and the cup of tea.
21. In addition to Christianity, Cuba’s other two major religions are Palo Monte and Santería, which arose in the contexts of slavery and colonialism. Palo Monte (also known as Regla Congo or Palo) has three branches, the most prominent in Cuba being Palo Monte Mayombe. (The other branches are Briyumba and Kimbisa.) Palo Monte has traditionally been associated with slaves from Central Africa, primarily of Bantu origin. Practitioners emphasize ancestor worship as well as their relationship to the land and the spiritual forces that manifest themselves in the natural world. Santería (also known as Regla de Ochoa) arose in Cuba in the context of slavery and colonialism. In order to ensure their cultural survival, slaves (primarily of West African origin, and specifically of the Yoruba culture of southwestern Nigeria) resisted acculturation by the Spaniards by integrating aspects of their native religions with Christianity. According to the beliefs of Santería, at birth each individual is associated with a divine
guardian or saint (orisha). Each orisha, in turn, has a Catholic counterpart. For example, the patron of Cuba, La Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre, is the counterpart of Ochún, the orisha, or goddess, associated with love, sensuality, maternity, beauty, and the arts, and the wife of the sky god Changó. Ochún’s colors are yellow and orange, and she is associated with the number 5, the metals copper and gold, and objects such as peacock feathers and mirrors. For more information, see http://www.neohumanism.org/o/os/uschun.html.

23. See Mosquera’s “New Cuban Art Begins,” ¡Cuba! Art and History From 1868 to Today.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
31. In a personal conversation (November 2008), Grisel Pujalá articulated this very same concept in respect to Cuban exile writing, with specific reference to the work of the Cuban writer Eduardo Manet, who currently resides in Paris. Pujalá argues that there remains something intrinsically Cuban about Manet despite the fact that much of his recent work is written in French.
32. Although it comes in many variations, ajiaco is the classic Cuban stew. Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz repeatedly employs the term as a metaphor to describe the rich cultural blend that constitutes Cuban culture. He emphasizes the manner in which some ingredients maintain their integrity, whereas others intermingle and blend, thereby forming new combinations.
34. See Chapter 1 of Miguel De la Torre’s dissertation “Ajiaco Christianity: Toward an Exlic Cuban Ethic of Reconciliation,” Temple University, May 1999.
37. Ibid., 34-42.
38. For more information on this subject, see Enrique Patterson’s “Sin calcetines,” in ReMembering Cuba, 34-42.
40. In some sense, Valella’s investigation into Taino symbology and forms is akin to an impulse visible in the artwork produced in the context of the Mexican Revolution, as
well as the ideological concerns that informed the Chicano movement in the United States and manifest themselves in the work of Chicano/a writers. In addition to seeking social justice and equity, the Chicano movement sought to reclaim a lost or buried heritage that predated Spanish colonialism, and to educate and encourage Chicanos to take pride in their ethnic and cultural heritage. A similar impetus was visible in the Mexican Muralist Movement, which included artists such as Diego Rivera, José Orozco, and David Alfaro Siqueiros. Aiming to create a new national cultural consciousness, their work contained nationalist themes that reflected their affinity with the school of Socialist Realist art as well as indigenous iconography. Related artists, such as Frida Kahlo, also incorporated indigenous iconography into their work.

41. Artist’s statement displayed at the exhibit, 2007.
42. Villarreal, personal interview, 23 January 2006, West New York, NJ.
43. See note 21.
45. García Miranda actually co-designed and painted Soto’s “Ireme” costume.
47. In his discussion of the necessity to inventar, Luis Camnitzer presents as an example the ANIR, an organization of scientists and technicians dedicated to “find[ing] alternative solutions to the problems created by scarcity and unavailability.” See New Art in Cuba, 305.
48. Ibid., 307.
52. For more on this subject see ibid., 169.
53. See the introduction to Colleen McDannell’s Material Christianity: Religion and Popular Culture in America (New Haven, CT: Yale UP, 1995).
55. Ibid.
56. See Carlos M. Luis’s catalog essay for the exhibit De ida y vuelta, Centro Cultural Español, Coral Gables, FL, October–November 2004.
58. Though González insists he is not intending to evoke Christian symbology, the cross also has its roots in this tradition and recalls the suffering of the crucified Christ.
59. In Greek mythology, the archetype of the labyrinth is the Cretan maze constructed for Ariadne by Daedalus at King Minos’s request.
61. Operation Peter Pan was coordinated by the U.S government, the Roman Catholic Church (under the auspices of Father Bryan Walsh), and Cubans residing on and off the island in response to government intervention in familial affairs and the consequent fear of indoctrination. More than 14,000 Cuban children were sent unescorted
by their parents or guardians to the United States between 26 December 1960 and 23 October 1962. For more information, see Victor Andres Triay’s *Fleeing Castro: Operation Pedro Pan and the Cuban Children’s Program* (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1990); Yvonne M. Conde’s *Operation Pedro Pan: The Untold Exodus of 14,000 Cuban Children* (New York: Routledge, 1999); and the Operation’s official website, www.pedropan.org.


63. Although she passed the entrance exams, Luna was denied admission to the Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) due to her overt dissidence. She was given orders to go instead to Las Tunas, Oriente, “to teach art to the cows,” she wryly comments. Prevented from working in any official capacity for three years because of her refusal to comply, she began sewing blue jeans and backpacks and selling them on the black market.

64. Evelio Lecour employs mythical and historical characters and symbols in his art in order to create a personal mythology that draws upon what he characterizes as “the universal.” Referring to himself as a figurative sculptor above all else, Lecour—unlike the Cafeteros who find their representational sources in Cuban folklore—transforms the universal by incorporating symbols from ancient Greece, Rome, Egypt, and the Judeo-Christian tradition in combination with oneiric elements—that those recur in his dreams. While residing in Cuba, Lecour had the opportunity to travel widely and expose himself to a variety of art forms and influences. During one of his sojourns to Italy, he was influenced by classical forms and inspired to begin a series inspired by the fountains of Rome. In this sense, Lecour’s art also embodies the eclectic nature of Cuban culture, as well its tendency to absorb and transform cultural elements. Lecour, personal interview, 14 October 2005, Miami.

65. Sarlat, personal interview, 18 October 2005, Miami.

66. The orisha Yemayá is the great goddess-mother associated with the sea and with creativity and fecundity. Her colors are blue and white, and she is associated with the number 7. Her Catholic counterpart is La Virgen de la Regla.

67. Changó is the orisha who oversees thunder. His Catholic counterpart is Santa Barbara. He is most often associated with the colors red and white, the number 4, and fire. He is thought to oversee male sexuality and human vitality in general. He is often associated with music and entertainment (especially the *batá* drum), and is known for swiftness and justice.

CHAPTER FIVE


4. Ibid., 45–46.

5. Ibid., 41.
8. As L. Glenn Westfall of the Historical Museum of Southern Florida observes,

   “Cuba’s early tobacco trade not only developed markets for the sale of cigars, but also
   stimulated the lithographic industry in Germany and the United States. . . . The Golden
   Age of Lithography in the United States, from 1880–1914, was an era when the work
   produced by commercial stone lithography was dominated by brand names with a
   Spanish title. Manufacturers of domestic tobacco used Spanish titles for their brand
   names in an attempt to draw upon the prestige of Cuban-made cigars.” For more in-
   formation see www.historical-museum.org/history/tobacco/tobacco3.htm and http://
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